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In the early century, mariy.significant restrictions and 
assumptions had to be made in' 10rder •to ·solve: radiation 
problems due to the mathematicaljcomplexities involved .in 
this field. The improvement of; digita-l ,computers· i·n the 
last twenty years had allowed·us to compute·more complicated 
problems by numerical simulation., 
Most radiative transfer studies which have been 
conducted are concerned with one-dimensional 1semi-infinite 
and finite media. Less attention has been paid to, two-
dimensional problems •. However:, the exact solutions for, one-
dimensional either semi:-infinite.or finite media with one 
reflective boundary and anisotropic scattering are non 
existent. 
The objective of .,present work is to get. the· exact 
solutions for radiative transfer properties in one-
dimensional semi-infinite and finite.media with one 
reflective boundary and anisotropic scattering. The exact 
expressions for the source function, reflection and 
transmission functions, reflected and transmitted 
intensities, and reflected and transmitted fluxes will be 
obtained in later chapters. 
1 
'2 
In this paper, the .problems: are 'simpliffi!e'dt':~,'ti'o. so!l.:ve'Y·only 
at the top boundary for semi-infinite mediar,and*abl<both· 
boundaries for finite media. !!'he principle·tof "s'upe!;,posi"t'ion 
as wel•l as' Ambarzumian '·s method~ are 'used in·"'the1 sb'l·ubion~· · 
process. ~Note that, for these solution, methods, t1no 
information ,inside the media;., w.ill be obtati•ned tfor5. both 
finite and semi-infinite mediai. • 
For the semi•infinite case, fundamental·;;rsource 
functions will Hbe expressed in 'terms of a set:·of unknownr 
functions, which are similar :to Chahdrasekhar's'H function 
[1], and· can be,solved by the successive approximation 
method. On the other hand, fundamental source functions of 
finite case will be expressed in terms of a set of·dependent 
integra-differential functions, which are similar to 
Chandrasekhar's X andY funct:ions [2]. These equations 
include first order derivatives, and can be solved by a 
combination of the Runge-Kutta numerical calculation method 
and the successive approximation method. 
The solutions in this research are shown to be pretty 
close to those of previous work. However, it ·is only the 
fundamental step for. this one. Sooner or later, we should 
get the results which can be appl'ied in a two-dimensional 
media. 
Literature Review 
Extensive studies for radiative transfer exist in the 
public literature. The exact solutions, however, do not 
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exist for the problem ,presented,in""this,,research, ~,although 
some papers with certain similarities had~'been~found during 
the research. Some investigations considered<,the influence 
of index of refraction a,lone when !others studied the effect 
of anisotropic scattering alone.;· ~Never,theless, the 
combination of these two,factors has. not,been ~tudied, 
whether the condition.is one~dimensional or multi-
dimensional. Many researchers have either ignored the 
effect of refractive index or considered average directional 
reflectivities for multi-dimenslonal.r problem due to the 
complexity. Some interesting or similar studies will be 
mentioned as follows •. 
Some typical studies of radiative transfer in one-
dimensional semi-infinite media.were conducted by Armaly, 
Lam, and Crosbie [3], Dougherty [4], and Dougherty [5]. 
An approximate solution was\presented by Armaly, Lam, and 
Crosbie [3] while the exact,solutions were presented by 
Dougherty [4] and Dougherty [5]. 
The exponential kernal substitution, which had been 
used to obtained an approximate solution, was used to 
predict the results .for a absorbing scattering medium with 
index of refraction ·by Armaly, :Lam, and Crosbie [3]. They 
studied the effect of'index·of·refraction'and found that an 
increase in the refractive index would either increase or 
decrease the directional emittance depending the magnitude 
of the scattering albedo. 
A variation of Ambarzumian's method was used by 
Dougherty [4] to formulate the equations for~the .source 
function, flux, and intensity at the rreflective boundary. 
Numerical results were presented~for albedo less~·than o. 7 
and refractive."'indices :of·l.l!pL:1;:33; u£~5, and 2.0. 
Dougherty [ 5] has also,!plresented the exact solutions of 
source fun9tion, reflection function, intensity, and flux 
for an isotropically scattering medium having collimated 
radiation incident upon its ref;lecti v:e ,boundary. His 
results were pnecise for any ref~active index between one 
and two; along with the albedo ;l~ss than 0. 7. Dougherty has 
given the basic results for a·collimated boundary condition 
which allows the use of these to superpose·for other results 
with different boundary conditions. 
Approximate numerical :results for one-dimensional 
geometry have been presented r·by , Buckius and Tseng [ 6] for 
finite media alone, and by Armaly and El-Baz [7] f.or both 
semi-infinite and finite media. In contrast, Jiang [8] has 
given the exact solution for one-dimensional both semi-
infinite and finite media. 
4 
, ~ B'Q.ckius and Tseng [ 6] have offered .an ·approximate 
solution for a planar medium with emission, anisotropic 
scattering, and directional boundaries. The numerical 
results showed that ·the anisotropic scattering effects were 
more significant for the diffuse incident problem than for 
isothermal emission because of the directional nature of the 
incident solution. 
Armaly and El-Baz [7] have obtained the approximate 
5 
solut:i:ons for "''nonconserva,tive•rcases::rat 7,C>ne reflect4've 
boundary with emission forom :•an ,isothermal, isotcrqpica1ly, , 
scatteringtmedium; They, havel£,showm: that·· an'""increase~·;in''· 
refracti velfindex· caused £the sou~ce•1ftihction to increase and 
the effect was more pronounded~at~higher aJ.:bedo and smaller 
optical depths. 
The exact 'Solut,ioris for ).the source function 1 reflection 
and transmission,.functions, and reflected and transmitted 
intensities and~ f¥luxes have been robta·ined by Jiang [a] in a 
medium with isotropic scattering and refractive index. The 
H function was used .to solve the•,semi-infinite problem while 
either the X andcY~functions or ~arzumian's method was 
utilized to solve the finite problem. Various angles were 
considered. for .the.:collimated 1.ncident intensity. The 
results·for optical 'thickness- from 0.1 to 2.0 for different 
step sizes with refractive ··index of 1. 3 3 and 1. 5 were 
presented, along with ·albedoestefz 0.5, 0.9, and 1.0. 
For two-dimensionaa semi-infinite cylindrical media, 
Crosbie and Dougherty [9], Crosbie and Dougherty [10], and 
crosbie,.and Lee,.[1J:] have presented exact solutions for 
isotropic, Rayleigh, and an nth order Legendre 
representation of anisotropic scattering, respectively. 
Exact expressions, of :·equations are a-lso derived but without 
• solving numerically by Crosbie and Dougherty [12] for 
anisotropic scattering. 
The solutions for the source function, flux, and 
intensity at the boundary of an isotropically scattering 
6 
medium have been' found by, Crosbie7 .. and· Doughel:it'F-Yflf[,9t](. 
Crosbie and Dougherty. ,demonstrated !\how to,*usei~Separ~t:ion··· of 
variables ito ·~reduce,,.:.the .source.lfJl:nc;.tion. inte.gr~l-·,egujlt'ion ,t9 
a one-dim~n.f:lional. fol;'IIl ,fo+ ~ a"'»@§§lel.",t~g~ion bQUl1ciary 
condition! .Solutions·· for"" o:tb~r,. boungaryf!\ cpn.di·tions, were 
then shown to.J be $uper.positi.pns of· :tne ,tB~ss.~.l" fpnct:ion, 
solution. Crosbie .and~ Dougherty a·lso· ·il·lus:brate<i that the 
source .function and. flux of rboth the/cylindr·ica~l and, planar 
medium could b~, ,e>q>ressed in f'·term~. ·of the same .basic 
function. 
A modified Ambarzumian' s: ·method· is used by Crosbie and 
Dougherty· [10] todevelop the integra-differential equations 
for the source function, "flux; and intensity at the boundary 
of a cyl·indrical medium scattering with second order 
Legendre phase func.t.ion, which is represented by a series of 
Legendre polynomials (two :terms,, ,second order). The 
incident radiation was.c,ol-limated, normal to the top 
surface, and was dependent only on the radial coordinate. 
Crosbie and Dougherty. have investigated .both boundary 
conditions which varied as a,. Bessel function anQ:.; as a r 
Gaussian distribution. The numerical ~esults for albedoes 
of o. 1, 0. 5, o. 9, 0 •. gg, and· 1. o. were presented in graphical 
and tabular forms for a Rayleigh spattering,medium on both 
the Bessel-varying and Gaussian beam problems. 
Crosbie and Lee [11] have developed a system of 
integral equations for the source function at the boundary 
of a cylindrical medium with anisotropic scattering by a 
modified Ambarzumian's method~ The scattering phase • 
function. was represented by a series of Legendre polynomials 
and the incident radiation, which' was "'BesseJ:~varyiJn.g r:lirr the 
radial coordinate, 'was collimated:)arid'~normal' to(>thetl,surface 
of the medium. The·scattering medd!urit(twast,infi:nite in both 
the 'r- and z-directions. 'Exact soluti!onst~wer:e Lpresented for 
back-scattered intensity and'flux of three and 'five term 
phase functions.1 cresbie and· I:.ee have di>scovered that the 
results for an·.llsot:~:opic and 1sotrop1IC'' scattering had similar 
trends, but the"'actual values of 'fhe''source 'function, flUX,' 
and intensity would differ substantia'lly. 'They also 'found 
that at large distances from the,J.aser beam, the results for 
different phase functions collapsed to the isotropic 
scattering results~ 
Crosbie and Dougherty [12] have derived the exact 
integral equations for sourcePfunction and flux in a 
radially infinite cylindrical medium which scatters 
anisotropically. Both collimated and diffused incident 
radiation were considered for boundary conditions while the 
scattering phase function was represented by a spike' in the 
forward direction plus a series of Legendre polynomials and 
without limitation on the number of Legendre polynomials. 
Radially varying collimated radiation was incident normal to 
the upper surface while the bottom boundary had no radiation 
incident on it. Crosbie and Dougherty also showed the two-
dimensional integral equations being reduced to a one-
dimensional form by separating variables when the radial 
variation of the incident radiation was in the form of a 
Bessel function. 
8 
By using the S-N discrete ordinates method, Kim and r:.ee 
[13] have:performed an accurate approximation for radiative 
transfer in two-dimensional ~,rectangularrrenclosures exposed 
to an arbitrarily incl·ined, co.ll,imated i:ncident beam with 
top reflective boundaryr; Kim: and Lee ,have found that 
anisotropy of the phase functions had a strong effect on the 
radiative transfer, and had more significant influence for 
collimated incidence than for,diffuse incidence. The phase 
function that was applied in thi's ?Case had up to 13 terms iri 
the Legendre polynomials series expansion. 
Crosbie and Dougherty [14) and Crosbie and Dougherty 
[15] have presented exact solutions for isotropic and 
linearly anisotropic scattering in a two-dimensional finite 
thick cylindrical medium, respectively. 
Graphical and tabular results were presented by Crosbie 
and Dougherty [14] for the back-scattered intensity from a 
cylindrical medium which scattered isotropically and were 
exposed to a Gaussian beam of radiation with a refractive 
index of unity. Also, results for the source function and 
flux at the boundaries were presented by them. Moreover, 
they have found the influence of optical thickness and 
albedo being most pronounced at large optical radii. 
The exact solutions of radiative properties were 
obtained by Crosbie and Dougherty [15] for a cylindrical 
medium which scattered in a linear anisotropic fashion. 
9 
They investigated two radial distributions which were in 
forms of a Bessel function and of a Gaussian laser beam. 
The Bessel solution was used to construct the solution for 
the Gaussian beam. 
A multi-layer study was done by Reguigui and Dougherty 
y ? ,> 
(16]. They have presented a system of exact linear integral 
equations for the source function, intensity, and flux for a 
two-dimensional cylindrical medium consisting of up to four 
layers with reflecting boundaries between the layers. The 
incident radiation was collimated and had a Bessel function 
distribution. Their computerized model had the capability of 
varying the refractive index, along with handling internal 
reflection at the boundaries and allowing the albedo to vary 





DEVELOPMENT OF GENERAL EQUATIONS 
Describe Problem 
Before developing the equations, it is necessary to 
have a simple description of the problem which we need to 
solve and also mention some basic definitions which need to 
be used in this problem. 
As mentioned in Chapter I, the problem which we are 
interested in is one-dimensional, with a reflective top 
boundary and anisotropic scattering. This is an ideal case 
due to the reason that the medium is supposed to have both 
reflective top and bottom boundaries. We will show a little 
bit of that derivation in this chapter to demonstrate how 
complicated it is for a medium which has both reflective 
boundaries. However, we will concentrate on the case which 
has only a reflective top boundary as a first step in this 
complex radiation study. 
In this problem, we assumed that collimated incident 
radiation only exists at the top boundary and is a sheet of 
laser-like beams which make our problem become one-
dimensional. Also, no boundary condition at bottom is 
assumed for this case. In fact, there is not a real 
interface between two different media at the bottom 
10 
l.l. 
according to our"''assumption'. 
0nly absorption, transmission', , and reflection may occur 
at'theinter:fiace for the incident radiation<coming from 
outside, the medium'. In our case, 'the" interface is~ very 
thin'l so we may assume ·no absorption at the interface. 
Therefore,cthe:following,equation can describe what happens 
at1 the ; interface: .~ 
Transmission = 1 - reflection. 
However, the a:Oove equation only works at'top boundary. At 
the bottom boundary, we have only transmission due to the 
"no reflective bottom boundary" assumption. 
A schematic of 'the process inside the medium is shown 
in,Fig. (l.) as follows: 
Scattering out 
Scattering in 
Figure 1. Geometry of Scattering and Absorption 
In our case, we assumed no emission which is a good 
assumption only for a lower temperature medium. This 
assumption will fail for high temperature, for example, a 
combustion process. ,Note that ~Qtso~ropic scattering is 
' : t J;.,.,4!' 
also assumed inside the medium. The definition of .. 
~ K,. ;.cC!:!!;;.·'c 
anisotropic scattering is that~here is an ~n~~al 
probability o~ sca~tering in the various direction~; which 
is described by the phase function. 
The problem which is solved in this th~sls:'carl' be 
applied ·dia(inostically. For exanip?le, ·''on~ 'm1J.y 1d~i:'~ni'ne the 
optical thickness for a medium of interest by measuring the 
intensity backscattered or transmitted by a medium and 
Fundamental Equations 
The transport ~c;iuation fdr ·a one-dimeris'iona.'l niedium, 
see Fig. (2) on the· following page, which scatters and 
absorbs without emitting is [4], 
(2) 
scattering phase function. 
Indident Iiitens'.i'f:y Io + 
llo = coseo 
1: = 0 
Medium' 
IL = cose 
~; 
i~ b 1 j .?= = 'l:o ,.,!;,..,; 
n = ntfno 
Figure 2. Geometry of a one-Dimensional Medium 
Before proceeding further w1tll the development of the 
transport equation, it will be useful to express the phase 
function in a general way. 
'· ~ • j 
The phase function can be written in general as a 
finite sum of Lege~dre polypomials 
L 
= L Cm(llt~,J.!.tn> cos[m(rptn-rpl~)]' 
m=O · ·' 
(3) 
L 
= (2-oam) E a:"P:(Iltn> P:(llt~), (4) 
k=m 
and a: = xk (k-m) ! f (k+m) 1 • The xk are the expansion 
coefficients. oam is the Kronecker delta function. The Pk 
are Legendre polynomials [12] 
(5) 
and the P: are Associated Legendre functions [12] 
(6) 
1~ 
Substituting ~q.. (3) into J!!q. (2) ~iel~s .th~,,.9.ef?.eral 
eqpation for so~rce function which is 
L 
(wv/4Tr) t' f27l !1 I ( I "' I) Cm ( I ) = L V 't' t llt n ''f' 1 n ll1 n t IJ.1n 
m=O 0 -1 
x [cos(m<f>1n) cos(mf/1 1 ~) + sin(m<P1n) sin(mf/> 1 ~)] 
(7) 
By using Eq. ~ (7), Eq. (1). becomes 
P.1n [di(1:,1-Ltnt<P1n)/d1:] + I('t',P.tnr<Ptn) = S(1:,1-Ltnt<P1n) . . 
L 
= (W/4Tr) E ~Tr !~1 I(1:,p. 1 ~,(/J 1 ~) Cm(p.1 ~,J.L 1 n) [cos(mf/11n) 
m=O 
Notice that the frequency dependent notation has been 
dropped in Eq. (8) for.cony~nien9e, but the freqpency 
dependence will continue to b~ assumed throughout the 
following development. 
(8) 
Solving Eq. (8) by using an integrating factor yields 
[8] 
x exp[-(-r-t)/P.1n]/J.L1n dt, (9a) 
and j. 
-
=I (-ro,J.ltnttPin) exp[-(-ro-1:)/P.tnJ 
J/4 
the positive -r direction, I-(-r,JJ.1n,<Ptn> is the intensity 
having a component in the negative -r direction, 
:1}5 
I+(O,JJ.1n1 <P 1n) is the incident intensity at the upper surface 
of the medium, I-(-r0 ,JJ.1n,<P1n) is the incident intensity at 
optical thickness·. 
The boundary.condition a:t the top· boundary is [8] 
+ + -
I (O,JJ.tnr<Ptn) == It(Jl.tnr<Ptn) +I (O,JJ.tnt<Ptn+l80°) 
' 'x P Clltnr n) , (lOa) 
where I-(0,~ 1 nr<P 1n+l80°) is the intensity component just 
,\ 
inside the upper bounda~y of the medium in the negative -r 
direction, I;(~ 1n,<P 1n) is the incident intensity coming from 
outside of the mediUm, and p(J.L1n,n) is the fraction of 
radiation incident upon the interface which is reflected 
back inside the medium. 
Note that p (~In'' n) is a generic reflection coefficient. 
The major restrictions on p are that it has to be a real-
valued function, have a range of values between zero and 
unity, and is zero for unit refractive index. More 
information on p will be covered in later chapters. Also 
note that the refractive index n is, for example, 1.5 for 
glass and 1.33 for water which both compared with vacuum. 
By assuming no collimated incident radiation entering 
from the bottom, as shown in Fig. (2), the bottom boundary 
condition is • [ 8] 
+ 
I ('to,l.!lntti'tn) =I ('to,lltntti'tn+180°) 
0 :s lltn :s 1 (lOb} 
where I+ ('t0 ,,.1J1n,/P1n+189o) :t..s, th~ .inten~i"t:Y .• gomponent just 
""~\< , '~~ ~,"'"" • •;_ 4 
inside the~Qpttom QO¥n~ary ~~ t~e medium in the positive 1: 
direction, and P(l.!1n,n') is the fraction of radiation 
incident upon the interface ~hich is reflected back inside 
the medium. 
For collimated incident intensity which is on the top 
boundary, the intensity just outside the boundary designated 
as I:, and that j'ust 'inside the boundary designated as I7 






where o is the Dirac delta function, I 0 is the magnitude of 
the intensity just outside the medium, I 1 is the magnitude 
of the intensity just inside the medium, 1.!0 and q,o determine 
the direction of the collimated radia·tion outside the 
medium, 11'' refers to a given polar angle external to the 
medium, and with 1.!' and 11 referring to polar angles inside 
the medium. 
The relationship between 1.!0 and ll may be determined by 
applying Snell's Law at the interface, see. Fig. (2),, to 
li:' ;, ,'~ ~ J w- :j j ~- f 
yield [8] 
(13) 
/ ~~ J/ 
In addit~on, the relatignsh~P, ~etween 10 . and 11 can be 
; it ' 
found by applying the conservation of energy or flux across 
~'t 4 t~~\/ •1 
the interface. The result is [8] 
' . 5 ;·. 
{ 





Substituting Eqs. (9a), (9b), and (lOa) into Eq. (2) 
yields the following general equation for the source 
function which is 
x exp[-('t+t) /JJ.t~J/JJ.t~ P(J.Li~,n) P(J.Ll~,q,t~riJ.tntlPtn> 
+ S[t,sign(-r-t)J.L 1 ~,, 1 ~] exp[-IT-tj/JJ.1 ~]/JJ.t~ 
('16) 
where sign (1:-t) is 1 if "t ~ t, and is -1 if "t < t'.' 
Before developing the source function further, it is 
very important to specify the two different situations which 
need to be considered. One is the medium which assumes no 
index of refraction change across the bottom. interface, as 
shown in Fig. (~). The other is the medium which does have 
index of 
t ,~ I 
change the bottom interface, an refra:ct~on across 
' 
as shown in Fig. ( 4)·. 'on the foli~wfngpage. Be aware that 
it has been assumed'tliat no collimated incident radiation 
enters at the bottom interface for both of these cases. 
Intensity 
1-Le = cosee 
IJ.Q = coseo 
"t = 0 
n = n 1 jn0 
IJ. = cose 
1-Ltn = coseln 
Figure 3. Geometry of a One-Dimensional Medium 





Ue = cosae 
J.lo = coseo 
n = ntfno 
J.1 = cosa . 
lltn = cosaln 
-r = "t"o 
lle2 = cos a e2 
Figure 4. Geometry of a one-Dimensional Medium 
for Non Unity Refractive Index at 
Lower Boundary 
At first, the situation which asstimes no index of 
refraction effects at the bottom interface, as shown in 
Fig. (3), is considered. Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. 
(16) and assuming no collimated incident radiation entering 
from the bottom (see Fig. (3)) yields 
' < ,.J 
x exp [- (-r+t) lilt~] lilt~ P (llt ~, n) P (llt~, tPt~ 'J.ltnr tPtn> 
+ S [t, sign (,;-t) J.11 ~, tPt ~ 'llo, tPo, n;-t:o] exp [-I -r-t I /llt ~]I 1-Lt ~ 
x P[sign(-r-t}J.J.1 ~,q, 1 ~,J.1 1 n,tPtnJ } dt dllt~ dtPt~· (17a) 
Then, substituting 1Eqs. (3) and f4r ,i:nto Eqf.'1 ·,(%+17a!)'~ yields 
S(-r, lltnr tPtnt llor tPor n; "t'o) 
L L 
=(W/47r) L (2-c'Sam) L S: P:{fltn) {, {IJ.0 /IJ.) [1-p(ll0 ,1/n)] I 0 } 
m=O k=m , 
tPt~+180°,fl0 rtPo n;-ro) exp[-(-r+t)/llt~]/flt~ P(flt~,n) P:{flt~) ' " -
+ S [t, sign {1;-t) llt ~, J1~ rll0 , tPo, n;io{ exp [ •11=-t I /llt ~]I llt~ 
x P:[sign{-r-t)IJ.1 ~1] J [cos(mt/J1n) cos(mt/J 1 ~) + sin(mt/J1n) 
(17b) 
Examination of Eq. (7) sugg~sts that a reasonable 
- I 
expansion of the source function in terms of Legendre 
functions is 
L L 
= (wf 4n) _I C2-c'5qm) I: a: P: (ll1n) [cos (m<f> 1n> 
,_, m=O ' k=m -
(18) 
where Pm and qm are __ functions to be determined. 
The use of Eq. (18) in Eq. (17b) results in two 
independent sets of equations for the P's and q's 
{19a) 
and 
x exp [ -1-r-t I I 111 ~] l ~~ ~ Pj [sign ( -r-t) 111 ~ ] 
(19b) 
where ll and llo are related by Eq~ {13), and n of P(ll'',n) is 
equal to ntfno· 
Next, the situation wliich'has index of refraction 
effects at the bottom interface, StS ~shown in F~g. (4), is 
considered. 
Substituting Eq. (9a) into Eq. {lOb) yields 
= { 
+ 
I (O,IltnttPtn+180o) exp(--roflltn) 
x dt } P(lltn,n') • (20a} 
22 
Using ,Eqs •.. (lOa) in"' (,9b), we have .._;-{ 
(20b) 
.. , 
Solving Eqs. (20a) and (20b) simultaneously, the result is 
X exp[-("t'o-t)/Jltnl/lltn dt} P(Jlintn'). (20c) 
substituting Eq. (9b) into Eq. (lOa) yields 
x exp(-t/IJ.1n) /IJ.tn dt } p(IJ.1n,n). (2la) 
. ~ 
Also using Eqs. (9a) and (lOb), we have 
-
I ("t'o,Jltntcf>tn+l80o) = { + I ( 0, lltn, cf>tn) exp ( --ro/ IJ.tnl 
(2lb) 
26 
sorr.vinq Eqs. ~(2la) and (2lb) simu[taneously, the result is 
X exp ( -t/ Jlln> I IJ.ln dt p ( J.lln, n)}. 
' 
(21c) 
Substituting~ ,Eqs. (9a), f9b,) ,~ (,20ch and (21c) into 
Eq. (2), the source function can be written as 
.. \ 
' 
= (wf41l) J~Tl J~ { r;(J.ll~l~l~) exp(-1:/J.Ls.~} P(J.ll~l~l~IJ.linl~ln> 
(22) 
where A(-r0 ,JL'' ,·n,,nn is defined as 
A(-r0 ,1l'',n,n') =[1-exp(-2-r0 /JL'') P(I.L'',n') P(ll'',n)]-! (22a) 
Substituting Eqs. (15), (3), and (4) into Eq. (22) and 
assuming no collimated incident, radiat'ion, entet,ing/ from the 
bot~om, see F~g. (4), yields the following source function 
! ' 
L L 
= (W/4rr) L (2-~0m) L a: P:(lltn> (llo/ll) [1-p(llo,l/n) J Io 
m=O k=m 
ll 0 ,1"/>0 ,n,n' ;-r0 ] exp[-1-r-tl/1.!1 ~] /ll 1 ~ dt P:[sign(-r-t)llt~l 
x [cos(m4> 1n)cos(mq'> 1 ~) + sin(m.P 1n)sin(m9'> 1 ~)] dll 1 ~ d9'> 1 ~· (23) 
Th~ use of. Eq~ (18) i~ .. Eq. (23) results in two 
., t Jz , t J 0' t i 
independent sets of equations for the P's and q 1 s 
= (#l0 /#l) [1-R{#l?/1/~)]. I 0 A(Todfrp,n'), cosJmc/>0 ) { exp(-T/1-l) 
x P=(J.t) + <:-.l)m eJCE[;-(2;-0 --r)/#l] P:(-#l) .P(#l~f1 1 ) } + (w/2) 
? \. ff _foS., t/ •,_ ' {J ' -~"'> 
L 
X ~=m B~ s~ s!ot {P·j~ (t,~#l, nrro) .e~p.[.,.. ( 2-ro+-r-:-t> I #lt ~] p~ (J.Ll ~) 
' 
+ (-1)m PJm(t,J,L,n;-ro) exp[-(2-ro--r-t)/llt~J P~(llt~) P:(-#lt~) 
x J~ J~O Pjm(t,J,L,n;-r0 ) exp[-j-r-tiJIJ.t~J/IJ.1 ~ dt 
. L 
x P~[sign(,;-t)#l1 ~] P:[sign("t"-t)#l 1 ~] d~-t 1 ~, 
and 
L 
X ~ Bm J 1 s"'Co { q (t , n •,; ) exp[- (2-ro+-r-t) /"tn'] pmj (#ltn1 ) t=m j 0 0 jm ',...' ' 0 ,... 
{24a) 
x exp[-(r+t)/~1 ~] rP~(-~ 1 ~) P:(~1 ~) p(~~~~,n) :+~>qjm(,t,'~,n'fr0') 
X exp [- ( 2Ta-T+t) I~~~] p~ ( -~~~) p: ( -JL~~ >' p chi~~, ri'' >' p (J.Ll ~, n) 
(24b) 
where 1J. and 1J.0 are related by Eq. (i3)', n of p ( ~' ' , n) is 
·"'' ? . {. i ; 
equal to ntfno, n~"' of p(~'' ,n') is equal to ntfn2 , and 
A("t:0 ,~'' ,n,n') is' defined as Eq. (22a). 
2'6' 
In this paper, we are not going to develop any further 
for the situation which has index of refraction effects at 
both the top and bottom , interfaces as shown in Fig,. ( 4) • 
From this point on, we will focus our attention on obtaining 
the exact solution for the situation which assumes no index 
of refraction effect ·at the bottom interface as shown in 
Fig. ( 3) • 
Now, let us go back to the situation which 
assumes no index of refraction change across the bottom 
interface as shown in Fig. (3). Assuming that the incident 
azimuthal angle, ~0 , is equal to zero, Eqs. (19a) and (19b) 
become 
and 
x exp [- (,-r+t) I 1-L1 ~] /1.!1 ~ P ( IJ.1 ~ , n) P~ ( -IJ.t ~) P~ ('1-L{~) 
+ P Jm ( t' 1-L ,.n i 't"o) exp [-I :-c-t-1/,IJ.t.~] /}.t..l ~ 
x P~[s.i,gn(-r-t)IJ.1 ~] P:[sign(-r-t)I.L1 ~] } dt 
L 
( ) = ·cw"'/2) ~ Bm li j't"o { {-l)m q\Jm(t, ",n·,·-r0 ) qkm 1:" ,IJ,,n;-ro Y=m J o o ,... 
' \ 
+ qJm(t,IJ.,n;-ro) exp[-1-r-tl /1J.1~]/1J.1~ 
x P~ [sign (-r-t) J:.L 1 ~] P: [sign (-r-t) IJ.1 ~] } dt 
X d1J.1~• (25b) 
An important comment that needs to be mentioned here is 
that Eq. (25b) implies that the q function is equal to zero 
due to the disappearance of the leading term. Therefore, in 
order to solve this problem, we need to only solve for the P 
function. 
Eq. (25a) may be rewritten in compact form as 
L 
= L(IJ.,n) P:(J:.L) exp(-1:"/IJ.) + (W/2) L B~ 
J=m 
(26a) 
where K1 Jmk ( -r+t, n) 
28 
Pm( 1)/ I d~' I X k Jl1n Jl1n Jltn 1 (26b) 
{26c) 
and 
L(J,J.,n) = {JJ.0 /JJ.) [1-p(/..t0 , 1/n)] "I0 • (26d) 
Equation {26a) is the general source function equation 
which will be solved later. 
Intensity 
Now we want to determine the intensity for a collimated 
beam of radiation at the top boundary. Remember that we 
have assumed no index of refraction effects at the bottom 
interface and no collimated incident radiation entering from 
the bottom as shown in Fig. (3). 
For ~ equal to zero, Eq. (9b) becomes 
- -
I {O,JJ.lnt~ln) = I {~o,Jltnr4>tn) exp(-~o/Jlln) 
{27a) 
Substituting Eqs. (12), (14), and (27a) into eq. (lOa) 
yields 
+ 
I (0,1-Lint4>1n) = (1-Lo/JJ.) [1-p(llo,l/n)] Io 0 (Jlin-JJ.) 0 (c/Jln - c/Jo) 
/ 1-Ltn dt, (27b) 
where 1.1. ,,~~d 1.1.0 . ar~ ~el~!-e~1 ,by (i~q. J1~3;} ~· ~~,t~~~g -r = -r0 in 
' i '0 " t i ~ 
Eq. (9a) and substituting Eqs. (27b} and (15) into the 
modified Eq. (9a), the following 'intensity function at the 
bottom. ;bo-qndar:y. .qf!.n ~:Pe. "obtaine9,,1 , 
+ + 
Io{-ro,I-Ltn,lf>tn) = ItCI-Ltnrlf>tn> exp(--ro/I.Ltn) + P(I.Ltnrn) 
(27c} 
Once the source 1furiction is detertnined~ intensities at the 
top and bottom interfaces can be 1found. 
Flux 
The· flux can be "found' ~hi substituting Eqs. (9a), 
(9b), and (10a) into the general ~flux·equation which is [8] 
(28a} 
Note that there is no collimated incident radiation entering 
from the bottom boundary. Thus, we have the flux equation 
as 
( ) ,.27l Jl I+ ( .+. ) ( I ) d dAt q "t; = Jo 0 i /.lint 't'ln exp --r /.lin .1-Lln f.l..tn' .'t'ln 
30 
(28b) 
Applying col:J_imate(l incid!9n~~ boupdary _,~ol!dition E)q. 
I ,, ~ , ,- ' I' 1 ' ~ 
(15) to the above equation gives 
l =-
' ¥' 
q ('t' tllo' n' 'to) = lloio [ 1-p (ll0 , 1/n) ] exp{ --r/ [ 1- ( 1-IJ.!) fn2 ] 1/ 2 } 
(28c) 
Examination of Eqs. (25a) and (25b) suggests that a 
reduced expression for the , )source function as compared to 
Eq. (18) should be 
L L 
= (W/41t) E (2-cSOm) E s: P: (ll1n) cos (m4>1n) 
m=O k=m 
(29) 
Substitution of Eq. (29) into Eq. (28c) yields 
L 
+ (w/2) E B~ (-1)k J~ J~0 P~(ll 1n) Pk0 (t,#J.,n;-co) 
k=O 
L 







K22Jmk ('r-t) r1 J~~ exp [ -1-r-t I I 1-Ltn'l. P~ [.sign (,-r-t )·1-Ltn J 
(30c) 
Substituting Eqs. (30b) and (30c) into Eq. (30a) yields 
{ 2 2 1/2 } x qP 1:, [1- (1-I-L0 ) fn ] ,n;-r0 , ( 31) 
where the equation for the fundamental flux qp is defined as 
L 
= 1-L exp(-1:/1-L) + (w/2) E B~ J-r0 Pk0 (t,J,L,n;-c0 ) 
k=O O 
+ sign (-r-t) K22koo (-c-t) } dt. (31a) 
Setting k = 1 and m = 0 in Eq. (25a) and comparing 
with Eq. (30a), gives 
(32) 
Therefore, whenever we get the solution for the P 
function, Eq. (32) above will automatically give us the 
exact solution for heat flux without doing further 
calculations. 
So far, the equations for the source function, 
' ~ :; 
32 
intensity, and heat flux are written in general forms. The 
assumptions made at this stage are: no index of refraction 
effects at the bottom interface, no collimated incident 
I 
radiation entering from the bottom, and ~o being equal to 
zero as shown in Fig. (3). In the next two chapters, these 
equations will be written for the cases when the optical 
c ~ 
thickness T 0 is infinite and finite, respectively. 
CHAPTER III 
'' , 
SOLUTION OF THE SEMI-INFINITE PROBLEM 
sourc~ :Function 
For infinite qptical thick~ess, the general source 
function which is similar to Eq. (26a) is 
L 
Pm(~,g,n) = L(g,n) P:(~) exp(-~lg) + (wl2) E B~ 
J=m 
(33} 
where K1 Jmk(~+t,n} is defined as Eq. (26b), K2Jmk(-c-t} is 
defined as Eq. (26c), and L(g 1.n) .is defined as Eq. (26d). 
Defining fundamental source function PPm as 
L· 
PPkm ( ~ 1 g 1 n) = P: (g) exp ( --c I Jl) + ( w I 2 ) t B~ IaJ PP Jm ( t:., 11 1 n) 
J=m 0 
(34a) 
and superposing Eq. (33) with Eq. (34a) yields 
Pm("C 1 J.L,n) = L(J.L,n) PPkm(-c,g,n}. (34b} 
Eq. (34a) can be rewritten as 
33 
L 
PPkm(-r,IJ.,n) = ~:P:(Il) exp(--r/IJ.) ·+ (w/2} }:t"B~" '(-1J)m 
·j=m 
L 
x ;:£~"',_PRJm(t,IJ.,n) K1 J~("rtt/n) dt + .Jw/2,) I: B~ 
j=m 
Follo~inc; .:hang [8] , let us def fne 
L 
PP~cmd"r,IJ.) = P:(ll) exp(--c/IJ.) + (w/2) f=mB~ J: PPJmdt,IJ.) 
and 
' L 
PP~cm.2 (-r,IJ.,n) = f~cm.("r,IJ.,n} + (W/2) I: Bj J: PPJm2 (t,p.,n) 
j=m 
L 
where f~cm.(-r,p.,n) = (w/2) I: B~ (-l)m s: PPJm(t,p.,n) 
j=m 





and PP~cm1 (-r,IJ.) is not a function of refractive index n. 
Then, adding Eq. (35a) to Eq. (35b), and comparing with 
Eq. {35), we have the following equation 
Ambarzumian's approach will be used to derive the 
fundamental source function in the following derivation. 
Eq. (35a) can be written in expanded form as 
35 
L 
PP~cmd"C,Il) = P:(ll) exp(-1:/ll) + (W/2) L B~ J~ PP1mtCt,ll} 
J=m 
(37) 
Using the substitucion t = -r-~. in. the first int.egral 
<:,] r g'< f 
and t = t--r in the second integral, Eq. (37) becomes 
L 
= P:(ll) exp(-1:/P.) + (W/2) L B~ S"C PPJmtC-c-t,p.} 
j=m 0 
L 
X K2Jmk(t) dt + (W/2) L B~ ! 00 PPjml(-c+t,p.) 
J=m 0 
(38) 
Using Leibnitz rul~ to take the derivative of Eq. (38) 
with respect to -r yields 
L 
- -(1/ll) P~(~) exp(-1:/P.) + (w/2) L B~ 
. J=m 
L 
X PPjml (O,p.} K2 Jmk(1:) + (W/2) L B~ 
j=m 
(39) 
Using the substitution t = -r-t in the first integral 




= - ( 1 I 11) P: ( 11) exp { --r I 11) + { w I 2 ) E, , Bj , 
" ' <jr'IIL~ " : r" 
L 
X PPjm1,{0,,11) K2jmk('t") + ,(WI2) L Bj 
' ' :f: ( 'jRJI~ ' 
L 
= -(1111) P:(l1) exp(~-rl11) + (w/2) L Bj 
"1 . j=m 
L 
X PPjm1(0,11) K2jmk('t") + (W/2) L Bj 
j=m 




The solution of Eq. (41) can be found by the method of 
superposition. Start by replacing 11 by JJ, 1 ~ in Eq. (35a), 
then we get 
L 
PPkmt<-r,l11 ~) = P:(JJ. 1 ~) exp(-""C/JJ. 1 ~) + {WI2) I: B~ 
j=m 
(42) 
Then, multiplying Eq. {42) by (w/2) B~ PP1mi(O,JJ,) P~(l11 ~) 
/11 1 ~, integrating from zero to one with respect to JJ. 1 ~, and 
summing from i = m to L, we obtain 
3m 
L 
(W/2) L, B~ PPlmtfO,'J.L) J'~ PP~cmtC't',J.L 1 ~) P~(J.L 1 ~):/J.L 1't~""'dJ.L'1 ~,,, 
l=m 
or using Eq. (26c) , for K2Jmk 
L 
(W/2) t=mB~ PPtmtCO,J.L) J'~ PPkmd't',J.Ll~) P~(J.Lt~) /J.Lt~ dJ.Lt~ 
X K2jmk ('t'-t) dt. ( 4 3) 
Replacing i by j in'the first term of the right hand side, 
Eq. (43) is modified as 
L 
( W/2) L B~ PPtmtC 0, J.L) J'~ PP~cmd't', 1-Lt ~) P~ (1-Lt ~) / 1-Lt ~ dJ.L1 ~ 
l=m 
= (W/2) ~ Bm PP (0 ) K ( ) + (w/2) ~ Bm ! 00 { (w/2) Y=m j jml r 1-L 2Jmk 't' Y=m J 0 
x I: B~ PPtmdO,J,L) J'~ PPJmt(t,J.Lt~} P~(J.Lt~) /J.L1~ dJ.L1~ } 
l=m 
X K2jmk ('t'-t) dt. ( 44) 
Finally, multiplying Eq. (35a) by -(1/J.L) and adding to 
Eq. (44) give 
~~ L 
-(1/IJ.) PP~cmdl:,J.t) + (w/2) L B~ PP1mtCO,IJ.) l PP~cmd'r,J.t 1 ~) 
1=m 0 
L 
= -(1/J.L) P:(J.t) exp(-~/ll) + (w/2) [ B~ 
j=m 
L 
x PPJm1 (O,J.L) K2Jmk(l:) + (W/2) L B~ 
j=m 
X J: { -( 1/ Jl) PP jmd t 1 ll) ~ , ( W /2 ) E B~ 
l=m 
( 45) 
Now, comparing Eq. (41) with Eq. (45), the solution of 
Eq. (41)' by superposition is 
L 
= - ( 1/ J.L) PP~cmdl:, J.L) + (W/2) L B~ PP jmd 0, J.L) 
j=m 
In order to solve the above integra-differential 
equation, we need to solve for PPJm1 (0,J.L) first. 
( 46) 
~y se~ting 1: = 0, replacing j by ,i, an~ replacing k by 
' ~ "" ' • :-.-.: ' ti~ 
j in Eq. (35a), we have the following expression for 
PP jm1 ( 0 1 ll) 
L 
pp jmd 0 I ll) = p~ (Iii + ( w I 2 ) r B~ s: pp lmd t' ll) 
l=m 
( 4 7) 
Equation (26c) can be written as follows when 1: = O, j 
39 
Substituting Eq~ (48), into Eq. (47) yields 
~· • ' i-0<" " 
(49) 




as the transform of PP1m1 (t,~) with respect to t, which is 
also the reflection function of PP 1m1 (t,~), Eq. (50) becomes 
L 
PPJml (0 ,~) = P~(I-L) + (w/2) E B~ J1 PP1m1 (1-Lt~r~) P~(-1-Lt~) 
l=m 0 
(52) 
Therefore, we have found PPJm1 (0,1-L) in terms of the 
transform of PP1m1 • Our next objective is to find an 
expression for PP 1 m1 which involves PP1m1 (0,#-L). 
Application of' the transform of cEq. ":,,( 5:1.) to 'Eq·• ~,(,4,61 




= - ( 1 Ill) PP k m 1 ( S ' ll) + (WI 2 ) L B~ PP Jmd 0 ' ll) l PP k m 1 ( S 1 llt ~ ) 
j=m 0 
(53) 
a PP~cmd 1:' ,J.L) 
Note that the transform of a 1:' is equal to (11s) 
x [transform of PP~cm1 (1:',1J.)] - PP~cm1 (0,p.). 
Equation (53) can be rearranged as 
L 
(1ls + 1IP.) PPkm 1 (s,p.) = PP~cmtCO,p.) + (wl2) E B~ PPjmt<O,p.) 
' j=m 
(54) 
Multiplying Eq. (54) by (w/2) B: P:(-s) and summing from 
k = m to L giwis' 
L 
(1/s + 1/JJ.) (wl2) E s: P: (-s) PPkm 1 (s,p.) 
k=m 
L L 
= (W/2) 1.: B: P:(-s)' PP~cmdO,p.) + '(w/2) 1.: B~ PPJmdO,p.) 
k~ j=m 
L 
x { (wl2) E B: J~ PPkml (s,p.1~) P~(JJ.t~) P:(-s) lilt~ 
k=m 
(55) 
Replacing 'k by j and k by i in the'' first termtandtthe second 
term of the right hand side, respectively, Eq. (55) can be 
written as 
L 
( 1 Is + 1 Ill) ( w I 2) L a: p: ( -s) PP k m 1 ( s I ll) 
k=m 
L L 
= (W/2) L B~ P~(-s) PPJmdO,I.L) + (W/2) L B~ PPJmdO,Il) 
j=m j=m 
L 
x { (w/2) L Bf S~ PP 1 m1 (S,Il 1 ~) P~(ll 1 ~) Pi(-s) /ll 1 ~ 
l=m 
x dll 1 ~ }· (56a) 
By knowing P:(-ll) = (-1)k+m P:Cil) [12], Eq. (56a) becomes 
L 
(1/S + 1/I.L) (w/2) L a: P:(-s) PPkml (S,Il) 
k=m 
L L 
= ( W /2 ) L B~ PP jmtC 0 1 1.L) ( -1) j+m { P~ ( S) + ( W /2 ) L Bi 
j=m l=m 
(56b) 
It can be shown that (App. A) 
L L 
L Bi Pi ( -ll) PP 1m 1 (ll, S) 
l=m 
= L B'i Pi ( - S) PP 1 m 1 ( S ' ll) • 
l=m 
(57) 
With the help of Eq. (57), we may write Eq. (52) in another 
form 
L 




Now, replacing IJ.~'with s~in Eq> '(SB,) and substituting it into 
Eq .•. (56b) yields 
L 
(1/s + 1/IJ.) {W/2) E k=m 
Bm k P:(-s) ppkml{S,IJ.) 
., I j 
L 







( W /2 ) L B~ P~ C -~) PP 1 m 1 ( S ' ll) 
l=m 
" ' I I L 
L 
= [1 / {1/S + 1/1-l)] (W/2) L B~ PPtmd0 1 1-l) (-1) i+m 
i=m 
(59) 
Thus, we have found the transform of PP1m1 in terms of 
pplml (O,IJ,) • 
Replacing s with IJ.~~ in Eq. (59) and substituting it 
into Eq. (52), we get 
L 
PP jml ( 0 1 ll) = P~ ( ll) + ( W / 2 ) L ( -1) 1 +m B~ PP lml ( 0 , ll) 
l=m 
(60) 
The above integral equation can be solved numerically 
by the successive approximation method. Note that Eq. {60) 
is the same as that of Crosbie and Dougherty [10] if their 
transform variable ~ is set equal to o. 
In the following derivation, superposition will be used 
to deduce the u~~own function PPm2 (~,~,n), and also 
' .. , , "" 
PPkm(~,~,n) in terms of PPmtC~rll). 
( 
Substi~uting Eq. (36) into Eq. (35q) gives 
j' ~ 
L 
fkm c~' ll, n) = (w/2) L B~ (-1)m l' PPJmdt,ll) K1Jmk(~+t,n) 
j=m 0 
L 
x d t + ( W / 2 ) L B~ ( -1) m lXI PP Jm2 ( t 1 ll 1 n) 
j=m 0 
(61) 
Next, substituting Eq. (61) into Eq. (35b) yields 
ppkm2 c~ I #lIn) 
x dt + (w/2) E B~ ,J'CXJ PPJm2(t,#l,n) { (-1)m 
j=m '' 0 
The above function has the same kernel function as 
PPkm(~,~,n) in Eq. (34a). The leading function is 
L 
(w/2) L B~ (-l)m J~ ,ppjmdt,#l) K1 jmk(-r+t,n) dt, 
j=m 
(63a) 
which, using the definition of K1Jmk(-r+t,n) in Eq. (26b), 
can be represented as 
L 




PPJm 1 (1J. 1 ~,#J.) in Eq. (GJb) 'is~'~pund,.from Eqj •. (51) and 
called the reflection function of PPJml(~,#J.). 
Substitution of Eq. (63b) for the first term on the 
right side of Eq. (62), Eq. (62) may be written in long form 
as 
L 
ppkm2 c~ I #J. In) = (W/2) L B~ (-l)m l p~Jml Cllt~rll) exp(-T/IJ.i~) 
j=m 0 . 
(64) 
Superposition of Eq. (64) with Eq. (34a) yields the 
following equation 
PPkm2 (-r 1 IJ., n) 
i_'' 
L 
= (w/2) L B~ (-l)m J~ PPJml (llt~,IJ.) P(llt~,n) 
j=m 
Replacing j by i and ~-t 1 ~ by S 1 Eq. (65) becomes 
L 
(65) 
PP~cm2 ( ~, ll, n) = ( W / 2) L B~ ( -1) m l PP 1 m 1 ( s, ll) p ( s 1 n) P7 (-s) 
l=m 0 
(66) 
Then, substituting Eq. (66) into Eq. (36) gives 
L 
= PPkmd-r,J.J.) + (w/2) L B~ (-l)m J~ PP 1 m1 (s,J.J.) 
l=m 
4'5. 
x p (s, n) P~ (-s) PPkm ('t, s, Q) fs ds. (67) 
At the top boundary of the medium where the optical 
'/'{: 
thickness 't is equal to zero, Eq. (67) can be ~djusted as 
x p(s,n) P~(-s) PP~cm(O,s,n) fs ds. (68) 
Modifying Eq. (60) by replacingj by k gives 
L m l+m m 
PP~cm1 (0 1 #l) = Pk(#l) + (W/2) L (-1) B1 PPlml(O,I-L) 
l=m 
(69) 
Substituting Eqs. (69) a~d (5?) into Eq. (68) yields 
L 
PP~cm(O,#.L,n) = P:(#.L) + (w/2) L (-1) 1+m B~ PP1mt (O,#.L) 
l=m 
X Jl [1 /(1/"1n' + 1/•')] PP (0 11 ') Pm( "')/" 1 0 ,... ,... 1m1 'r-  n k -,...1 n r-1 n 
x J~ [1 I (1/s + 1/JJ.)] PP1m1 CO,s) p(s,n) 
x PP~cm{O,s,n)/s ds. (70) 
Replacing s by 11. 1 ~ and i by j, Eq. (70) can be reduced to a 
more compact form as follows 
L 
PPkm(O,J,L,n) = P:(J.L) + (w/2) L (-l)J B~ PPJmdO,J.L) 
J=m 
,J~:::"Zl 
X J~ [1 / (1/J.L1~ + 1/J.L)] PPJml (O,J,L 1 ~) { (-1)m 
,(71) 
Eq. (71) ,can be solved numerically by the successfve 
approximation method, once we get the exact solution for 
PP Jml ( 0 , J.L) from Eq. ( 6 0) • 
Reflection Funct~on 
The reflection function is used to determine the 
intensity. Now, the reflection function of PPJm(~,J.L,n) can 
be obtained by the sup'erposition method. Using the 
definition of K1 Jmk from Eq. (2.6b), the lead function 
fkm(~,J,L,n) in Eq. (35b) can be represented as 
(72) 
is the reflection function of PPJm(~,J,L,n). 
Substituting Eq. (72) into Eq. (35b), and superposing 
with Eq. (35a) yields the following PPkm2 (~,J,L,n) function 
PP1cm2 (~, IJ., n) 
Substituting Eq. (74) into Eq. (36) gives 
L 
PP~an(l:,#J.,n) = PPklil1 (1:,1 #J.)'' + (w/2kiJ, ~B~ (-l)m 
=m 
Taking the transform of Eq. (75) by multiplying 
(74) 
(75) 
exp(-1:/IJ.) on both sides and integrating from zero to 
infinity with respect to 1:, and using Eqs. (51) and (73) to 
simplify yields 
L 
PPkm(#J.,IJ,,n) - PPkml(~,#J.) + (W/2) L B~ (-l)m 
j=m 
(76) 
Multiplying Eq. (76) by (w/2) B: P:(-g), and summing k 
from m to L give~ 
L 
(W/2) L s: P:(-IJ.) PPkm,(g,j:t,n) 
k=m 
L L 
= {W/2) L B: P:{-g) PPkml (IJ. 1 1J.) + {W/2) L B~ (-l)m 
k=m ' j=m 
L 




(w/2) E S: P:.c~ii> PPkm (i!,IJ.,n) 
k=m 
L L 





Let Rpp (a,IJ.,n) 
m . (w{2) E B: P:('1a) PPkm(a,IJ.,n),,: k=m 
then Eq. (78) can be written as 1 ;,.,.. 
L 
= [ 1 I ( 1 I IJ. + 1 I IJ.) J ( w I 2) E s: PPmtC o , J.L) 
k=m 
L 
x (-1)k+m PPkmdO,jl) + (wl2) E s: (-1)k 
k=m 
(80) 
Equation (80) can be solved numerically by successive 
approximation also, once PPkm1 is known. Note that if L = 
o, Eq. (80) reduces to that of Jiang (8]. 
Reflected Intensity 
The reflected intensity just inside the upper boundary 
of the medium is given by ,,Eq. (27a). ,,,subst:ltubifig .Eqs: 
(29), (34b), (73) 1 (79) 1 (26d), and ('13) into"''Eq~', (2~,a) 
yields the following 
L 
f [1-(1-'-L~)/n2 ] 112 E (2-5am) cos(m¢1n) 
m=;O 
(81) 
where the reflection function Rpp is defined as Eq. 
m 
(79) • 
The subscript "in" and "A" in Eq. (81) refer to 
quantities inside the medium and the collimated boundary 
condition, respectively. An energy balance must be 
performed across the interface in order to determine the 
value of the reflected intensity just outside the upper 
boundary [8]. If the reflected intensity just outside the 
4'9 
upper boundary of the medium is denoted as I~e 1 then we have 
[8] 
L 
"(2 s, ) ( ,~. ) R { [1-(1-"2e)/n2]1/2, X i'=O -oOm COS m'f'l.n ppm ,... 
(82) 
50 
where ~e and ~ln are related by Snell's Law from Eq. (13). 
Therefore, for collimated incident intensity, Eqs. (60) 
and (80) can be used to determine the intensity reflected 
from the medium at the upper ~oundary. 
rFlux 
The flux can be, easily obtained from· Eq:.t" (.32) as 
mentioned.inrthe previous chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
SOLUTION OF THE FINITE PROBLEM 
The procedure in this chapter is very similar to that 
in Chapter III. Ins~ead of se>;lving only at the top boundary 
as for the semi-infinite problem, both top and bottom 
boundaries need to be solved for finite problem. 
Source Function 
For finite o~tical thickness, the general source 
l ' 
function equation, Eq. (26a), is 
L 
= L ( J.L, n) P: ( J.L) exp ( --c: I J.L) + ( w I 2 ) L Bm 
j=m J 
+ K2Jmk(-c:-t) } dt, {26a) 
where K1 Jmk(-c:+t,n) is defined as Eq. (26b), K2 Jmk(-c:-t) is 
defined as Eq. {26c), and L(J.L,n) is defined as Eq. (26d). 
Defining fundamental source function PPm as 
L 
PP~cm(-c:,J,L,n;-c:0 ) = P:(J.L) exp(-1:'/J.L) + (w/2) E B~ 
J=m 
51 
+ K2Jmk (T-t) } dt 1 
and superposing Eq. (83) with Eq. (26a) yields 
~ 
= L(~ 1 n) PPm(T,~,n;-r0 ). 
Equation (83) can be rewritten as 
L 
PP~cm(T,·~,n;-r0') = P~(~), exp(-T/~) + (W/2) I: B~ (-l)m 
j=m 
Following Ji~ng [8], let us define 
L 









where fkm('t",ll,n;-r0 ) = (W/2) I: B~ (-l)m J't"0 PPJm(t,ll,n;-c0 ) 
J=m 0 
(88) 
and PPkm1 ('t" 1 ~;-r0 ) is not a function of refractive index n. 
Then, adding Eq. (86) to Eq. (87), and comparing with Eq. 
52 
53 
(85), we have the following equation 
where PPm1 (~,~;~0 ) is the fundamental source function in 
the finite medium with no re,flec1;Jve b()undaries, :i.e'., unit 
refractive index. 
Ambarzumian's approach wi'll be used to ,deriv~,the 
fundamental source function in the following derivation. 
Equation (86) can be written in expande,d form as 
L 
PPmd"C, ~; ~0 ) = P: (1.1) exp ( -~ /ll) + (W/2) E B~ 
j=m 
L 
x J! PPJmdt, lli't"o) K2Jmlc ('t'-t) dt + (W/2) t B~ 
j=m 
(90) 
Using the substitution t = ~-t in the first integral 
and t = t--r in the second integral, Eq. (90) becomes 
L 
PP~cmd't",#li't"0 ) = P:(ll) exp(-1:/ll) + (w/2) .E B~ 
J=m 
Using Leibnitz rule to take the derivative of Eq. (91) 




= - ( 1/J.L) P: ( J.L) exp ( -t /J.L) + (wf 2) f Pi 
J . . j =m 
L 
x PPJml (O,J.L;'t'0 ) K2JDik('t') ..: (W/2) 'tJ~:,)~1' 
=m 
L: 





Using the substitution t =.'t'-t in the first integral 
and t = t+'t' in the second integ~al, Eq. (92) may be written 
as 
a ppkml ('t', J.Li't'o) 
a~· 
L 
= - ( 1 I J.L) P: ( J.L) exp ( -'t' f J.L) + ( w /2) E B~ 
j=m 
L 
X PP1md0,J,L;'t'0 ) K2Jmk('t')- (W/2) L B~ 
J=m 
'i L 
Pp ( ) K ( ) + ('·'/ 2) " Bmj x Jml 't'o' J.l i 't'o 2Jmk 't'-'t'o ""' L. 
j=m 
or 
L a PPkin1 ( 't' , ll i -co) 
a 't' = -(1/ll) P:(ll) exp(-'t'/ll) + (w/2) E B~ j"'ttl 
The solution of Eq. (93') can be found by the method of 
superposition. st;art by replacing ll witp. 1.1 1 ~ .and j with i 
in Eq. (86). Then we get 
L 
PPklnd-c,ll 1 ~;-c0 ) = P:(ll 1 ~) exp(-'t'/ll 1 ~) + (w/2) E B~ 
1 "''Il 
Multiplying Eq. (94) by (W/2} B~ PP Jmd 0, lli't'0 ) P~ (J.l 1 ~) 
/ll 1 ~, integrating from zero to one with respect to 11 1 ~, and 
summing from j = m to L, we obtain 
·L 
(w/2) L B~ PPJmtCO,Ili'to) J~ PP~and't,llt~i't'o) P~(llt~) lilt~ 
j"''ll 
L 
= (w/2) L B~ PPJmdO,Ili't'o) J~ e}cp(-'t/llt~> P~(llt~) 
j"'ttl 
X K21mk ( 't-t) dt, 
56 
or using Eq. (26c), for K2 Jmk 
L 
( W /2 ) r =m BJ J.>P, jm1 (~0 1 #). iTo) f~ PP~aa1 ( T 1 1!1. ~ iT()) P'j ( 1!1. ~:)'!f:IJ. 1 f~'"H 
L L 
X diJ.r~ = ( w /21-J r B'j ppjmtC 0, ll; To) K2j~ c~:r-;h tlr:'l( w /.2) 'H B(' 
- J=m l=m 
L 
{ (w/2) ~ Bmj PP (0 ) f 1 PP (t 1 ) L. Jml ,#liTo 0 iml tlll.ni't"o j=m 
(95) 
' Replacing -r by -r0 --r and t by -r0 -t, Eq. C94) is modified 
as 
L 
X \"' (-1)1.+k Bmi JTO pp ( t I ) L. iml To- rf.ltni't"o 
l=m 0 
> ' 
X K21.mk (-r-t) dt. (96) 
Multiplying Eq. (96) by -(-1)J+k(w/2) B'j PP1mtC't0 ,1J.i't0 ) 
P'j(IJ. 1 ~)/IJ. 1 ~, integrating from zero to one with respect to 
f.lt~, and su~ing from j = m to L, gives 
L 
{ /2) -~ ( -1) j+k Bm pp ( ) fl pp ( ' ) - W 1... J Jm1 'to,IJ.P:o 0 kml To-'tr#ltni'to 
j=m 
L 
= -(W/2) L B'j PPJmd-ro,IJ.i"t"o) K2Jmk('t-To) 
J=m 
+ (W/2) E B~ f't0 { -{w/2) E (-1) J+i Bm 
l=m 0 j=m j 
Finally, replacing i by j and j by i~ i·n~ the second term 
of the right hand sides for both Eqs. (95) and (97), 
t "( ;\'-' 
multiplying Eq. (86} by -(1/f..L),"and' adding all of these 
three equations together, we have 
L 
- ( 1/ 1-L) PPkmd -r , 1-L i "t"o) + ( W / 2 ) E B~ PP Jmd 0 , 1-L i "t"o) 
JF 
L 
J l pp ( I ) Pm( 1)/ I d I- (w/2) ~ (-1)J+k BmJ-x kml "t", 1-Lt n i "t"o J 1-Lt n 1-Lt n 1-Lt n ~ 
0 J=m 
L 
= -(1/1-L) P:(,:.t) exp(-"t"/1-L) + (W/2) E B~ PPJmdO,f,.L;-r0 ) 
J=m 
L 
X K2jmk(-r) - (W/2) E a; ppjmd"t"o,I.Li"t"o) K2Jmk("t"-"t"o) + (w/2) 
j=m 
L { L 
X E B~ J"t"0 -(1/,:.t) PPJmdt,f,.L;-ro) + (w/2) E B~ 
j=m 0, i=m 
L 
x t=m(-:-l)J+i !3~ PPtmd-ro,f.li"t"o) J~ PPJmd"t"o-t,,:.tl~i"t"o) 
(98) 
Now, comparing Eq. (93) with Eq. (98), the solution of 
Eq. (93} by superposition is 
8 PPkmd -r ,1-L; -ro) 
8 -r 
L 




I J.lt~ dJ,Ll~ - (W/2) E (-1} j+k B~ 
~ ~ r~Jj:;m , , 
(99) 
Replacing J.L 1 ~ by J.L and i by j in Eq'*. ( 9 6) , and 
expressing it in expanded form as 
L 
= P:(J.L) exp( (-r--r0) /J.L] + (W/2) E (-1) J+k Bm 
j=m J 
X K2:jmk (1:"-t) dt. (100) 
Using the substitution t = -r-t in the first integral 
and t = t--r in the second integral, Eq. (100) becomes 
L 
PP~and-ro-1:,J.Li1:o) = P:(J.L) exp[ (-r--r0 )/J.L] + (w/2) E (-1)J+k B~ 
j=m 
Using Leibnitz rule to take the derivative of Eq. (101) 
with respect to 1: yields 
a ppkml ( 'ro-'r, $.1.; 'ro) 
a -r 
L 
+ (W/2) L (-1) j+k Bj 
j=m 
X J"to-'r a ppjml ('ro-1:-t,I.L;'ro) 
o a -r 
(102) 
Using the substitution t = -r-t in the first integral 
and t = t+-r in the second integral, Eq. (102) may be written 
as 
a ppkml ("to--r, $.1.; "to) 
a -r 
L 
x L (-1) J+k Bj PPJml (-ro,P.i'ro) K2Jmk(-r) 
J=m 
L 
- (W/2) L (-1)j+k BmJ PPjm1 (0,1.li1:o) 
j=m 
L 
x K2Jmk(-r--r0 ) + (w/2) L (-l)J+k Bj 
j=m 
or 
a pplcml ('l:'o-1:' I IJ.j'l:'o) 
a 1:' 
L 
+ :(w/2) I: (-:i),J:k,wB) 
j=m 
= ( 1/IJ.) P: ( J..L ) exp [ ( 1:' -~0 ) /IJ. ] + ( w /2 ) 
- L 
x L {-1)J+k '13~ PP~111d1:'o,IJ.i"Lo) K2Jmk('t") 
j=m 
L 
- (W/2) \' (-1) J+k B111 PP (0 ) 1... j jml 1 IJ. i 't" o 
j=m 
L 
K ( ) + ( W/2 ) \' Bmj x 2Jmk 't"-'t"o 1... 
j=m 
X dt. {103) 
The solution of Eq. (103) can be found by the method of 
superposition. First, multiplying Eq. (94) by (w/2) (-1)J+k 
x B) PPJ1111 ('t"0 11J.i't"0 ) P')(IJ. 1 ~)/IJ. 1 ~, integrating from zero to 
one with respect to IJ. 1 ~, and summing from j = m to L, we 
obtain 
L 
( I 2) \' ( -1) j+k BmJ PP ( ) j'l PP ( I ) W L Jml 't"o' 1.1. i 't"o 0 1cm1 't"' IJ.1 n i 'l:'o 
j=m 
L 
= (w/2) L ( -1) J+k B') PPJml ('t"o, IJ.i't"o) 
j=m 
x ~}: (-1) J+l Bm PPJ,ml{co,IJ.i"to) 
J=m j 
(104) 
Then, multiplying Eq. (96) by - (W/2Y(-1) J+k B~ ,ppJml (0 1 1..l.i1:0 ) 
(-1)J+k P~(IJ. 1 ~)/IJ. 1 ~, integrating from zero to one with 
respect to l..l. 1 ~ and summing from j '= m to L, gives , 
L 
-(W/2) L B~ PPJmtCO,I..l.i"to) J~ PPJtmd"to-"t,IJ.t~i"to) rP~(IJ.l~) /l..l.t~ 
j=m 
L 
x du1 ~ = -(w/2) r=m (-l)J+k B~ PPJmd0,1J.i1:0 ) K2 Jmk(-r--r0 ) 
+ (W/2) r B~ !~0 { -(W/2) E B~ ppjml (O,IJ.i"to) 
1 =m . ,J ?'1!1 
(105) 
Finally, replacing i by j and j by i in the second term 
of the right hand side for both Eqs. (104) and (105), 
multiplying Eq. (100) by (1/l..l.), and adding all three of 
these equations together, we have 
L 
(1/) Pp ( ) ( /2) \' (-l)J+k Bm pp ( ) l..l. ltm1 "to-"t,IJ.i"to + W 1... J Jml l:orl..l.i"to 
J=m 
L 
x J~ PPmtC'l:,J.Ll~i1:o) P~(J.Ll~) lilt~ dt.L1~ - (w/2) L B~ 
j=m 
L 
= (1/J.L) P:(J.L) exp[ (1:-'t'0 ) /J.L] + (w/2) E (-1)J+k B~ 
j=m 
L 
x PPJmd't'o,J.Lf1:o) K2jmk('t')- (W/2) L (-l)J+k;Bj 
j=m 
L 




Now, comparing Eq. (103) with Eq. (106), the solution 
of Eq. (103) by superposition is 
' a ppkmt('t'o-'l:ii-Li'l:o) 
a 1: = (1/J.L) PPkmd't'0 -1:,t.L;'t'0 ) + (W/2) 
L 
x L (-1) J+k B~ PPJm1 (t:o,J.Li1:o) 
j=m 
L 
- (w/2) L B~ PPJmtCO,t.Li't'o) 
J=m 
! i 
In order to solve the integra-differential equatlbhs, 
Eqs. (99) and (107), we need to solve for PPJm1 (0,~;~0 ) and 
PPJml (~0 ,J.L;~0 ) first. 
By setting ~ = 0, replacing j by i, and replacing k by 
j in Eq. (86), we have the following expression for 
L 
':. '- \ 
l ' 
PP (0 ) = Pmj (") + (W/2) ~ Bm1 J~O PP (t ) Jml ,#li~o ,... T=m 0 imt ,J,Li~o 
X K2lmj ( -t) dt. ( 108) 
By setting ~ = 0, replacing j by i, and repl~cing k by 
j in Eq. (100), we have the following expression for 
I ! L 




substituting Eq. (48) into Eqs. (108} and (109) yields 
L 
= P~(J.L) + (W/2) L B~ J~0 PP1m1 (t,~i~o) 
i=m 0 
X dt, {110) 
and 
L 




Interchanging the order of int~gration, Eqs. (110~ and 









as the transform of PP1m1 (t,~;-c0 ) with respect to t, which 
is the reflection function of PP 1m1 (t,~;-c0 ); and define 
as the transform of PP1m1 (-c0 -t,ll;-c0 ) with respect to t, 
which is the transmission function of PP1m1 (t,ll;~0 ). 
Substituting Eqs. (114) and (115) into Eqs. (112) and 
65 
(113), respectively, ~qs.(112) and (113) become 
L 
= P~(I.L) + (W/2) L B~ J~ PPimtCilt~,J.liT:o) 




PPJmtCT:o,lliT:o) = P~(ll) exp(-T:0 /Il) + (w/2) t (-1) J+i B~ 
l=m 
(117) 
Therefore, we have found PPJm1 (0,t.L,T:0 ) in terms of the 
transform of PP1m1 (t,t.L,T:0 ) and PPJml ('T:0 ,J.L;-r:0 ) in terms of 
the transform of PP1m1 ('T:0 -t,t.L,T:0 ). Our next objective is to 
find the expressions for PP 1 m1 and PPI 1 m1 , both of which 
involve PP1m1 (O,t.L,T:0 ) and PP1m1 (T:0 ,J.L,T:0 ). 
Application of the transform of Eqs. (114) and (115) to 
Eqs. (99) and (107), respectively, by multiplying both Eqs. 
(99) and (107) by exp(-'T:/s) and integrating over 1: yields 
L 
- PP~cm1 (0 1 1-LiT:o) = -(1/I.L) PPkml (s,# .. t;T:0 ) + (W/2) L B~ 
J=m 
L 




- PP1cm1 ('Lo,I.Li'to) = (1IJ.J.) PPikml {S,J.J.i1:0 ) + (wl2) E (-1) J+k 
J=m 
L 





where PPkml (s,J.J.;,;0 )· and PPikml (s,f.L;,;0 ) are defined as in 
Eqs. (114) and (115)., respectively. Note that the transform 
a PP1cm1 (,; ,IJ.;'Lo) 
of a 't is equal to (1ls) x [transform of 
a pplcm1 ('Lo-'t I IJ.;'Lo) 
and the transform of a 't is equal to (1ls) 
- PP1cm1 ('to, 1-L i 'to) • 
Equations (118) and (119) can be rarranged as 
L 
Pp ( 0 ) ( I } Pp ( ) + (WI 2) "' Bmj = 1cm1 , IJ.; 'Lo - exp -'to s 1cm1 "to, J.J. i 'to L. 
j=m 
L 
x E (-1) J+k a~ PPJm1 (l:o,llil:o) I~ PPikml (s,llt~il:o) P~(lli~) 
j=m 
and 
(1/s- 1/J..L) PPikm 1 (S 1 J.Lil:o) 
' 
L 
x E (-1)J+k a~ PPJmtC-ro,J.Lil:o) J~ PPk~l ('s/J.LiA~;fo) P~(llt~) 
j=m 
L 
I llt ~ dllt ~ - (w/2) L a~ PP JmtC 0 'lli"r~)' j~ PPik m 1 ( S' 1-Lt ~ i l:o) 
j=m 




summing from k = m to L, and Eq. (121) by (w/2) a: P:(s) and 
summing from k - m to L, gives 
L 
(1/s + 1/J..L) (W/2) E (-l)k a: P:(s) ppkml (S,J.Lil:o) 
k=m 
L 




X E ( -1) 
k=m 
a: P:(s) PPkmd"rod.Li"ro) + (W/2) L a~ 
j=m 
L 
x PPJm1 (0,J,.L;-r0 ) { (w/2) L (-1)k ~ P:(s) J~ PPkmt (s,J,.L 1 ~;-r0 ) 
k=m 
L 
x P~(ll 1 ~)/llt~ dJ.L1~}- (w/2) L (-1)J B~ PPJml(-ro,lli"ro) 
j=m 
L 
x { (W/2) ~=ma: P:(s) J~ PPikml (S,Ilt~il:o) P~(ll 1 ~)/llt~ 
and 
L 
(1/s - 1/J.L) (W/2) L a: P:(s) PPikml (S,J.Lil:o) 
k=m 
L 
= (w/2) :E a: P:{s) PPkm1 {-c0 ,1-L;t:0 ) - (w/2) exp(-t:0 /s) 
k=m 
L L 
X E a: P:(s) PPkmtCO,J.L;-to) + (w/2) E (-1) J B~ 
k=m J=m 
L 
X ppjmdt:o,I-Lil:o) { {W/2) E (-1)k a: P:(s) 
k=m 
L 





Replacing k by j in the first and second terms, and k 
by i in the third and fourth terms of the right hand sides, 
Eqs. (122) and (123) can be written as 
L 
(1/S + 1/1-L) (w/2) L (-l)k a: P:(s) ppkml (S,/.Lil:o) 
k=m 
L 
= (W/2) L (-1)J B~ P~(s) PPJmdO,J.L;-c0 ) - (w/2) exp(-t:0 /s) 
j=m 
L L 
x t=m(-l)J B~ P~(s) PPJmd"C01 1-Li"Co) + (w/2) r=mB~ 
L 
{ 1 m m Jl 1 (W/2) L (-1) B1 P 1 (s) PP1m1 (S,Jltni"Co) 
l=m 0 
L 
x P~(I-L 1 ~)/I-L 1 ~ d/.! 1 ~}- (w/2) L (-1)J B~ ,PPjmtC-r:0 ,/.L;l:0 ) 
j=m 
L' 
X { (w/2) '\'l=mBml Pml (s) Jl PPI ( ' ) Pm( ') / ' 1.... 0 l m 1 S ri-Lt n i l:o J 1-Lt n 1-Lt n 
and 
L 
(1/s - 1/1-L) (w/2) L a: P:{s) PPikml (S,/.Lil:o) 
k=m 
L 
= (W/2) ~=mB~ P~{s), PPJmd-r:0 ,/.L;l:0 ) - ~W/2) exp{--r:0 js) 
L L 
x L B~ P~(s) PPJmtCO,f.L;1:'0 ) + (W/2) L {-1) J Bj 
j=m j=m 
L 
x PPJml (l:ori-Lil:o) { (w/2) L (-1) 1 B~ P~{s) 
l=m 
L 
J l pp ( I ) Pm( ') / I d"lnl } - (~·'/2) '\' Bmj X 0 lml Srf.Ltnil:o j f.l.tn f.Ltn ,.... .u 1.... 
J=m 
L 
X ppjmdO,/.Li1:'o) { (w/2) r 'B~ P~Cs),)J~ P~Ilml (s,j.J.l~;-co) 
i=m 
It can be shown that (App. A) 
L 
L ( -1) 1 B~ P~ ( 1-L) PP 1 m 1 ( ll r S ; "Co) 
l=m 
L 




L B~ P~ (ll) PPI 1m 1 (i.J., s ;-co) 
l=m 







With the help of Eqs. (126) and (127); ~Ei'may'rewrite Eqs. 
(116) and (117) as 
L 
PPJmdO,#-Li"t"o). = P~(I-L) + (w/2) E (-1)J+l B~ P~(I-L) 
- ,- -'. l'=m 
and 
L 
PPjml(-ro,I-Li"t"o) = P~(J.L)exp(--ro/1-L) + (W/2) L B~ P~(I-L) 
i=m 
(128) 
Now, replacing 11 with sin Eqs. (128) and (129), and 
substituting these two eqUations into Eq. (l24) and Eq. 
(125) yields 
L 
(1/S + 1/1-L) (W/2) L (-1)k a: P:(s) ppkml (S,I-Li"t"o) 
k=m 
L 




(1/S - 1/1-L) {W/2) E a: P:(s) PPikml (S,I-Li'ro) 
k=m 
L 
= (w/2) E a~ { PPJmtC-ro,J.!i'ro) PPJml(O,s;-ro) - PPjmtCO,#-Li'ro) 
j=m 
70 
or changing the summation indices to i rather than k 
':_t;:~':: / '·:t't 
L 
( 1 I s + 1 I 1J.) ( w I 2 ) I: ( -1) 1 B~ P~ ( s) PP 1 m 1 ( s , 1J. ; 1:0 ) 
l=m 
L 





(1ls - 1/IJ.) (W/i2) L B~ P~(s) PPI1 mi,,(SiiJ.il:o) 
i=m 
L 
= (wl2) L B~ { PPtml(l:o,llil:o) PPtml!{p,s;-co) - PPtml(O,IJ.il:o) 
l=m 
(131) 
Thus, we have found the expressions which.involve 
Replacing s with J,L1 ~ in Eqs. ( 13 0) and ( 131) , and 
substituting these two equations into Eq. (116) and Eq. 
(117), respectively, we get 
L 









Notice that Eqs. (132} and (133) are dependent 
equations. Therefore, these two equations should be solved 
simultaneously. However, Eqs. (132) and (133) can not be 
' 
easily solved numerically due to the term [1 /(1/~1 ~- 1/~)] 
in Eq. (133). Hence, we need to find another set of 
equations to solve for these terms. 
Replacing 1-11~ by ~' Eq. (96) can be written as 
L 
PP1cm1 ('t"o-'t" ,IJ.i't"o) = P:(~) exp[ (T-1:"0 ) /IJ.] + (w/2) I: (-1) i+k B~ 
i=m 
Using Leibnitz rule to take the derivative of Eq. (86) 
and Eq. (134) with respect to T 0 yields 
a PP1cm1 (-r ,~;-ro) 
a To 
L 
= (w/2) L B~ PPJmd-ro,~i't"o) K2Jmk('t"-1:'o) 
J=m 
I ) ~ BmJ, .f't"o a :E>PJm1 (t,IJ.i't"o) K ( t) + (w 2 ~... 2Jmk T-J=m o a 1:"0 
X dt, 
and 
a ppkm1 ( 't"o -'t" I~ j 't"0) 
a 't"o = -(1/~) P:(~) exp[('t"-1:"0 )/~] + (w/2) 
(135) 
L 
x L ( -1) l+k B7 PPtmtC 0' ~ i"Co) K21mk ("C-"Co) 
l=m 
L 
+ (w/2) I: (-1) i+k B7 
l=m 
X dt. ( 136) 
The solut~ons of Eq. (135) ap.d;)Eq. , (1~6) are found by 
l 0 
the method of superposition. We are going to solve Eq. 
(135) first. Starting by multiplying Eq. (97) by -1, we get 
L 
( I 2) ~ ( -1) j+k Bmj pp ( ) fl PP ( ' ) W L. Jml "Co' ll i"Co 0 kml "Co-"C' llt n i "Co 
j=m 
L 
= (W/2) L 'B~ PPJml("Co,~it:o) K2Jmk('L-t:o) 
j=m 
L . { L 
+ (W/2) E B~ I!0 (W/2) L (-1) j+l B~ 
l=m j=m 
x P~(~ 1 ~)/~ 1 ~ duJ~} K21mk(-c~t) "'dt. (137) 
' . 
Replacing j by i in the second term on the right hand side 
of Eq. (135), then comparing with'Eq. (137), the solution of 
Eq. (135) by superposition is 
a PPkml ( -c, ll i "Co) 
a -ro 
Multiplying Eq. (105) by -1 gives 
L 
(W/2)J E B~ PPjm1(0,1li1:o) J~ PJ?md1:o-1:,1lt~,i1:o) P~(llt~)/lll~' 
j=ID I b' 
L 
x du1 ~ = (w/2) E (-1)J+k ,B~ PPJ.ndO,~-t;-r0 ) ~2Jmk(-r:::;:-ro), 
J=m 
X K2lmlt(t-1:) dt. 
(U.~38) 
(139) 
Replacing j by i in Eq. (100) and multiplying this equation 
by -(1/ll), and then adding to Eq. (139), we have 
L 
-(1/ll) PPJcmd-r0 -1:,1li1:0 ) + (W/2) E B~ PPJmdO,Ilj1:0 ) 
j=m 
L 
Pp (0 ) K { ) + ( /2) 't' (-l)l+k Bml x Jm1 1 ll i 1:o 2Jmlt -r-1:o W t =m"' . 
L 
-{1/ll) PP1md-r0 -t,lli1:0 ) + (w/2) E B~ PPJmdO,I-Li"C0 ) 
J=m 
X dt. (140) 
Now, replacing i by j in the second 'term 'on tlie rigfitt'fiarid 
side of Eq. (136), and comparing with Eq. (140), the 
solution of Eq. (136) by superposition is 
a ppkml ('to-t: tllit:o) 
a t:o 
' ' 




Finally, letting t: = 0, Eqs. (138) and (141) become 






= (W/2) L (-1) J+k B~ PPJml (t:o,ll;t:o) 
j=m 
L 
= -(1/ll) PPkmdt:0 d.t;t:0 ) + (w/2) L: B~ 
j=m 
Equations (142) and (143) are dependent integro-
(143) 
differential equations. These two equations can be solved 
75 
simultaneously by a combination of the Runge-Kutta numerical 
calculation method and the successive approximation method. 
In the following derivation, superposition will be used 
to deduce the unknown function PP~cm2 (t:,ll,n;t:0 ), and also 
PP~cm(t:,ll,n;"t0 ), in terms of PPkm1 (t:,J,.t;t:0 ). 
7;6 
By using Eqs. (89) and (88), Eq. (87) can be written as 
L 
Pp ( ) ('-'/2) ~ Bmj (-1)m J't"O PP (t ) km2 't",IJ.,n;'t"o = ""' '1=m , 0 Jm1 ,IJ.i't"o 
L 
X .Ktjmk(-r+t,n) ,dt i:; (W/2) t::::m~~' 
(144) 
Using the definition of K1Jmk'('t"+t,n) given in Eq. 
(26b), and reversing the order of integration in the first 
term on the right hand side of Eq. (144) gives 
L 
d ' + ('-'/2) ~ .Bm J't"O PP (t ) x 1-Ltn ...... L J Jm2 ,Jl,n;-ro 
j=iD 0 
X dt, 
where PPJm 1 (1J. 1 ~,1J.j"t0 ), as defined in Eq. (114), is the 
reflection function of PP Jml (t, IJ.;'t"0 ) • 
Replacing i by j and s by IJ. 1 ~ in Eq. (130) , 
(145) 
PPJm 1 (1J. 1 ~,#J.;'"C0 ) can be expressed in terms of PPJm1 (0,#J.j"t0 ) 
and PPJml ('t"0 ,#J.;-r0 ) as follows 
L 
L (-1}J B~ P~(I-Lt~) PPJml (IJ.t~ri-Lit:o) 
j=m 
L 
= [1/(1/IJ.t~ + 1/1-1)] L (-1)J Bj { PPJmtCO,I-Lil:o) 
j=m 
Note that PPm2 (t:,J.L,n;t:0 ) in Eq. (145) has the same 
kernel function as PPm(t:,IJ.,n;-r0 ) in,Eq. (83). 
Replacing j by i and 1J. by IJ. 1 ~ in Eq. (SJ), and 
multiplying this equation by (w/2) (-1)m B~ PPJml (IJ. 1 ~ 1 1-Lit:0 ) 
P(l-1 1 ~,n) P~(-IJ. 1 ~)/IJ. 1 ~, integrating J.L 1 ~ from zero to one, and 
summing from j = m to L, then replacing j by i in the second 
term on the right han~ side of,Eq. (145), an expression for 
PPm2 (t:,IJ,,n;t:0 ) can be obtained by superposing the modified 
Eqs. (83) and (145) as shown below, 
L 
= (W/2) L B~ (-1)m l PPm(t:,IJ. 1 ~,n;t:o) 
J=m 0 
X dJ.L1 ~ • (147) 
Then, substituting Eq. (147) into Eq. (89) gives 
L 
ppkm ( "t', IJ., n; "t'o) = ppkml ( l:' IJ.; "t'o) + ( w I 2 ) t =m Bj ( -1) m 
(148) 
At the top boundary of the medium where the optical 
location 't" is equal to zero, Eq. (148) could be ~djUf=>ted as 
' L~ ~ I 
L 
PPkm(O,j.L,n;-r0 ) = PP1cm1 (O,j.L;'t'0 ) + (w/2) L B~ (-1)m 
j=m 
' 
x P(ll 1 ~,n)/ll 1 ~ d~ 1 ~. 
{ \"""'"'" 
(149) 
At the bottom boundary of the medium where the optical 
location 't" is equal to L"0 , Eq. (148) could be adjusted as 
L 
PPkm("Lorllrni"Lo) = PP~cmd"Lo,lli't'o) + (w/2) L B~ (-1)m 
j=m 
(150) 




= PPkml (O,j.Li't"o) + (w/2) L (-1) J BmJ 
j=m 
L 
= PP1cm1 ("Lo,lli"Lo) + (w/2) L (-1) J B~ 
J=m 
(151) 
I II 1~, ·dH f ~ ,..in ,..in• ~ 
. r 
(152) 
Equations (151) and (152) can be solved numerically by 
the successive approximation method, once we get the exact 
solutions for PPJm1 (0,I..f.;"C0 ) from ~q. (142) and 
PPJml (1:orl..f.i'"C0 ) from Eq. (143). 
Reflection and Transmission Functions 
The reflection and transmission functions of source 
function ppk:m ('"C ,l..f,;n};"t'o) can be obtained by the superposition 
method. Using the definitions of PPJm from Eq. (154) and 
K1Ju("C+t,n) from Eq. (26b) and reversing the order of 
integration, the lead f~nction fm("C,I..f.,n;"C0 ) from Eq. (88) 
can be represented as 
(153) 
X dt (154) 
is the reflection function of PPJm(t,l..f.,n;"C0 ). 
80 
Replacing IJ. by J.L 1 ~ and j by i in Eq. ( 86) , mul tiply~ng 
~ ,!i ,, 
x P~(-J.L 1 ~)/J.L 1 ~, integrating J.L 1 ~ from zero to one, and 
summing from j = m to L, then replacing j by i in the second 
term on the right hand side of Eq. (87), where fm is from 
Eq. {153), an expression of PPm2 (L,J.L,n;L0 ) can be obtained 
by superposing the mopified Eqs. (86) and (87) as .follows 
L 
(W/2) "Bmj (-1)m l PP ( 1 ) r=m 0 ml LtlltniLo 
Substituting ~q. (155) into Eq. (S9) gives 
L 




Taking the transform of Eq. (156) by multiplying by 
exp(-L/J.L), integrating from zero to Lo with respect to 'ton 
both sides, and using Eqs. (154} and (114) to simplify 
yields 
L 
ppkm (ii,J.L,niLo> = ppkml (J.L,J.I.iLo) + (w/2) r B~ {-1)m 
j=m 
8f 
Pm ( ' I ) I I d 10 X J -111 n l11 n l11 n • (157) 
Multiplying Eq. {157) by, (wl2) s: P:(-11) 1 'ahd~:'summing k 
from m to L gives 
t ') 
L 
(WI2) E s: P:(-jl), P~km(;::L,/.L,nj1:0) 
k=m 
L L 
= (WI2) L s: P: (-1-L) PPkm 1 (11dl il:o) + (wl2) L B~ { -1) m 
k=m j=m 
Then, replacing i by k and s by jl into Eq. (130), and 
substituting this eqtiation into Eq. (158), we have 
L 
(WI2) L s: P:(-I..L) PPkm (JJ.,JJ.,n;-ro) 
k=m 
L 
- k+m m { = [1 I (1/IJ. + 1/IJ.)] (W/2') E (-1) Bk PP~cm1 (O,#iil:o) 
k=m 
L L 
X E (-1)m Bm l { (1 / {1/ji + 1/IJ.i~)] (W/2) L (-1)k+m s: 




Let Rpp (a ,#..L, n ; 1:0 ) 
m 
= (w/2) I: s: P:(-a) PPkm (a,IJ.,n;-r0 ), (160) 
k=m 
then Eq. (159) can be written as 
L 
Rpp (IJ.,IJ.,n;-co) = (1 I (1lii + 1IJJ.)] (wl2) L (-1)k+m at l 
m k~ 
L 
X L (-1)k Bk l [1 I (1IJJ. + 111.1-t~>] 
k~ 0 
(161) 
Eq. (161) can be solved numerically by successive 
available. 
Next, we are going to use Eq. (148) to get the 
transmission function of'PP0 (-c,JJ.,n;-c0 ). Replacing -c by 
-c0 --c, Eq. (148) becomes 
L 
PPmC't'o--c,JJ..,n;-co) = PPmtC-ca--c,# .. t.;l:o) + (wl2) L B~ (-1)m 
J~ 
(162) 
Multiplying Eq. (162) by exp(--c/ll) and integrating from 
zero to -c0 with respect to l: on both sides, yields 
or 
L 
PPikm (J.L 1 J.L,n;-r;0 ) = PPikmi (ii,J.L;-r;0 ) + (w/2) L ,Bj C-1)m 
j=m 
' ( 163) 
where PPikm 1 (JJ.,JJ.;-r;0 ) from Eq. (115) is the transmission 
function of PPkm1 (-r; ,J.L;-r:0 ), and 
PPI (- ) Jl:'O pp ( ) ( /-) d km I.L,t.L,n;-ro = 0 ~ km -r;o--r;,t.L,n;-ro exp --r; 1-L -r;, (164) 
is the transmission function of PPkm(-r,~.L,n;-r;0 ). 
Multiplying Eq. (163) by (w/2) s: P:(~), and summing k 
from m to L gives 
L 
(w/2) L s: P:(~) PPikm (ii,t.L,n,;-r0 ) 
k=m 
L L 




Let Tppr (SJ,,a,n;-ro) =(w/2) I: a: P:(ll) PPikm (ll,a,nrro) I (166) 
m k=m 
then Eq. (,165) can be written as. 
L 
Tpprm(SJ.,SJ.t!'li:ro) ,= (W/2) L a~ P~(i:i) PPikml (SJ. 1 1li"L0 ) 
k=m 
(167) 
Finally, with the help of Eqs. (130) and (131), Eq. 
(167) becomes 
L 
Tppr (SJ., SJ., n p;o) 
m 
= [l I (1/SJ. - 1/SJ.)] (w/2} L a~ 
k=m 
L 
x I: (-1)k a: l [1 1 (1/ll 1 ~ + 1/SJ.) J k=m 0 
Equation (168) also can be solved numerically by 
successive approximation when PP01 (0,SJ,;-r0 ) and 
B.!t 
8'5 
Reflected and Transmitted Intensities 
The reflected intensity just inside the upper boundary 
( 4 ? 0 t, 
of the medium is given by Eq. (27a). Substituting Eqs. 
(29), (84,), (154), (160),, (26~), :and (1~) into"',Eq.; (27a) 
yields the>following 
IAI.n ( 0 rlltn r llo r,fP l.n r .n; "t"o) 
where the reflection function Rpp is defined as Eq. (160). 
m 
The subscript "in" and "A" in Eq. (169) refer to 
quantities inside the medium and the collimated boundary 
condition, respectively. An energy balance must be 
performed across the interface in order to determine the 
value of the reflected intensity just outside the upper 
boundary (8]. This procedure is similar to that of the 
semi-infinite case in Chapter III. If the reflected 
intensity just outside the upper boundary of the medium is 
denoted as I~e' then we have [8] 
{ 2 2 1/2 } = (I 0 IJ. 0 )/2rr [l-p(l10 ,1/n)] 1- P{[l-(1-lle)/n] ,n} 
L { 2 2 1/2 
x L (2-<5am) cos(mfP 1n) Rppm [1-(1-lle) /n] , 
m=O 
( 170) 
;· ~; ;~,CJ' . 
where ~e and ~In are related by Snell's Law from Eq. (13). 
~---'- :J,, - ~ ,._ ~"'t,_ + f :·_;) ' 
Therefore, for collimated incident intensity, Eq. 
j 
(161) can be used to determine the intensity reflected from 
~ ', ; 
the medium at the upper boundary. 
Another equation which ,needs t9 be der:i-;ved is the 
transmitted intensity at the bottom boundary of the medium. 
Substituting Eqs. (29), (84), and (26d) into Eq. (9a) ylelds 
L 
I (4rr J.L) [1-p(J,L0 ,1/n)] E (2-oem) cos(m411.n) 
m=O 
L 
x L B~ P~{J.L 1 n) J~0 PP~cm{t,J,L,n,-r0 ) 
k=m 
(171) 
where J.L and J.L 0 are related by Snell's Law from Eq. {13). 
Then, substituting for I+{O,J.L1n,4J 1n) from Eq. (27b) and 
using the definitions of s, Rpp , and Tppr from Eqs. (29), 
m m 
(160), and (166), respectively, we get 
+ 
IAe (-ro ,IJ.ln I J.Lo I 4'tn In i 1:o) 
L 
+ (I 0 J,L0 )/(2rr J.L 1n J..L) [1-p(J.L0 ,1/n)] ~=~2-oam} { P(J..L1n,n) 
87 
(172) 
where ~o and~ are related by snell's Law from Eq. (13). 
Hence, Jar C:Qllimat~d i~\C:,i~~n~ :~~n-t::ensityj,: Eqs. (161) 
and (168) can be used to determine the intensity transmitted 
from the mediunt'at the bottom boundary. 
Reflected and Transmitted Fluxes 
The reflected and transmitted fluxesrcan be easily 
obtained from Eq. (32) as mentioned in the previous chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
NUMERICAL CALCULATION APPROACH AND RESULTS 
Numerical Calculation Approach 
General Information 
The equations which are derived in this paper can be 
applied to any interface reflection coefficient. In the 
numerical calculation of these equations, the following 
Fresnel's [4] representation has been utilized. 
For 1J. <!:: llcr, 
for 1-L < 1-Lcr , p ( ll , n) = 1, 
-2 1/2 
and 1-Lcr = ( 1 - n ) . 
Because Fresnel's coefficient decreases rapidly as 1J. 
increases to become greater than the critical value llcr' as 
shown in Fig. (5) on the following page, a dense quadrature 
being placed around 1-Lcr is necessary [4]. Therefore, four 
sets of Gaussian quadrature were chosen from ll = o to 1 as 
in Reference [4]. These four intervals were zero to llcr' 
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Figure 5. 'Effect of Refractive Index on 
Fresnel's Reflectivity 
0.8 
Figure (5) also reveals that the critical point 
increases as refractive index increases. 
1.0 
To obtain the final results, two different programs 
were developed. One deals with the semi-infinite case. The 
other handles the finite case. Both cases use Gaussian 
9.0 
quadrature to do the integration. 
semi-Infinite Case 
For this case, the succe~ssiye approximation method was 
used to solve Eqs. (60), (71), (80), and (82) in order. The 
first three equations need'to oe coml)u~ed at the~ values of 
' '*' ;"l>-0/ ""' t ' $ 
quadrature points first, before the functions at the ·~ . 
values we want can be solved. In general, the execution 
time, for the semi-infinite computer program to run a 
specific value of albedo, was about 15 to 20 minutes by a 
.. j 
486 computer while convergence error and number of 
quadrature points were used being 10-8 and 128, 
respectively. To get more accurate results, using a number 
of ·quadrature points not less.than 128 is suggested. 
Finite Case 
For the finite case, at first, the combination of the 
Runge-Kutta numerical calculation and the successive 
approximation methods were used to solve Eq. {142) and Eq. 
{143) simultaneously~ Then, the successive approximation 
method was used to solve Eqs. (151), (152), (161), (168}, 
(170), and (172) in order. These equations, except the last 
two equations, need to be computed at the ~ values of the 
quadrature points first, before the functions at the ~ 
values we want can be obtained. The execution time, for 
this computer program to run a specific value of albedo, was 
about 30 to 40 minutes by a 486 computer while convergence 
error, number of quadrature, points, step 'size, and~loptical: 




Some results of previous work were reproduced in order 
to examine the accuracy of the computer programs. As we 
will see later, the current results are very close to those 
of previous papers. 
Comparsion With Previous Wor~ 
Basically, three published results were compared with 
the current results. Those are the results from s. 
Chandrasekhar [1], X. Y. Jiang [8], and Crosbie and 
Dougherty [15]. Note that extra cases were run for 
comparison by using the code of Crosbie and Dougherty [15]. 
To get good comparison with those results, the exact same 
number of quadrature points that were chosen for those 
results need to be used to get the current results. The 
fewer quadrature points we used, the worse the comparison 
was. A lot of hard work had to be done for comparison in 
order to get good accuracy for the current computer 
programs. Tables 1 through 8 are some examples of the 
comparisons. These tables yielded very similar comparisons 
to additional results which were computed but not included 
in this thesis. 
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Semi-Infinite Media Results. Tables 1, 2, and 3 give 
'2'1. , .. 
the comparison of the current results with those of S. 
Chandrasekhar (1], X. Y. Jiang (8], and Crosbie and 
Dougherty·[15], respectively. The convergence errors·for 
· -11 -10 -a ,> . ; 17 .c . • these tables are 10 1 10 , and 10 ·· , ~n·· ·order, except 
when w = 1 in Table 1. Due to the time cons~ing 
~ 
convergence problem, the current results for w = 1 in Table 
1 were generated under special conditions. For these 
• • -8 particular results, the convergence cr~ter~on of 10 can 
not be achieved easily. However, th~se results did converge 
monotonically as t~e number of iterations increased. Thus, 
we decided to use these results for comparison when the 
number of iterations ,wa~ equal to ten thousand. Tables 1 
through 3 are presented as follows: 
TABLE 1 
COMPARISON OF SOURCE FUNCTION WITH 
THAT OF S. CHANDRASEKHAR [ 1] 
When L = 0, n = 1.0, x 0 = 1.0 
w f.L PPood 01 f.L) % Error 
0.5 0.1 1.0723687620 0.00358 
0.5 1.0 1.2512595633 0~00163 
0.9 0.1 1.1721430535 0.00486 
0.9 1.0 1.8500985167 0.00008 
1.0 0.1 1.2473072855 0.00743 


























COMPARISON OF INTENSITY WITH 
·· THAT OF. X. Y. ''JIANd [ 8}i e::" 
'" $., ~ ... ~ .~ 
When L = 0, x 0 = 1.0, #J. 0 = 1.0 . 
~ 
]. 
C, IJ.e I~e:JJ;>, #J.e nP.o ',i/J,In"' nJ 
/Io 
0.1033816504 0.0170439243 
1x b. 9·982693579 t 0.0295523871 
0 •,;:103.3816504 ,o, .. 0617r24 7821 v '-'> ~ 4 • ' ; '-~ M~ 
0.9982693579 0.1078952719 
" ". •_,._ ~~·· ,• £ ., 
' 
0.1068921084 0.2452683010 
,, . ' 
0.9991701927 0.4909618197 





- '~ .. 
.. )~ E:r:ror 
1.0 X 10-8 
1.0 X 10-8 
1.0 X 10-8 
9.3 X 10-8 
2.4 X 10-6 
2.5 X 10-6 
1.3 X 10-5 
1.3 X 10-5 
COMPARISON OF SOURCE FUNCTION WITH THAT 
OF CROSBIE AND DOUGHERTY [15] 
When L = 1, n = 1.0, x 0 = 1.0, #J. = 1.0 
xl PP001 ( 0, IJ.) % Error pp101 ( 0, #J.) % Error 
1.00 1.02104676 3.1 X 10-6 0.99347068 1.0 X 10-5 
-1.00 1.32429145 1.0 X 10-6 0.84063468 3.7 X 10-5 
1.00 1.69990418 1. 0 X 10-6 0.67283446 7.9 X 10-5 
-1.00 2.52644528 1. 0 X 10-6 0.21627311 1.0 X 10-5 
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Finite Media Results. 'Table 4 shows the comparison of 
the current'}"ifJs\lft~ with :tl1ose~,,~3£~::5~. J.i:ang ::[ 8 t 1' while 
.·~ :·< ,:·'Y ;'P'\ ··~1,\V·>\ ~v\>' ·~,,·, ~ \5~· ·:J·~:~~f;~~~)_:;'J/1·'~\'.>f~,/"'c:.~f';~1·o:':r" "'',~'if: tf:r !t >t;~ .... ~. "L~ .-'/!;,1 ·~ 
Tables 5 through' 8 ''g~~1noiis,#t2ite :£}i~!:~d~fu~:l~1sJri'~1>f the current 
v . ~:t'%4. :t; '.f·,,r't:.'ry' -~- • -;t_ :,7 
results with those of Crosbie and Dougherty (15]. The 
•C' ·'--<~··"· , , 
convergence criterion of 10_8 ,,was'"U.sea for Tables 4 through 
8. 
from X. Y. Jiang (8] were incorr.ect,ly ,multiplied by IJ.e and 
' 
IJ.10 in reference 8~ respectivel¥· Hence, these values were 
divided by IJ.e or IJ.10 before comparing with the current 




COMPARTSON 'OF ·SOURCE fF:UNCTmON ~:~REFI:iECT!ION'' 
' •h• ·' ' ' 
ANm'1TRANSMiESSION:i:•EUNCT"IONS~ AND,; REFLECTED 
AND TRANSMITTED INTENSITIES WITH 
THAT OF·X. Y. JIANG.[8·] 
j ' 
v ' 
' ' ""''" ·- ,~,~ "WA, 1 .. - ! % Error 
l ll~~ ,IJ. '·' lle:c : pr f.Ltn =;J • 0 ,c ,·J ( j -. zt " ' J , ' '·" _.,.J•, ( ~ ( •,( 
~·''""%'"~~"''-""' 
10-6 PP00 ( o, ll ,.n; 't'o) , 'i , 7 (~·J1,i4 ~8.q.~5 ~31 \ ,,1• 0 X 
' 4 ::f:*'' 'Z 1. r' ,' ·~~: 
' -~ 
10-6 PPoo ( 't'o, f.L, I1 i 't'o) , p .... 5pp.4,6,749,51, 1'<'. 0 X 
f ;-,j ' ' r ! J 1* 14# %;,; "-'""~ J " b' - 10-6 Rpp (IJ., 1. O,n;"f0 ) j). 6.,6,8.6516863, 1.0 X 
0 ' '~~ ' ' :.·' ~: ::; . 
- ' ' ' ' ' ' 
Tppi0 ( 1. O 1f.L, ll·,'t'o); ,--! tP.-;5fo{.7:5,2 019j19 5'. 6 X 10-
6 
; 
IAe ( 0, IJ.e, f. 0, ~'in, n;'t'0 ) /I 0 '0·.;1al!49,56611 1.0 X 10-6 
' ' .,, 
+ } 
{IAe ("Cot lltnt 1. 0 t~lnt n ;'t'o) 
-leading term of ·Eq. 10 • 2912272229 5.9 X 10-6 
(172) } /I - 0 ' 
TABEE:5!!, 
COMPA:R:ISON, OF SOURGE~ El:JNCTIONt WITH~ THATt OF"'~' 
CROSBIE4 AND DOUGHERT¥f [:15:~,~ FOR~ Ws, =,, O;~ 3; 
~ ~ ~ 
Whe;n L = 2 ' Xo =$ 1::. 0;, Xt ~ =, 0~. 5;', x2:; =~ o~·· 4.i, 
and'! "t"ot =·· 1:·. o 
~, 
IJ.,, =~ o::. ~1li i %~ Er:r.orr 
l -8< 
PPoot { 0, ll i "t"o) 1. o~4'094·82a8~'3:4-~ I~ 1!. 0~ X 10~; 
BBoot ( :ro, IJ..; "to) .~ 0. 005:7.06[18i78'4:6~ ll 1! •. 7) X -8·· l:!l 
o. o·8m5;7'7882;21:3J 
\ -8 
PPtot ( 0 'll i:Co) 1. 0.1 X 1'0 
PP1o1 {l:'o, #li"to) 0. 00!3:47/<t3123,597 2 .•. 9 X 10-8 
PP201 Ul, ll i "to) -. 4954.669758,41:· ' 11.0 X 10-8 
' 
PP201 ("to, IJ.i"t'o) 0. 000.806.2.9Al:7~6· 5, •. o~ x. 10-8 
PP111 {0,1J,;-rb) 1. 002049359067 1 .• 0; X 10-
8 
PPut ('t'o,#lit't'o) 0. 0006j7.,933049J: 1.5x 10-8 
'' 
pp211 { 0, /J.11:b)i i Olo .2.9 9,69,:3~2 3 J 4 8 9 1.0 X 10-8 
PP211 {"to,IJ.i't'o) 0. 0010.5,7 4;7.009 0 1.0 X 10-8 
PP221 ( 0, lli 't'()) 2. 98>1937.498879 1.0 X 10-8 
~ 
PP221 ('t'o' ll i "to) 0 ·• 0,0,0,71·1·5672 00. 1.3 X 10-8 
9~~6 
TABLE 6 
COMPARISON OF SOURCE FUNCTION WITH THAT OF 
CROSBIE AND DOUGHERTY [15] FOR w = 0.7 
When L = 2, x 0 = 1.0, x 1 = 0.5, x 2 = 0.4, 
and 't'0 = 1. 5 
~. 
J.l. = 0.9 % Error 
PP001 ( 0 1 J.L; 't'0 ) 1. 337419849:496 1.0 X 10-8 
PPoot ('t'ol J..l.i't'o) 0.450146720797 1.0 X 10,...8 
PPtot (O,IJ.i't'o) 0.7465502~08'17 1.0 X 10-8 
PP1o1 ('t'o,IJ.i't'o) o.314'2809:75u41 1.0 X 10-8 
PP2o1 {0 ,IJ.;'t'o) 0.69254938959;] 1.0 X 10-8 
PP201 ('t'orJli"Co) 0.15398504fl989 1.0 X 10-a 
PPu1 ( 0, J.1. i 't'o) 0.442089960627 1.0 X 10-8 
PPut ('t'o,J.I.i"to) 0.096920745785 1.0 X 10-8 
PP211 (0 1 JJ.i"C0 ) 1. '177336;725276 1.0 X 10-
8 
PP2u ('t'otf.Li"Co) 0.242967144832 1.0 X 10-8 
PP221 (OIJ.I.i't'o) 0. 5825844•39845 1.0 X 10-8 
PP221 ('t'o ,t.J. i "Co) 0.112086794454 1.0 X 10-8 
9fl 
TABLE 7 
COMPARISON OF SOURCE FUNCTION WITH THAT 0F' 
CROSBIE AND DOUGHERTY [ 15] FOR w ::: 1Ch '9f~ 
When ·'L = 2, x0 ,= 1. o 1 x 1 J~:: O". 5 1 x 2 "= '!o. 4 I 
and "C0 = 2 • 0 
"~ 
1-L = > 1~. 0 % ~Error 
PP001 ( o , 1-L ; "Co ) 1. 65736'4021291' 1~ 0(, X 10_8 , 
,,, 




pplOl'(O', lli"Co) 0.682200067598 1.0 X 10-8 
,, 
PP1o1 (-c(), IJ.i"Co) 0.401969763043 1.0 X 10-8 
PP2o1 ( 0' 1-L i "Co) 0.982~91273638 1.0 X 10-8 
PP2o1 ("Co,IJ.i"Co) 0.174552966775 1.0 X 10-B 
PP111 (0,/J.i"Co) 0.000000000000 1.0 X 10-B 
PP111 (-co,IJ.i"Co) 0.000000000000 1.0 X 10-B 
PP211 ( 0 '/J. i "Co) 0.000000000000 1.0 X 10-B 
PP2u ("Co,lli"Co) 'o~.1ooo"oo'oo o o o oo 1.0 X 10-a 
PP221 ( 0, /J. i "Co) 0.000000000000 1.0 X 10-8 
,, 
PP221 ("Co,IJ.i"Co) 0.000000000000 1.0 X 10-8 
9'8 
TABLE 8 
COMPARLSON OF SOURCE FUNCTION WITH THATOF 
CROSBIE AND DOUGHERTY [15] FOR w = 0.99 
Wh~n L = 1, }fo = 1.0, x 1 = 0.5, and 
1:0 = 2. 5 
j1 = 'o. 9 >; '% Error 
PPoot ( 0 '11; "Co) 1.985305088418 1.0 X 10-8 
PPoot ("Co' t1 ;ro) 0. 650423055928'' i.o X 10-8 
PP1o1 (O,Ili"l:o) 0.427121403977 1.0 X 10-8 
PP 101 ( 1:o ,J.L; "Co) 0.383500238705 1.0 X 10-8 
PP111 (O,Ili"Co) 0.465130086848 1.0 X 10-8 
PP111 (t:o,JliTo) 0.031690744258 1.0 X 10-8 
current Semi-Infinite Media Results 
19;9 
The results for this part will include source function, 
reflection function, reflected intensity, and flux. An 
example of the output data is presented in Appendix D. 
current Finite Media Results 
The results for the finite case will include source 
function, reflection and transmission functions, reflected 
and transmitted intensities, and reflected and transmitted 
fluxes. An example of the output data is presented in 
Appendix E. 
Now, an interesting ques~ion,"iS;,how"~to ,get the'·" 
appropriate expansion,coefficient xk·for the chosen phase 
function in· order•.,;.to get the ·eJq)ected· results. 
For demonstration 1 we. we;uld . like .,t_o pick a phase 
function ~o show how to calculate the exact expansion 
coefficients xk. 
A phase function may be written as a finite sum of 
Legendre polynomials [12] 
L 
P ( ll' 1 ~' , ll, ~) = P (cos®) = E xk Pk( cos®) , 
k=O . 
where [17] 
xk = (2 k + 1)/2 J~ Pk(cos®) P(cos®) sin® d®, 
and ® is the angle between incident and scattered radiation. 
Let us assume that the phase function we want is 
1.22903223 + 0.4860214865 cos® - 0.2916128919 sin®. 
This phase function has been chosen to satisfy 
1/4n J P(cos®) d® = 1.0. 
Using above equations, we can get Xo ~ 1, x1 = 0.4860214865, 
and x2 = 0.1431451436 for the number of Legendre polynomials 
equal to two. From Fig. (6), on the next page, we observe 
that the approximate phase functions approach the form of 
the original phase function as the number of Legendre 
polynomials increases. This is exactly what we expect. We 
also see that the number: of, Legendre polynomials 'being 'equa;]:: 
to two is a pretty good approximation for 'this particular 
phase function.'·.._ "Note that the fp:z;obability :of :this pha'se 
function is the lengtn rp (1eos8l; ''as 'shown '1in Fig. ·c 6) , 











0.5 1.0 1.5 
P(cos®) cos® 
Figure 6. Plot of Phase Functions for 1=0, 
l, 2, and Irif.inite 
2.0 
Figures (7) to (18) are the plots of results based on 
the expansion coefficient xk calculated on the previous 
page. The tabular results for these.plots were presented in 
Appendix F for reference. However, nothing in literature 
can be compared directly to these tabular results as 
mentioned in Chapter I. 
Note that the reflected intensity in Figs. (7), (9), 
~02 
(11), and (17) represents only the,s:-intensity ~reflectedJfrom 
the medium ,due to scattering within thex -medium •'Wi,thout 
adding the,.,direct.~.interface reflection of incident radiation 
(I.J.0 /IJ. p (IJ.t, ~/n) I 0 ),. 'I'n' addi·tion,' the >transmitted intensity 
in Figs. ' ( 8) , ' ( ~o) , , ( 12) , and ( ~8) ~'represents the intensity 
subtracting the ·incident intensity reaching ''the bot-tom 
interfa.ce undisturbea.' ·from the 'total' intensity' .penetrating 
the lower boundary (refers to Eq. ( 172·} ) . 
Figures ('?) and (8) present examples of the reflected 
intensity in terms of the exiting angle (I.J.e) and the 
transmitted intensity in terms of the angle inside the 
medium (IJ. 1n), respectively. As we expected, Figs. (7) and 
(8) show that the reflected and transmitted intensities 
increase as scattering albedo increases. The reason is that 
a larger percentage,of radiation will be scattered in the 
medium when scattering albedo becomes greater. This effect 
will contribute to the intensities on both boundaries. 
Figures (7) and (8) also reveal that both intensities are 
almost constant for all angles when albedo is equal to 0.1. 
Figure (9)- reveals that increasing refractive index 
causes reflected intensity to decrease. There are two major 
reasons for this tendency.· One is that less incident 
radiation will enter the medium when·the interface 
reflection coefficient is larger, that is, when a larger 
refractive index exists (refers to Eq. (14)). Hence, less 
intensity is reflected from the medium when less incident 
radiation enters as refractive index increases. The other 
reason is that total internal ref·lection, occurs for all 
angles less than the critical. angle. Thus, ·the energy, 
exiting the medium ~ecreases · ast ,the+ critical angle 
increases, that is, as refractive index increases. 
too 
Transmitted intensity increases: as. refractive index 
increases as revealed in~ Fig •. , ( 10,) •. This i's due to reasons 
similar to those ,mentioned in,the previous paragraph. Total 
interna1 ref·lection, occurs for alL angles less than the 
critical angle. Therefore, the reflected energy from the 
top boundary of the medium increases as the critical angle 
increases, that is, as refractive index increases. Hence, 
more intensity penetrates the lower boundary of the medium 
when more energy is· reflected from the top boundary of the 
medium as refractive: index increases. Note that the rapid 
changes of the curves for n = 1.33 and n = 2.0 in Fig. (10) 
are caused by the critical angle, of the reflectivity p. As 
mentioned before, total~internai,reflection occurs for all 
angles less than the critical angle. That is, less energy 
is reflected from the top boundary of the medium while the 
angles are larger than the critical angle. Thus, less 
energy penetrates the bottom boundary of the medium as the 
angles become larger than the critical angle. 
Examples of the reflected intensity in terms of the 
exiting angle (~e) and the transmitted intensity in terms of 
the angle inside the medium (~ 1n) are shown in Figs. (11) 
and {12), respectively. As we expected, the curve for L = o 
is larger than those for L = 1 and 2 in Fig. (11) while the 
curve for L = 0 is',"smaller than those for L = 1 and 2 in 
Fig. ( 12) • This is due to the¢~reason: that, we picked up a 
forward seattering phase function, as shown in Fig"• (6) ~~ 
The cross.,:,.over of resuits ,for ,L =A~ '1 arfd. L = 2 in 'Figs. ('11) 
and (12) is due largely to the:fact~that~the approximate 
phase function does not approach: smoothly the:chosen phase 
function as{~the 'numberr of Legendre ,polynomials' increases. 
Examples of'the top boundary source function based"on 
the angle (~) and the lower boundary' source function based 
on the angle(~} are shown in Figs; '(13} and (14), in order. 
Both the source functions for L = 0 are the total source 
functions, while those for L = land 2 are only one 
component of the total source functions (see Eq. {29)). 
Therefore, it is hard to tell further from Figs. (13) and 
( 14) at this moment. · " 
Figures (15) and (16) show that both the reflected and 
transmitted fluxes are ,almost linear for the number of 
Legendre polynomials equal to zero, one, or two. However, 
the trend in Fig. (15) seems contrary to intuition because 
of the reflected intensity trend in Fig. (11). 
Figure (17) re~eals tbat the reflected intensity for 
optical thickness approaching infinity is greater than that 
for optical thickness being 3 or 1. The reason is due 
to the fact that there is no chance to scatter outside from 
the bottom interface when optical thickness is infinite. 
Therefore, more intensity will scatter out from the top 
boundary when To is infinite compared with that of other 
1:05 
optical thieknesses'; 
Figure (18) /reveals an interesting .fact .. ,_,~TheciV' 
transmitted intensity is smal·l when optical •thirc~ness·+d:.s 
very smalJl:,:•)for exampl"e;. -r0 = 0. 001:~~' The reason~··for,~this is 
that there is ¥less chance for ··~adiation t'o ··scatter ... out in a 
very small optical thickness. However, the transmitted 
intensity gets large when optical thickness increases. The 
explanation for this part is that intensity has a greater 
chance of scattering as optical thickness increases. 
Nevertheless, after a certain optical thickness, which is 
around -r0 = 1:.0 in this case, the transmitted intensity 
decreases. This is due to the reason that the intensity not 
only scatters out from the bottom but also scatters out from 
the top. Therefore, for this case, it seems that the 
transmitted intensity starts to decrease for optical 
thickness larger than one. Note that Fig. (1:8) also reveals 
the critical angle effect, which causes a rapid change in 
the curve, is damped out for optical thickness equal to 
three. 
Table 19 in Appendix F reveals the accuracy of the 
current results is approximately 10-s for source function 
while it is about 10-8 for heat flux. There are three major 
reasons to require the high accuracy for the current 
results. One is that we need to know if the current 
computer codes are truly accurate from the part of 
comparison with previous work. Another reason is that we 
need to sum the source functions to get the intensity. 
:t:0:6 
Thus, we need more accurate source functions in order to get 
the accurate intensity. The other reason is that we need to 
have more accurate one-dimensional results to superpose to 
get the accurate two-dimensional results (for future work). 
Now, Figs. (7) to (18) are presented as follows: 
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Figure 7. Effect of the Albedo on the 
Reflected Intensity. 1=2, 
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Figure 8. Effect of the Albedo on the 
Transmitted Intensity. 
1=2, n= 1.33, and To= 1.0 
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Figure 9. Effect of Refractive Index on 
the Reflected Intensity. 
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Figure 10. Effect of Refractive Index on 
the Transmitted Intensity. 
L=2, Ca.J=0.95, and -ro= 1.0 
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Figure 11. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Reflected Intensity. n= 1.33, 
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Figure 12. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Transmitted Intensity. 
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Figure 13. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Source .Function . . n== 1.33, 
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Figure 14. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Source Function. n= 1.33, 
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Figure 15. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Reflected Flux. n= 1.33, 
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Figure 16. Effect of No. of Legendre Polynomials 
on the Transmitted Flux. n= 1.33, 
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Figure17. Effect of Optical Thickness on 
the Reflected Intensity. 1==2, 
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Figure 18. Effect of Optical Thickness on 
the Transmitted Intensity. 
1=2, n= 1.33, and c.>=0.95 
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CHAETER,,VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Conclusions 
·The exabt expressions were derived' far· sburbe function, 
. \ 
reflection and transmission functions, reflected and 
transmitted intensities, and reflected and transmitted 
fluxes in one-dimensional media with a reflective top 
boundary and anisotropic scattering. The numerical results 
were also obtained for these properties under the same 
conditions. 
The programs for both semi-infinite and finite media 
were designed for any albedo w from 0 to 1, cosine of 
fncident polar angle ~ from 0.0 to 1 by 0.1, and number of 
Legendre polynomials L from 0 to 3 for semi-infinite media 
while it was from 0 to 2 for finite media. The results for 
finite optical thickness 1:0 were computed from '0.001 to 10 
by various step sizes. Both programs for semi-infinite and 
finite media were written on a personal computer. 
Therefore, the number of Legendre polynomials L can not be 
very large, otherwise, the execution file is too large to 
run on a PC. In the future, we will convert the programs to 
a large number of Legendre polynomials to run them on a 
supermini or mainframe. 
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Some tables for comparison' 'of current results with 
those from previous work were presented in Chapter v. The 
results of those comparisons were good and more precise for 
' 
finite media, but a little less accurate for semi-infinite 
media. 
For the semi-infinite case, the average % errors were 
-3 -6 ,8. 6 x 10 ,. 3.. 8 x. 10 , and 1. 5 x lo-s which .compared with 
c~andrasekh,ar . [ 1] , Jiang [ 8 J ., and . Crosl;>ie an.d Dpugherty 
[15] , respectively. The ef.fect of albedo w was also shown 
• I"· 
in the results., The % error was very small and time 
consumed for conv~rgence was short for small albedo as 
compared with ~he error and time for higher albedo. 
E,specially, when ~lbedo approached to one, convergence was 
difficult. It took about three hours to get convergence for 
unit albedo compared with around ten minutes to get 
convergence for lower albedo (w = 0.1} in a 486 computer 
system. 
For the finite case, the average % errors were 6.6 x 
10-6 and 3 x 10-9 while compared with Jiang [8] and Crosbie 
and Dougherty [15], respectively. The effect of albedo w 
was less sensitive in this case. It took about three 
minutes to get convergence for lower albedo as compared with 
four minutes for unit albedo on a 286 computer system while 
optical thickness, convergence error, and step size were 
used, being 0.0005, 10-8 , and 0.0005, respectively. 
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Recommendations 
The personal computer is not recommended for running 
the semi-infinite program due to the time consuming 
convergence problem as mentioned in the previous section. 
Future' work should be focused not only on modifying the 
current prdgrams to run on more powerful computers, but also 
:, '~ "' ~· • • • ·)t ""'""'(~ • expandl.ng·the current one-d1.mens1.onal results:to el.ther the 
't ' ; ~tl~ 
two-dimensional results or the one-dimensional results with 
refleq-t;:~ve to~ and bottom boundaries. To make a two-
dimensional p~oblem, we can either change the·boundary 
j 
condition to a sfngle laser beam or have the media become 
finite. Moreover, running more results for both cases is 
necessary to allow us to observe the effects of various 
physical phenomena. 
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DERIVATION OF SOME EQUATIONS FOR 
CHAPTER III AND CHAPT,ER,'IV 
,Jn this appendix, three important equations will be 
derived in detail. One is the equation (57) in Chapter III, 
another is the equation (126) in chapter IV, and the other 
is the equation (127) also in Chapter IV. 
In order to get the relationship between PP 1 m 1 (s,~) and 
PP 1 m 1 (~,s) of Eq. (57), we need to first consider the 
~ 
following set of equations. Replacing k by i in Eq. (35a), 
then multiplying this equation ~y PP1m1 (~,s), integrating 
with respect to ~ from zero to infinity, and with the help 
of Eq. (51), we have 
L 
= !'010 { P~(~) exp(-~/~) + (w/2) I: a: J~ PPkm1 (t,~) 
k=m 
L 







= s: { P~ ( s) exp ( -1: Is) + ( w 12 ) E :( J'00 PP1cmd t , s) 
k=m 0 
L 
= P~ ( S) PP 1 m 1 ( S r #l) + ( W 12 ) E :S: s: { s: PP1cmd t 1 S) 
k=m 
X K2kml (1:-t) dt } PP1m1 (1: 1 ll) d1: 
x K2~cm 1 (t-1:) dt} PP~cmd-r,s) d-r. (174) 
Using the definition of K2Ju(-r-t) in Eq. (26c), Eq. 
(26c) can be written as 
(175) 
and 
m k+m m or by knowing [12], Pk(-~) = (-1) Pk(ll), the above 
equation becomes 
1 [ [ k+mm, K2~cm 1 (t--r) = J0 exp [- -r-t I ~1 ~] ( -1) Pk [ s1gn (-r-t) ~ 1 ~] 
(176) 
"'J 
Comparison of Eqs. (175) and (176), yields the 
following useful eqUation 
0 k+l ' 
K2km1 (t-,;) = (-1) K 21cm1 (,;-t). (177) 
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From Eqs. (173), (174), and (177), we realize we need 
another set of equations. Multiplying both Eqs. (173) and 
(174) by (-1) 1 'a~ and summing from i = m to L, and with 
·the help of Eqs. (176) and (177), we get 
L L L 
= L ( -1) 1 a~ P~ ( 1l) PP 1 m 1 ( 1l 1 S ) + ( W /2. ) E ( -1) 1 a~ L a~ 
l=m i=m k=m 
X I~ { J: ppkml (t, 1.!) K21cm1 ('t"-t) dt } pplml ('t;, s) d"t;, (178) 
and 
= ~ ( -1) k a: { p: ( s} pp k m 1 ( s I ll) + ( w /2 ) ~ a~ 
k=m i=m 
L L L 
= L ( -1) k a: p: ( s) pp k m 1 ( s, f.L) + ( w /2) L ( -1) k a: L a~ 
k=m k=m l=m 
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L ~· 
= E (-1)k B~ P~(s) PPkml (S,IJ.) + {W/2) E (-1)k s: E B~ 
k=m k=m i=m 
L L L 
= E (-1)k B~ P~(s) PPkml (s,IJ.) + (w/2) E (-1) 1 B~ E B~ 
k=m l.=m k=m 
(179) 
Now, comparison of Eq. (178) and Eq. (179) yields 
L L 




2.: ( -1} 1 B~ P~ (11} PP 1 m 1 ( fJ. ' S ) = 2.: (-1)1 Bm 1 
l=m 1=m 
X P~ { S) PP 1 m 1 ( S, ll) . (180) 
Then, by knowing [12], P:(-11) k+m m = (-1) Pk(P.), Eq. (180) 
becomes 
L L 
( -1) m L B~ P~ ( -11) PP 1 m 1 ( 11, s) = ( -1) m 2.: B~ P7 ( -s ) 
l=m l=m 
X PP 1 m 1 ( S 1 11) t 
or 
L L 
L B7 P~ ( -11) PP 1 m 1 ( 11 , s) 
i=m 
= L B~ P~ ( -s) PP 1 m 1 ( s , 11) • 
i=m 
(57) 
Our next objective is to get the relationship between 
PP 1 m 1 (s,p.;~0 ) and PP 1 m 1 (~-.t,s;~0 ) of Eq. (126). The procedure 
of this derivation is very similar :ltojthat, of,.iobtaining¥~Eq. 
(57) in the previous case. 
Replacin~g k by i in Eq. (86) , .:tJ1"~p JQ,l.(l,.;tiplying ~:this 
c'~ ; ;!':}' f / 1~,,/,{'?'i ' ·~ · 
equation by J?P1m1 ('t' ';s;'t'0) 1 int~g:r:~~ing with respect to 't' 
from zero to 't'0 , and with the help of Eq. (114), we have 




= J~O { P~ (s) exp ( -'t' /S) + (W/2) ~=m B: J~O PP~cmdt, S i't'0 ) 
L 
= P~(s) ppiml (S,IJ.iC::o) + (w/2) L B: Jc::O { f't'oo ppkml(t,s;c::o) 
k=m 0 
x K2km1 (c::-t) dt } PP1m1 ('t', IJ. ;c::0 ) de:: 
x K2~an 1 (t-c::) dt } PP1cm1 (c::, s ;c::0 ) d't'. (182) 
13:1. 
From Eqs. (181), (182), and (177), we understand that 
we need another set of equations. Multiply:i,.ng both Eqs. 
; f, ~: l,.~ ' ', 
1 ~, 
(181) and (182) by (-1) a~ and summing from i = m to L, and 
with the help of Eq. (177), we getf; 
L 
" (-1) 1 am1 J't'0 PP ( ) PP ( ) d .... t.. lm1 't' 'll; 't'o lm1 't'' S i 't'o " 
l=m 0 
X d't', (183) 
and 
L 
~=m (-1)k a: J~0 PP~cmd't' 1 Sj't'0 ) PP~cmd't',J.Li't'o) d-r 
L L L 
= L (-l)k a: P:{s) ppkm1 (S,Ili't'o) + (w/2) E a~ E (-1)k a: 
k=m l=m k=m 
L L L 
= L (-l}k a: P:(s) ppkml (S,J.Li't'o) + (w/2) E (-1) 1 a~ L a: 
k=m l=m k=m 
X d"L. (184) 
Now, comparison of Eq. (183) and Eq. (184) yields 
L L 
L (-1) 1 B~ P~(J.L) PP1m1(J.L,Si"Lo) 
l=m 




L ( -1 ) 1 B~ P~ ( 1-L) PP 1 m 1 ( 1-L 1 S jl: o) = 
i=m 
L 
L ( -1 ) 1 B~ P~ ( s) 
l=m 
(126) 
Last, we want to get the re1ationship between 
'· l 't ~ 
PPI 11111 (s,p.;"C0 ) and PPI 11111 (1-L,Si"Co) of Eq. (127). The 
procedure of this derivation is also very similar to that of 
obtaining Eq. (57) at the beginning of this appendix. 
Replacing k by i and "C by "C0 -"C in Eq. ( 86) , then 
multiplying this equation by PPimdi, S il:o) ' integrating with 
respect to "C from zero to "Co, and with the help of Eq. 
(115), we have 
L 
= J~0 { P~(I-L) exp[ ("C-"t0 ) /JL] + (W/2) ~=mB: J~0 PPkmdt,I-L;l:o} 
L 




From Eqs. (185) and (186), we know that we need another 
set of equations. Multiplying both£ Eqs. (185) and (186) by 
B~ and summing from i = m to L, and with the help of Eq. 
(26c), we get 
L 
L B~ J~O PPlml (-co-"'C' Jli"'Co) PPlml (-c' S i"'Co) d"t' 
l=m 
L L L 
=I: B~ P~(P.) PPI 1 m1 {p.,s;-c0 ) + (w/2) I: B~ I: B: 




L B: s"t'o PPkmd-c,s;-co) PPkmd"Co-"t'rJJ.i"'Co) d-e 
k=m 0 
L L 
= I: B: { P:(s) PPikml (s,p.p:0 ) + (w/2) I: B~ 
k=m l=m 
X d"'C } 
L L L 
= E B: P:(s) PPikm 1 (s,p.;"t'0 ) + (W/2) E B~ E B: 
k=m l=m k=m 
(187) 
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X r't'o { r't'o pp (t ) K ( t) dt } ( ) "' 0 "' 0 1cm1 'Jl i 't'o 21cm1 't'o -1:'- PP lml 't'' s i 't'o 
X d't'. (188) 
Now, comparison of Eq. 1(!18~;) and Eq. (188) yields 
L ~' i. ,~ 









COMPUTER PROGRAM, FOR SEMI-;-INfiNiq:'_E CASE 
The computer program semi.for,which is included in this 
~' ~ 
appendix deals with the semi-infinite case. The number of 
Legendre polynomials which can be computed is up to three at 
' 
this time. For number of Legendre polynomials being larger 
than three, this program may not work unless all the values 
of dimension 4 in those arrays are changed to appropriate 
values. For example, use 11 instead of 4 if number of 
Legendre polynomials which needs to be calculated is 10. To 
make this program more understandable and readable, some 










scattering albedo w 
convergence criterion 
exp~nsion coefficient xk 
ratio of the index- of refraction of 1 the'medium to 
that of the material bounding on the top boundary 
of the medium 
the results of p(~,n) at qUadrature points 
the results of p{~,n) at desired ~ values 
/ 
the results of p(~,1/n) at desired ~ values 
the first guess at the quadrature points of 
PP Jml ( 0 , ~) in Eq • ( 6 0) 
the final results at the quadrature points of 









the first guess at<the desired tL' ~values of , 
PPJml (0,1-L) in Eq. (60) 
the final results at the desired ll values of 
PPJml (O,J.L) in Eq. (60) 
{ . . 
:the first guess at,'the ,quadrature points of 
PP~cm(O,J.L,n) in"'Eq. (71) 
the final results at the quadrature points of 
"'-PPkm ( 0 , ll , n) in Eq • ( 71} 
' 
the results at the desired ll values of 
PPJim(O,Il,n) in Eq. (71) 
the first guess at~the quadrature points of 
Rpp (.il,J.L,n) in Eq. '(.80) 
m 
the final results at the quadrature points of 
Rppm(J.t,ll,n) in Eq. (80), 
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RP2 the results at the desired ll values of Rpp (ll,ll,n) 
m 
in Eq. (80) 
-
IE the results of IAe ( 0, J!e, 1-Lo, 4'1n, n) in Eq. ( 82) 
Q the results of q(~ 1 1l0 ,n,~0 ) in Eq. (32) when ~ = 0 
The program semi.for is presented as follows: 
C-----MAIN PROGRAM FOR SEMI-INFINITE CASE. 
~MPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 NR, MUE, MU, IE 
piMENSION XK(11), X(128), A{128), XD{32), AD(32), 
* P(4,4,128), MU(20), RP2(4,20,20), TH2(20), Q(lO), 
* P1(4,4,20), PP2(4,4,20), PP2N(4,4,20), TH1(20), 






C-----READ IN THE VALUE OF N. 
WRITE(*,*) 'N= ?' 
READ(*,*) N 
C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF L. 
WRITE(*,*) 'L= ?' 
READ(*,*) L 
WRITE(S,l) L 
1 FORMAT('NUMBER OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS (L)=',I3) 
C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF W. 
WRITE(*,*) 'W= ?' 
READ(*,*) W 
WRITE,( 5 , 2) W 
2 FORMAT('ALBEDO (W)=',F5.3) 
C-----READ , IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF ERROR. 
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR= ? 1 
READ(*,*) ERROR 
WRI·[IE ( 5 , 3 ) ERROR 
3 FORMAT('ERROR=',F14.12) 
C-----READ!IN THE VALUES OF EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS XK'S. 
READ ~4, *) (XK(I) , I"=l, L+lf 
C-----REAOfiN THE VALUE OF NMUS: , 
READ(4,*) NMUS 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF MU'S. 
READ(4,*) (MU(J),J=l,NMUS) 
c-~---READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF NR(Nl/NO). 
WRITE(*,*) 'NR= ?' 
READ(*,*) NR 
WRITE(5,4) NR 
4 FORMAT ('REFRACTIVE INDEX· (NR) =', F5. 3) 
C-----DECIDE TO READ IN OR CALCULATE THE VALUES OF 
C-----AA, BB, CC, DD, EE. 
IF(NR .EQ. 1.0) THEN 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF AA, BB, CC, DD, AND EE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'AA= ?' 
READ(*,*) AA 
WRITE(*,*) 'BB= ?' 
READ(*,*) BB 
WRITE(*,*) 'CC= ? 1 
READ(*,*) CC 
WRITE ( * I *) I DD= ? I 
READ(*,*) DD 
WRITE(*,*) 'EE= ?' 
READ(*,*) EE 
ELSE 
C-----CALCULATE THE VALUES OF AA, BB, CC, DO, AND EE. 
UCR=(l.DO-NR**(-2))**0.5 







c-----CALL SUBROUTINE DXA. 
CALL DXA(N,AA,BB,X,A) 
CALL OXA(N,BB,CC,XD,AD) 





DO 70 I=1, N 




DO l:QQ . I=1 '" N 
X (J,*.N+:J:) =XD (I) 
A( 3~N+I)·=AD (I) 
100 CONTINUE 
C-----CAIJCULATE AND. #PRINT iQUT THE TOTAL VALUE OF N. 
N=4~N 
WRIT·E(5,·5) N 
5 FORMAT(/NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS (N)=' ,I3) 
WRITE(·5 1 *) 'EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS :' 
DO 150 ·I=l, L+1 
WRITE(\5.,6) I-1, XK(I) 
6 FORMAT c~Jx, ''XK( 1 , I2, 1 > =', K7. 4 > 
150 CONTINUE 
C-----DO LOOP ·OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS ·FOR•DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS. fPP1) 
WRITE(*,*). 'CALCULATING PP1 FOR DXA POINTS.' 
WRITE(5,*) '-----------:------------------------------' 
WRITE ( 5 , *) · 
DO 200 M=O I L' 
WRITE(5,7) M 
7 FORMAT('M=' ,·I2) 
c-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR PPl(II,M,I) 
DO 300 II=M,, L 
CALL LEG (II ,M,N,X·,P)" 
DO 400 I=l, N 




DO 500 JCONV=1, 20000 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O.ODO 
DO 600 J=M, L 
DO 700 JJ=1, N 
SUM1=0.0DO 
DO 800 K=M, L 
SUM2=0.0DO 










IF(ERR .GT. EMAX) EMAX=ERR 
700 CONTINUE 
600 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* I*) EMAX 
IF(EMAX .LT. ERROR) GO TO 1200 
DO 1000 J=M, L 





WRITE(S,*) 'NEED MORE LOOPS !' 
1200 WRITE(S,S) ITER 






C-----CALCULATE THE MU VALUES WE WANT. 
DO 1300 I=l, NMUS 
MU(,NMUS+I)=(l.·DO-(l.DO-MU(I) **2) /NR**2) **0.5 
1300 CONTINUE 
NMUS=2*NMUS 
C-----DO LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS FOR MU VALUES 
C-----BEGINS.(PP2) 
WRITE(*,*) 'CALCULATING PP2 FOR MU VALUES.' 
DO 1400 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,7) M 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR PP2(II,M,I) 
DO 1500 II=M, L 
CALL LEG(II,,M,NMUS,MU,Pl) 





DO 1700 JCONV=1, 10000 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O.ODO 
DO 1800 J=M, L 
DO 1900 JJ=1, NMUS 
SUM1=0.0DO 
00"2000 K=M, L 
SUM2=0.0DO 










IF(ERR .GT. EMAX) EMAX=ERR 
1900 CONTINUE 
1800 CONTINUE 
IF(EMAXt.LT. ERROR) GO TO 2400 
DO 2200 J=M, L 





WRITE(5,*) 'NEED MORE LOOPS !' 
2400 WRITE(5,8) ITER 
D0'2500 J=M, L 
WRITE(5,9) J 
9 FORMAT('J=' ,I2) 
DO 2600 JJ=1, NMUS 
WRITE(5,10) MU(JJ),PP2N(J,M,JJ) 








C-----DO LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS FOR DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS. (PP3) 
WRI'i:'E ( *, *) 'CALCULATING PP3 FOR DXA POINTS. 1 
CALL TH(N,X,NR,THO) 
DO 2700 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,7) M 
c-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR PP3(II,M,I) 
DO 2800 II=M, L 





DO 3000 JCONV=l, 10000 
ITER=ITER+l 
EMAX=O.ODO 
DO 3100 J=M, L 
DO 3200 JJ=1, N 
SUM1=0.0DO 
DO 3300 K=M, L 
SUM2=0.0DO 










IF (ERR . GT. EMAX) EMAX=ERR 
3200 CONTINUE 
3100 CONTINUE 
IF(EMAX .LT. ERROR) GO TO 3700 
DO 3500 J=M, L 





WRI!TE('5., *) 'NEED MORE,<I::.OOPS ! I 
3700 WRLTE~5,8) ITER 
DO 37,01 J=M, L 
WRITE(5,9) J 
C DO 3702 JJ=1, N 
C WRITE(5,17) X(JJ), PP3N(J,M,JJ) 
17 FORMAT ( 'MU=' ,,F15 .12 I sx, 'PP3=' I F20 .12) 
C3702 CONTINUE 





C-----DO LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(PP4) 
WRITE(*,*) 'CALCULATING PP4 FOR MU VALUES.' 
DO 3800 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,7) M 
DO 3900 J=M, L 
WRITE(5,9) J 
DO 4000 JJ=1,< NMUS 
SUM1=0.0DO 
DO 4100 K=M, L 
SUM2=0.0DO 
















C-----00 LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS FOR DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS.(RP1) 
WRITE(*,*) 'CALCULATING RP1 FOR DXA POINTS.' 
DO 4300 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,7) M 
DO 4400 J=1, NMUS 
C IF(J .NE. 10) GO·TO 4400 
WRITE(5,12) MU(J) 
12 FORMAT( 'MU=' ,F15.12) 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR RP1 (M, II ,·J) • 









RP1·(M, II, J) =X (II) *MU (J) I (MU (J) +X.( II) ) *WI2. DO* ( -1) **M 
* . *SUM 
4500 CONTINUE 
·ITER=O 
DO 4700 JJCONV=1, 10000 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O :·ODO 
DO 4800"JJ=1, N 
SUM2=0.0DO 
SUM3=0.0DO 
DO 4900 K=M, L 
SUM1=0.0DO 









RP1N(M, JJ ,J) =WI2. DO*~("X(JJ) *MU(J) I (MU(Jf+X(JJ)) * (-1) **M 
* *SUM3+SUM2) 
ERR=DABS(RP1N(M,JJ,J)..;:RP1(M,JJ,J)) 





WRITE ( * , *) EMAX 
IF(EMAX .LT. ERROR) GO TO 5200 





DO 5201 JJ=1, N 
WRITE(5,18) X(JJ), RP1N{M,JJ,J) 
18 FORMAT('MU=',F15.12,5X,'RP1=',F20.12) 







C-----D0 . LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS. (RP2) ·· ~ .. · · 
c 
WRITE(*,*) 'CALCULATING RP2 FOR MU VALUES.' 
DO 5300 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,7) M 
DO 5400 J=1, NMUS 
IF(J .NE. 10) GO TO 5400 
WRITE(5,12) MU(J) 
DO 5500 JJ=1, NMUS 
SUM2=0. 000 · 
SUM3=0.0DO' 
00"'5600 K=M, L 
SUMl=o.ooo 
DO 5700 KK=1, N 
SUM1=SUM1+(MU(JJ)/(MU(JJ)+X(KK))*PP1N(K,M,KK)* 


















c-----00 LOOP FOR DXA POINTS BEGINS.(IE) 





DO 5800 J=1, NMUS/2 
IF(J .NE. 10) GO TO 5800 
WRITE(5,12) MU(J) 
DO 5900 I=1, N 
IF((1.D0-(1.DO-X(I)**2)*NR**2) .LT. 0.000) GO TO 5900 
MUE=(l.D0-(1.DO-X(I)**2)*NR**2}**0.5 
SUM1=0.0DO 
DO 6000 M=O, L 
DELTA=2.DO 












WRITE ('5 I*) I-----------------------------------------f 
WRITE(5,*) 
C-----DO LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(IE) 
PAI=3.141592654 
CALL TH(NMUS,MU 1 NR,TH1) 
CALL TH(NMUS 1 MU,1.DO/NR,TH2) 
DO 5801 I=1, NMUS/2 
WRITE(5,14) OMU(I) 
14 FORMAT( 'MUE=!>,F15.12) 
DO '5901 J=l, NMUS/2, , , 
SUM1=0.0DO 
DO 6001 M=O, L 
DELTA=2.DO 
IF(M .EQ. 0) DELTA=1.DO 
SUM1=SUM1+DELTA*RP2(M,NMUS/2+I,NMUS/2+J) 
6001 CONTINUE 
IE (I ,J) =MU(J) f,2 .00/PAI* ( l.·DO-TH2 (;J)) * (1. DO-TH1 (NMUS/2+ 







WRITE(5 1 *) 
C-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(Q) 




16 FORMAT('MU=' ,F15.12,5X, 'Q= 1 ,F20.12) 
6100 CONTINUE 
WRITE(5,*) 1 --------------END OF DATA--------------- 1 
STOP 
END 
C-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE B FUNCTION. 
SUBROUTINE BFUN(K,M,XX,B) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XX, B, FACT1, FACT2 
IF(K-M .EQ. 0} GO TO 200 
FACT1=1.DO 
DO 100 I=1, K-M 
FACT1=I*FACT1 
100 CONTINUE 
GO TO 300 
200 FACT1=1.DO 
300 IF(K+M .EQ. 0) GO TO 500 
FACT2=1.DO 
DO 400 I=1, K+M 
FACT2=I*FACT2 
400 CONTINUE 





C-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS. 
SUBROUTINE LEG(K,M,NYYS,YY,P) 
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DOUBLE PRECISION P(4,4,128), YY(128), Y, SUM, FACTl, 
* FACT2, FACT3, FACT4 
IF(K .LE. 5 .AND. M .LE. 5} THEN 
GO TO 100 
ELSE 
GO TO 1000 
ENDI~ 
100 GO TO (200,300,400,500,600,700) M+l 
200 GO TO (210,220,230,240,250,260) K+1 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 
300 GO TO (310,320,330,340,350) K 




GO TO 5000 
320 DO 325 I=l, NYYS 
Y=YY (I) ( , , 
P(2,1,I)=3.DO*Y*(1.DO-Y**2)**0.5 
325 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 





GO TO 5000 
400 GO TO (410,420,430,440) K-1 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 
440 DO 445 I=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I) 
P ( 5,, 2, I') =105. D0/2. DO*Y* ( 1. DO-Y**2) * ( 3. DO*Y**2-1. DO) 
445 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5000 
500 GO TO (510,520,530) K-2 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 






GO TO ;5ooo 
600 GO TO (610,620) K-3 
610 DO 615 I=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I)' · 
P ( 4, 4 ii) =105 !"DO* { 1. DO-Y**2) **2 
~615 CONTINUE 
GO!TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 









IF(K .EQ. K2 .AND. M .EQ. M2) L=K/2-M/2 
IF(K .EQ. K2 .AND. M .NE. M2) L=K/2-(M+1)/2 
IF(K .NE. K2 .AND. M .EQ. M2) L=(K-1)/2-M/2 
IF(K .NE. K2 .AND. M .NE. M2) L=(K-1)/2-(M-1)/2 
DO 1100 I=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I) 
SUM=O.ODO 
DO 1200 N=O, L 
IF(2*K-2*N .EQ. 0) GO TO 1400 
FACT1=1.DO 
DO 1300 J=1, 2*K-2*N 
FACT1=J*FACT1 
1300 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1500 
1400 FACT1=1.DO 
1500 IF(N .EQ. 0) GO TO 1700 
FACT2=1.DO 
DO 1600 J=1, N 
FACT2=J*FACT2 
1600 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1800 
1700 FACT2=1.DO 
1800 IF(K-N .EQ. 0) GO TO 2000 
FACT3=1.DO 
DO 1900 J=1, K-N 
FACT3=J*FACTJ 
1900 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2100 
2000 FACT3=1.DO 
2100 IF(K-2*N-M .EQ. 0) GO TO 2300 
FACT4=1.DO 
DO 2200 J=1, K-2*N-M 
FACT4=J*FACT4 
2200 CONTINUE 










C----~sUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE?INTERFACE REFLECTION 
C-----COEFFICIENTS THO'S. 
SUBROUTINE ~H(NUS,U,N,THO) 
DOUBLE PRECISION U(128), N, TH0(128), UCR, A 





DO 100 I=1, NUS 
IF(U(I) .GE. UCR) GO TO .200 
THO(I)=1.DO 
10 0 CONTINUE 









DXA is a Gaussian quadrature subroutine to 
calculate the integration of the unknown function. It 
can use up to 96 quadrature points. 
APPENDIX C 
COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR FINJ:TE CASE 
The computer program finit.forworks: for the finite 
case and the number of Legendre polynomials being up to two. 
For the number of Legendre pol~omials being larger than 
two, we need ;to change not only all of the values of 
dimension 3, but also all the values of dimension 24 to 
suitable values. For instance, use 5 instead of 3 and 60 
instead of 24 if the number of Legendre polynomials which 
need to be computed is 4. Based upon same reasons as 
mentioned in Appendix B, some definitions of variables are 










sea tter ing albedo w · 
convergence criterion 
expansion coefficient xk 
the results of p(~,n) at quadrature points 
the results of p(~,n) at desired ~ values 
the results of p(~,l/n) at desired ~ values 
the results at the desired~ values of PPm1 (0,~i~o) 
in Eq. (142) 
the results at the desired ~ values of 
PPml ("t"o,~i~0 ) in Eq. (143) 
the results at the quadrature points of 











the results at the quadrature points of 
PPkm1(l:o,I.J.;-c0 ) in Eq. (143) 
the results at the desired g values of 
PPkm(O,g, ,n;-c0 ) in Eq. (151) 
the results at the desired g values of 
PPkm("t"orll,n;-co) in Eq. (1.'5'2) 
the first guess at the quadrature points of 
PPk.m(O,IJ.,n;"t"0 ) in Eq. (151) 
the results at the quadrature points of 
PPkm(O,IJ.,n;"t"0 ) in Eq. (151) 
the first guess at the quadrature points of 
PPkm(-c0 ,J.L,n;-c0 ) in Eq. (152) 
the results at the quadrature points of 
PPkm("t"0 ,#.L,n;"t"0 ) in Eq. (152) 
the first guess at the quadrature points of 
Rpp (J.L,J.L,n,-c0 ) in Eq. (161) m 
the final results at the quadrature points of 
Rpp (ii,f.L,n,"t"0 ) in Eq. (161) 
m 
RP2 the results at the desired g values of 
Rpp (g,g,n,"t"0 ) in Eq. (161) 
m 
TP1 the first guess at the quadrature points of 
Tppr (~,g,n,-c0 ) in Eq. (168) 
m 
TP1N the final results at the quadrature points of 
Tppr (J.L,J.L,n,-c0 ) in Eq. (168) 
m 
TP2 the results at the desired g values of 
'i~ppr (il, IJ., n, -c0 ) in Eq. ( 16 8} 
m 
RINTEN the results at the desired 1J. values of 
IAe(0 1 1J.e 1 1J.0 ,4'inrn;-c0 ) in Eq. (170) 
TINTEN the results at the desired IJ. values of 
r:e(-c0 ,1lln'IJ.o,4>Lnrn;"t"0 ) in Eq. (172) 
TQ the results at the desired ll values of 
q ( 1:", #.1. 0 , n; -c0 ) in Eq. ( 3 2) when 1:" = 0 
BQ the results at the desired ·IJ.. ·values of 
g(T,IJ.0 ,n;T0) in Eq. (32) when T = To 
The program finit.for is written as follows: 
C-----MAIN PROGRAM FOR FINITE CASE. 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H, o~z·) 
REAL*8 NR, MU 
DIMENSION IPRINT(40) 1 XK(11), HSTEP(40), A(44) 1 
* P1(3,3,44), Y(24,44), XD(11), ·,AD.(11) 
COMMON/BLK1/L,N,NMUTOT 
COMMON/BLK2/LLL(3,3,4) 
COivH•1LON/BLK3/P2(3,3,44) ;AA(44) ,BBB(3,3) ,BB(3,3) 
CO:fvil'iON /BLK4/X ( 44) I N.U ( 20) 








COMMON/BL!a 7 /TP2 ( 3, 20, 20) 
CObHl.ON /BLK18 /NR. 





C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF L. 
WRITE(*,*) 'L= ?' 
READ(*,*) L 
WRITE(5,1) L 
1 FORMAT(1X,'NUMBER OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS (L)=' ,I3) 
c-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF W. 
WRITE(*,*) 'W= ?' 
READ(*,*) W 
WRITE(5,2) W 
2 FORMAT(1X,'ALBEDO (W)=' ,F5.3) 
C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF NR(N1/NO). 
WRITE(*,*) 'NR= ?' 
READ(*,*) NR 
WRITE(5,3) NR 
3 FORMAT(lX,'REFRACTIVE INDEX (NR)=',F5.3) 
C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUE OF ERROR. 
WRITE(*,*) 'ERROR= ?' 
READ(*,*) ERROR 
WRITE(5,4) ERROR 
4 FORMAT ( 1X, I ERROR= I, F14. 12) 
C-----READ IN AND PRINT OUT THE VALUES OF EXPANSION 
C-----COEFFICIENTS XK'S. 
READ ( 4 I * ) ( XK ( I ) , I= 1 I L+ 1 ) 
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WRITE(5,*) 'EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS :' 
DO 46 I=l, L+l 
WRITE(5,5) I-1, XK(I) 
5 FORMAT(6X,'XK(',I2,')=',F7.4) 
46 CONTINUE 
C-----READ IN THE VALUE OF NMUS. 
READ(4,*) NMUS 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF MU'S. 
READ(4,*) (MU(J),J=l, NMUS) 
C-----READ IN THE VALUE OF NUMBER OF PRINTING NPRINT. 
READ(4,*) NPRINT 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF PRINTING STEPS !PRINT'S. 
READ(4,6) (IPRINT(I),I=l,NPRINT) 
6 FORMAT(8I9) 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF H STEPS HSTEP'S. 
READ(4,7) (HSTEP(I),I=l,NPRINT) 
7 FORMAT(4F19.12) 
C-----READ IN THE VALUE OF MULTIPLIER OR DIVIDEND MDSTEP. 
READ ( 4 , *) MD STEP 
C-----PRINT OUT THE VALUES OF PRINTING AND H STEPS. 
DMSTEP=l.DO*MDSTEP 
WRITE(S,*) 1 !PRINT HSTEP' 
DO 49 I=l, NPRINT 
IPRINT(I)=MDSTEP*IPRINT(I) 
HSTEP(I)=HSTEP(I)/DMSTEP 
WRITE(5,8) IPRINT(I), HSTEP(I) 
8 FORMAT(I10,13X,F20.12) 
49 CONTINUE 
c-----READ IN THE VALUES OF Nl, N2, NJ, AND N4. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Nl= ?' 
READ(*,*) Nl 
WRITE(*,*) 'N2= ?' 
READ(*,*) N2 
WRITE(*,*) 'NJ= ?' 
READ(*,*) NJ 
WRITE(*,*) 'N4= ?' 
READ(*,*) N4 
C-----DECIDE TO READ IN OR CALCULATE THE VALUES OF 
C-----Al, Bl, CC, DD, AND EE. 
IF(NR .EQ. 1.0) THEN 
C-----READ IN THE VALUES OF Al, Bl, CC, DD, AND EE. 
WRITE(*,*) 'Al= ?' 
READ(*,*) Al 
WRITE(*,*) 'Bl= ?' 
READ(*,*) Bl 
WRITE(*,*) 'CC= ?' 
READ(*,*) CC 
WRITE ( * ' *) , DO= ? I 
READ(*,*) DD 
WRITE(*,*) 'EE= ?' 
READ(*,*) EE 
ELSE 










C-----CALL SUBROUTINE DXA. 
CABL DXA(N1,A1;B1.,X,A) 
CAThL DXA(N2,Bl,CC,XD,AD} 














C-----CALCULATE AND PRINT OUT THE TOTAL VALUE OF N. 
N=Nl+N2+N3+N4 
WRITE(5,9) N 
9 FORMAT(1X,'NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS (N)=',I3) 
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C-----CALCULATING NUMBER OF FUNCTIONS WHICH NEED TO COMPUTE. 
NFUN=O 
DO 140 I=O, L 





WRITE(5,*) NFUN, NFUNP1,INFUN 
C-----CALCULATING THE MU VALUES WE WANT. 
DO 150 I=1, NMOS 
MU (NMOS+ I)= ( 1.'00- { 1. DO-MU (I) **2) /NR**2) **0. 5 
150 CONTINUE 
NMUTOT=NMUS*2 
C-----CALL SUBROUTINE TH TO GET .THE INTERFACE REFLECTION 
C-----COEFFICIENTS FOR DXA POINTS. 
CALL TH(N,X,NR,TH2) 
C-----CALL SUBROUTINE TH TO GET THE INTERFACE REFLECTION 
C-----COEFFICIENTS FOR MU VALUES. 
CALL TH (NMUTOT I MU I NR, TH3) 
CALL TH(NMUTOT,MU,1.DO/NR,TH4) 
C-----INITIAL VALUES FOR PP1, PP2, PP3, AND PP4. 
DO 170 M=O, L 




170 CONTINUE , 
C-----CALL ALL B FUNCTIONS WE ,.NEED. 
DO 190 M=O, L 
DO 200 K=M, L 
XX=XK(K+l) 





DO 210 KK=l, N 
AA(KK)=W/2.DO*A(KK)/X(KK} 
210 CONTINUE 
C-----TRANSFER FROM THREE DIMENSIONS TO TWO DIMENSIONS. 
LL=O 
DO 220 M=O, L 






WRITE(5,*h LLL(K,M,1), LLL(K,M,2), LLL(K,M,3), 












DO 240 M=O, L 
DO 250 K=M, L 
DO 260 J=1, 2 




DO 280 JJ=3, 4 
DO 290 II=1, N 






C-----PRINT INITIAL VALUES FOR PP1, PP2, PP3, AND PP4. 
DO 291 M=O, L 
DO 293 K=M, L 
DO 295 I=l, 'NMUTOT 
PPl(K,M,I)=Y(LLL(K,M/l);I) 
PP2 (K,M, I) =Y (LLL(K,M, 2), I)" 
295 CONTINUE 






CATIL OUT ( XN) 
C-----00 TIOOP FOR RK5. 
LIU=o 
DO 300 J=1, NPRINT 
NIPRINT=IPRINT(J) 
H=HSTEP(J) 
DO 310 I=l, NIPRINT 
CALL ~5(NMUTOT,N,NFUN,NFUNP1,INFUN,H,XN,Y,DERV) 
310 CONTINUE 
C-----TRANSFER FROM TWO DIMENSIONS TO THREE DIMENSIONS. 
DO 320 M=O, L 
DO 330 K=M, L 
DO 340 I=1, NMUTOT 
C-----PP1= MU VALUES WHEN TAU=O. 
PP1(K,M,I)=Y(LLL(K,M,1),I) 
C-----PP2= MU VALUES WHEN TAU=TAO. 
PP2(K,M,I)=Y(LLL(K,M,2),I) 
340 CONTINUE 
DO 350 II=1, N 
C-----PP3= DXA POINTS WHEN TAU=O. 
PP3(K,M,II)=Y(LLL(K,M,3),II) 





CALL OUT (XN) 
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C-----CALL SUBROUTINE PPFUN TO CALCULATE PPS, PP6, PP7, AND 
C-----PP8. 
CALL PPFUN 
C-----CALL SUBROUTINE RT TO CALCULATE RP1, RP2 , TP1, AND 
C-----TP2. 
CALL RT(FLAGR) 
C-----CALL SUBROUTINE RTINTEN TO CALCULATE RINTEN, TINTEN. 
CALL RTINTEN(XN) 







c-~~--SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE B FUNCTION. 
SUBROUTINE BFUN(K,M,XX,B) 
DOUBLE PRECISION XX, B, FACT1'( FACT2 
IF(K-M .EQ. 0) GO TO 200 
FACT1=1.DO 
DO 100 I=1, K-M 
FACT1=I*FACT1 
10 0 CON']:'INUE ~ 
GO ~T0'''300 
200 FACT1=1.DO 
300 IF(K+M .EQ. 0) GO TO 500 ~ 
FACT2=1.DO 
DO 400 I=1, K+M 
FACT2=I*FACT2 
400 CONTINUE 





C-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE LEGENDRE FUNCTIONS. 
SUBROUTINE LEG(K,M,NYYS,YY,P) 
DOUBLE PRECISION P(3,3,44}, YY(44), Y, SUM, FACT1, 
* FACT2, FACT3, FACT4 
IF(K .LE. 5 .AND. M .LE. 5) THEN 
GO TO 100 
ELSE 
GO TO 1000 
END IF 
100 GO TO (200,300,400,500,600,700) M+1 
200 GO TO (210,220,230,240,250,260) K+1 
210 DO 215 !=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I) 
P ( 0, 0, I) =1. DO 
215 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 
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GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 
300 GO TO {310,320,330,340,350) K 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 





GO TO 5000 
400 GO TO (410,420,430,440) K-1 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 
500 GO TO (510,520,530) K-2 









GO TO 5000 





GO TO 5000 
600 GO TO (610,620) K-3 
610 DO 615 1=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I) , ,, 
P(4,4,I)=105~DO*(l.DO-Y**2)**2 
615 CONTINUE 
GO TO 5000 




GO TO 5000 









IF(K .EQ. K2 .AND. M .EQ. M2) L=K/2-M/2 
IF(K .EQ. K2 .AND. M .NE. M2) L=K/2-(M+1)/2 
IF(K .NE. K2 .AND. M .EQ. M2) L=(K-1)/2-M/2 
IF(K .NE. K2 .AND. M .NE. M2) L=(K-1)/2-(M-1)/2 
DO 1100 I=1, NYYS 
Y=YY(I) 
SUM=O.ODO 
DO 1200 N=O, L 
IF(2*K-2*N .EQ. 0) GO TO 1400 
FACT1=1.DO 
DO 1300 J=1, 2*K-2*N 
FACT1=J*FACT1 
1300 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1500 
1400 FACT1=1.DO ' 
1500 IF(N .EQ. 0} GO TO 1700 
FACT2=1.DO 
DO 1600 J=1, N 
FACT2=J*FACT2 
1600 CONTINUE 
GO TO 1800 
1700 FACT2=1.DO 
1800 IF(K-N .EQ. 0) GOLTO 200'0 
FACT3=1.DO 
DO 1900 J=1, K-N 
FACT3=J*FACT3 
1900 CONTINUE 
GO TO 2100 
2000·FACT3=1.DO 
2100 IF(K-2*N-M .EQ. 0) GO'TO 2300 
FACT4=1.DO t 
DO 2200 J=l,·K-2*N-M 
FACT4=J*FACT4 
2200 CONTINUE 









c-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE THE INTERFACE REFLECTION 
C-----COEFFICIENTS THO'S. 
SUBROUTINE TH(NUS,U,N,THO) 
DOUBLE PRECISION U(44), N, TH0(44), UCR, A 





DO 100 I=1, NUS 
IF(U(I) .GE. UCR) GO TO 200 
THO(I)=1.DO 
100 CONTINUE 





GO TO 100 
500 RETURN 
END 
c-~~~-SUBROUTINE FOR RUNGE~KUTTA METHOD. 
SUBROUTINE RK5 (NPIC'i'NZMU, NFUN, NFUNP1, INFUN, H, XN, YN, 
*FCT) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION C(6), Z(6), A(6,5), YN(24,44), Y(24,44) 
COMMON/BLK5/DER(24,44) 
COMMON/BLK6/AK(24,6,44) 






DATA A(5,1) ,A(5,2) ,A(5r3:)J;A(5,4) 
* /.1875DO,O.ODO~O.OD0,.5625DO/ 





DO 10 L=1, NFUN 
DO 10 I=l~oNPIC 
10 AK(L,l,I)=DER(L,I)*H 
DO 15 L=NFUNP1, INFUN 
DO 15 I=1,NZMU 
15 AK(L,1,I)=DER(L,I)*H 
DO 90 K=2,6 
DO 30 L=1,NFUN 
DO 30 I=1,NPIC 
K1=K-1 
SUM=O.DO 
DO 20 J=1,K1 
20 SUM=A(K,J)*AK(L,J,I)+SUM 
30 Y(L,I)=YN(L,I)+SUM 
DO 40 L=NFUNP1, INFUN 
DO 40 I=1,NZMU 
K1=K-1 
SUM=O.DO 
DO 35 J=1,K1 




DO 80 L=1,NFUN 
DO 80 I=1,NPIC 
80 AK(L,K,I)=DER(L,I)*H 
DO 90 L=NFUNP1 I INFUN 
DO 90 I=l,NZMU 
90 AK(L,K,I)=DER(L,I)*H 
DO 101 L=l, NFUN 
DO 101 I=1,NPIC 
PHI=O.DO 




DO 110 L=NFUNP1 ,'INFUN · 
DO 110 I=1,NZMU 
PHI=O.DO 
DO 108 K7=1,6 
108 PHI==PHI+Z(K7)*AK(L,K7,I) 




C-----SUBROUTINE FOR DERIVATIVES. 
SUBROUTINE DERV(XN,Y) 









00 500 M=O, L 
DO 510 K=M, L 
DO 520 JJ=1, N 
SUM1=0.DO 
SUM2=0.DO 
DO 530 J=M, L 
SUM=O.DO 
DO 550 KK=1, N 










DO 600 M=O, L 
DO 610 K=M, L 
DO 620 JJ=1, NMUTOT 
SUM1=0.DO 
SUM2=0.DO 
DO 630 J=M, L 
SUM=O.DO 














C-----SUBROUTINE FOR OUTPUT FILE. 
SUBROUTINE OUT(XN) ,A 








11 FORMAT(lX,'OPTICAL THICKNESS =',F12.8) 
WRITE(5,*) 
WRITE(5,*) 1 TOP BOTTOM' 
DO 100 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,12) M 
12 FORMAT ( 'M=', I2) 
DO 200 K=M, L 
WRITE(5,13) K 
13 FORMAT('K=',I2) 
DO 300 I=1, NMUTOT 









C DO 400 M=O, L 
C WRITE(5,12) M 
C DO 500 K-M, L 
C WRITE(5,13) K 
C DO 600 I=1, N 
c WRITE(5,14) X(I), PP3(K,M,I), PP4(K,M,I) 
C 600 CONTINUE 
C WRITE(5,*) 
C 500 CONTINUE 
C 400 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
c-----SUBROUTINE TO 'CALCULATE ,,pps; PP6, PP7, AND PPS. 
SUBROUTINE PPFUN ", 












C-----DO LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION FOR DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS.(PP7) 
DO 100 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,16) M 
16 FORMAT( 'M='·, I2) 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR PP7. 
DO 200 KK=M, L 
DO 300 II=1, N 





DO 400 JCONV=1, 10000 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O.O 
DO 500 K=M, L 
DO 600 JJ=1, N 
SUM1=0.0 
DO 700 J=M, L 
SUM=O.O 








IF(ERR .GT. EMAX) EMAX=ERR 
600 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINUE 
WRITE(* I*) EMAX 
IF(EMAX .LT. ERROR) GO TO 1100 
DO 900 K=M, L 







WRITE(S,*) 'NEED MORE LOOPS !' 
1100 WRITE(5,17) ITER 
17 FORMAT('NUMBER OF ITERATIONS=',I5) 
DO 1200 K=M, L 
WRITE(5,18) K 
18 FORMAT('K=' ,I2) 









c~----DO LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(PP5) 
C-----PP5= MU VALUES WHEN TAU=O. 
WRITE(5,*) I 
DO 1500 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,16) M 
DO 1600 K=M, L 
WRITE(5,18) K 
DO 1700 JJ=1, NMUTOT 
SUMl.=O.O 
DO 1800 J=M, L 
SUM=O.O 
TOP' 














C-----DO LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION FOR DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS.(PP8) 
DO 2100 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,16) M 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR PP8. 
DO 2200 KK=M, L 
DO 2300 II=1, N 
C-----PP8= DXA POINTS WHEN TAU=TAO. 




DO 2400 JCONV=1, 10000 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O.O 
DO 2500 K=M, L 
c 
c 
DO 2600 JJ=l, N 
SUM1=0.0 
DO 2700 J=M, L 
SUM=O.O 
165 






PP8N(K,M,JJ) =PP4'(K,W,JiJ) +SUMP' 
ERR=DABS(PP8N(K,M,JJ)-PP8(K,M,JJ)) 




IF(EMAX .LT.' ERROR) GO TO 3100 
DO 2900- K=M, L 
DO 3000 JJ=1, N 
PP8(K,M,JJ)=PP8N(K,M,JJ} 
3000 CONTINUE 
2 9 00 CONTINUE 
2400 CONTINUE 
WRITE ( 5, *) 'NEED MORE LOOPS ! ,, 
3100 WRITE(5,17) ITER 
DO 3200 K=M, L 
WRITE(5,18) K 









C-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS. (PP6) 
C-----PP6= MU VALUES WHEN'TAU=TAO. 
WRITE ( 5 I *) I 
DO 3500 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,16) M 
D0,3600 K=M, L 
WRITE(5,18) K 
DO 3700 JJ=l, NMUTOT 
SUM1=0.0 
DO 3800 J=M, L 
SUM=O.O 
BOTTOM' 









22 FORMAT('MU=',F15.12,5X 1 'PP6=' 1 F20.12) 
3700 CONTINUE · 





c-----SUBROUTINE To CALCULATE RPl I RP2, TPl 1 AND TP2 • 
SUBROUTINE RT(FLAGR) 
IMPLICIT REAL*S (A-H 1 0-Z) 
REAL*S MU 
DIMENSION FLAG (·'44) 
COMMON/BLK1/L 1 N1 NMUTOT 




COMMON/BLK9/,PP1(3 1 3 1 20) ,PP2(3,3,20) ,PP3(3,3,44), 
* PP4(3,3,44) 
COMMON/BLK13/RP2 (3, 20 I 20)· 
COMMON/BLK14/RP1(3,44,20);RP1N(3 1 44,20) 
COMMON/BLK15/W 
COMMON/BLK16/TP1(3,20,44) 1 TP1N(3 1 20 1 44) 
COMMON/BLK17/TP2(3 1 20,20) 
C-----DO LOOP OF SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATIONS FOR DXA POINTS 
C-----BEGINS.(RPl) 
DO 100 M=0 1 L 
WRITE(5,24) M 
24 FORMAT ( 'M=' I I2) 
DO 200 J=l, NMUTOT 
WRITE(5 1 25) MU(J) 
25 FORMAT('MU=' 1 Fl5.12) 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING FOR RPl(M,II,J) 
DO 300 II=l, N 
SUM=O.O 
DO 400 I=M, L 
SUM=SUM+BBB(I 1 M)*(PP1(I,M,J)*PP3{I,M,II)-PP2(I,M,J) 







DO 500 JJCONV=l, 10000 
ITER=ITER+l 
EMAX=O.O 
DO 600 JJ=l, N 
SUM2=0.0 
SUM3=0.0 











* ' ""PP4 (·K,M;"JJ)) 
700 CONTINUE 
RP1N(·M, JJ ,J) =W/2. DO*MU (J) *X(JJ) / (MU (J) +X (JJ)) * ( -1) **M* 
* ' , SUM3+SUM2 ' 
ERR~DABS(RP1N(M,JJ,J)-RP1(M,JJ,J)) 
IF(ERR .GT. EMAX) EMAX=ERR 
600 CONT]NUE 
IF ~EMAX • LT. ERROR) GO TO 1000 · , 
DO 900 JJ=:1 ,* N 
RP1 (M,ffJ.,J) =RP1N(M,JJ ,J) 
900 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINUE 
1000 WRITE(5,26) ITER 
26 FORMAT('NUMBER OF ITERATIONS =',I5) 
DO 1050 JJ=1, N 
c 27 
C1050 






c-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS. (RP2) 




DO 1200 J=1, NMUTOT 
IF(J .NE. 10 .AND. J .NE. 20) GO TO 1200 
WRITE(5,25) MU(J) 
DO 1300 JJ=1, NMUTOT 
SUM2=0.0 
SUM3=0.0 
DO 1400 K=M, L 
SUM1=0.0 











IF(J .NE. 9) GO TO 1300 
WRITE(5,28) MU(JJ), 2.DO/W*RP2(M,JJ,J) 







C-----00 LOOP 0F SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATI0NS F0R DXA P0INTS 
C-----BEGINS.(TPl) 
00:'2100 M=O, L 
WR[TE(5,24) M 
00 2200 JJ=1, NMUTOT 
WRITE(5,25) MU(JJ) 
C-----INITIAL GUESSING F0R TP1(M,JJ,II) 











DO 2500 JJCONV=l I 10000; 
ITER=ITER+1 
EMAX=O.O 
00 2600 J=l, N 
SUM2=0.0 
SUM3=0.0 
DO 2700 K=M, L 
SUM1=0.0 

















IF{EMAX .LT. ERROR) GO TO 3000 





00 3050 J=l, N 
c 29 
C3050 






C-----DO LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(TP2) 
DO 3100 M=O, L 
WRITE(5,24) M 
DO 3200 JJ=1, NMUTOT 
C IF(JJ .NE. 10) GO TO 3200 
WRITE(5,35) MU(JJ) 
3 5 FORMAT ( 'MUB= I I Fl5. 12) 
DO 3300 J=1, NMUTOT 
IF(MU(J) .EQ. MU(JJ)} GO TO 4000 
SUM2=0.0 " 
SU2°.~3=0. 0 
DO 3400 K=M, L 
SUM1=0.0 
l69 
DO 3500 KK=l, N 
SUMl=SUMl+X(KK)*MU(J)/(X(KK)+MU(J))*TPlN(M,JJ,KK)*( 
* PP1(K,M,J)*PP3(K,M,KK)-PP2(K,M,J)*PP4(K,M,KK))* 








IF(JJ .NE. 9) GO TO 3300 
C WRITE(5,30) MU(J), 2.DO/W*TP2(M,JJ,J) 
WRITE(5,30) MU(J), TP2(M,JJ,J) 
30 FORMAT ( 'MU=', F15 .12,5X, 'TP2=', F20 .12) 
GO TO 3300 




IF(JJ .NE. 9) GO TO 3300 
C WRITE(5,30) MU(J), 2.DO/W*TP2(M,JJ,J) 







C-----FUNCTION TO INTERPOLATE THE VALUES OF TP2 BY 
C-----LAGRANGE'S POLYNOMIAL APPROXIATION METHOD WHEN 
C-----MU(J) = MU(JJ) IN SUBROUNTINE RT. 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FLAGR(X,Y,XARG,IDEG,MIN,N) 
LVlPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
DIMENSION X(N), Y(N) 
FACTOR=l. DO 
MAX=MIN+IDEG 
DO 2 J=MIN, .MAX 





DO S,I=MIN, MAX 
TERM=Y.(I) *FACTOR/ (XARG~X(I)) 
DO 4 J=MIN, MAX • c 
4 IF(I .NE. J) TERM=TERM/(X(I)-X(J)) 




C-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE RINTEN AND TINTEN. 
SUBROUTINE RTINTEN(XN) 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 MU I NR 








c-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.{RINTEN) 
PAI=3.141592654 
DO 100 J=1, NMUTOT/2 
C IF(J .NE. 10) GO TO 100 
WRITE(5,31) MU(J) 
31 FORMAT('MUO=',F15.~2) 
DO 200 I=1, NMUTOT/2 
SUM1=0.0 
DO 300 M=O, L 
DELTA=2.DO 







IF(J .NE. 9) GO TO 200 
C WRITE(5,32) MU(I), 4.DO*PAI*RINTEN(I,J) 





c-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(TINTEN) 
DO 600 J=l, NMUTOT/2 
C IF(J .NE. 10) GO TO 600 
WRITE(5,31) MU(J) 
DO 700 I=l, NMUTOT/2 
C IF(MU(I) .EQ. MU(NMUTOT/2+J)} GO TO 700 
SUMl=O.O 
DO 800 M=O, L 
DELTA=2.DO 
171 
IF(M .EQ. 0) DELTA=l.DO 
SUMl=SUMl+DELTA*(TH3(I)*DEXP(-XN/MU(I))*DCOS(M*PAI}* 
* RP2(M,I,NMUTOT/2+Jr+TP2{M,I,NMUTOT/2+J)) 
C IF(J .NE. 10) GO TO 800 




IF(J .NE. 9) GO TO 700 
WRITE(5,33) MU(I), TINTEN(I,J) 
33 FORMAT('MUin=',F15.12,5X,'Tie=',F20.12) 





C-----SUBROUTINE TO CALCULATE TQ AND BQ. 
SUBROUTINE TBQ 
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 
REAL*8 MU 





C-----00 LOOP FOR MU VALUES BEGINS.(TQ AND BQ) 
WRITE(S I*) I TQ 
WRITE(*,*) 




WRITE(5,34) MU(J), TQ(J), BQ(J) 





This subroutine is the same as the one in 
Appendix B. 
BQ I 
SAMPLE OF OUTPUT DATA FOR 
SEMI-INFINITE PROGRAM 
An example of output data for semi-infinite program is 
as follows (see App. B for definitions of the variables): 
NUMBER OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS (L)= 2 
ALBEDO (W)= .100 , 
ERROR= .000000010000 
REFRACTIVE INDEX (NR)=1.330 
NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS (N)= 80 
EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS : 
XK( 0)= 1.0000 
XK( 1)= 1.0000 
XK( 2)= .4500 
M= 0 





























PP2= 1. 022997331755 
PP2= 1.022176590902 













MU= 1.000000000000 PP2= .992232125419 
J= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP2= -.488415786749 
MU= . 2000,09~0~00000 PP2= ~ .• 444288410000 
MU= • 300QQ.OOOOOOO PP2= -:. .•. 36963487 6067 
MU= • 400,0QOOOOQOO ~~2= -1.,2.,6'14338987543 
MU= • 500.0000,0.0000 PP2= -1, •• 1;2~9,69..0.4 75063 
MU= .600000000000 PP2=, ;. 03:.S47·7;525012 
MU= • 7000.00000000 PP2= · •. 23,07528,02,440 
MU= • 800000,000000 PP2= • 45,6131790062 
MU= • 90000.000,0000 PP2= '• 711614653591 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP2= .997203147023 
M= 1 
NUMBER OF IT:EAATIONS= 5 
J= 1 ? 
MU= .1:00000000000 PP2= .999794090455 
MU= .200000000000 PP2= .986342492572 
MU= • 300000000.000 PP2= .961233743978 
MU= .400000000000 PP2= .923970971009 
MU= .500000000000 PP2= .873233791397 
MU= .600000000000 PP2= .806645943332 
MU= .700000000000 PP2= .719958671094 
MU= .800000000000 PP2= .604721739926 
MU= .900000000000 PP2= .439163417836 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP2= .000000000000 
J= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP2= .295152733207 
MU= .200000000000 PP2= .582853181899 
MU= .300000000000 PP2= .852741092982 
MU= .400000000000 PP2= 1.093833074572 
MU= .500000000000 PP2= 1.293300313371 
MU= .600000000000 PP2= 1.434826770542 
MU= .700000000000 PP2= 1.495331919685 
MU= .800000000000 PP2= 1.436628926896 
MU= .900000000000 PP2= 1.174721871830 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP2= .000000000000 
M= 2 
NUMBER OF ITERATIONS= 4 
J= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP2= 2.974452151735 
MU= .200000000000 PP2= 2.886082964368 
MU= .300000000000 PP2= 2.736818260958 
MU= .400000000000 PP2= 2.526978678659 
MU= .500000000000 PP2= 2.256690445474 
MU= .600000000000 PP2= 1.926016332699 
MU= .700000000000 PP2= 1.534991850298 
MU= .800000000000 PP2= 1.083638856013 
MU= .900000000000 PP2= .571971643632 





MU= .100000000000 PP4= 1.024117410411 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= 1. 034163127596 
MU= .300000000000 PP4= 1.039675741639 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= 1.042598246127 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= 1.04~801211406 
MU= .600000000000 PP4= 1. 043764193096 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= 1.042782238696 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= 1. 041050221805 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= 1.038703478634 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP4= 1.035839619248 
J= 1 
MU= .100000000000 PP4= .098812462564 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= .198026709386 
MU= .300000000000 PP4= .297516700983 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= .• 397194116834 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= .496995762331 
MU= .600000000000 PP4= .596875328339 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= .696798131579 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= .796737689663 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= .896673434716 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP4= .996589149942 
J= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP4= -.492669620625 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= -.449952679376 
MU= .300000000000 PP4= -.375990901985 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= -.271416702341 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= -.136454527815 
MU= .600000000000 PP4= .028796720510 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= .224288273829 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= .449994423276 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= .705901068906 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP4= .992000329382 
M= 1 
J= 1 
MU= .100000000000 PP4= .995221617480 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= .980163176901 
MU= .300000000000 PP4= .954363042758 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= .916937884016 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= .866404595381 
MU= .600000000000 PP4= .800306229330 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= .714358807806 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= .600120893086 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= .435926358548 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP4= .000000000000 
J= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP4= .292392225613 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= .578738109260 
MU= .300000000000 PP4= .847984376007 
1!7c'5 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= 1.088893072828 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= 1.288501958050 
MU= .600000000000 PP4= 1.430415698483 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= 1.491506273784 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= 1.433567912858 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= 1.172642691238 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP4= - . ··000000000000 
M= 2 
J= 2 ;. 
MU= .100000000000 PP4= 2.978817348279 
MU= .200000000000 PP4= 2.892010867579 
MU= • 3 00000000000' PP4= 2.743434126627 
MU= .400000000000 PP4= 2.533727792141 
MU= .500000000000 PP4= 2.263143625662 
MU= • 6000000'00000 PP4= 1.931806594364 
MU= .700000000000 PP4= 1.539787267116 
MU= .800000000000 PP4= 1.·087129008927 
MU= .900000000000 PP4= .573860133815 




MUBAR= .10000000 RP2= .003621125513 
MUBAR= .20000000 RP2= .006012935025 
MUBAR= .30000000 RP2= .007565257298 
MUBAR= .40000000 RP2= .008558933485 
MUBAR= .50000000 RP2= .009199198572 
MUBAR= .60000000 RP2= .009638977788 
MUBAR= .70000000 RP2= .009994360241 
MUBAR= .80000000 RP2= .010354977575 
MUBAR= .90000000 RP2= .010791095618 
MUBAR= 1.00000000 RP2= .011358556282 
M= 1 
MU= .90000000000 
MUBAR= .10000000 RP2= .000866329156 
MUBAR= .20000000 RP2= .001345316435 
MUBAR= .30000000 RP2= .001521824360 
MUBAR= .40000000 RP2= .001467077552 
MUBAR= .50000000 RP2= .001242805670 
MUBAR= .60000000 RP2= .000905759178 
MUBAR= .70000000 RP2= .000512468453 
MUBAR= .80000000 RP2= .000126500686 
MUBAR= .90000000 RP2= -.000162516154 
MUBAR= 1.00000000 RP2= .000000000000 
M= 2 
MU= .90000000000 
MUBAR= .10000000 RP2= .000143876358 
MUBAR= .20000000 RP2= .000253737522 
MUBAR= .30000000 RP2= .000330781564 
MUBAR= .40000000 RP2= .000375852883 
!l.f76 
MUBAR= .50000000 RP2= .000389559126 
MUBAR= .60000000 RP2= .000372347782 
MUBAR= .70000000 RP2= .000324555379 
MUBAR= .80000000 RP2= .000246439751 
MUBAR= .90000000 RP2= .000138201720 
MUBAR= 1.00000000 RP2= .000000000000 . . . ------------------------------------------------
MUE= .100000000000 ?, 
MOO= .100000000000 Ie= .000070626331 
MOO= .200000000000 Ie== .000209024096 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000353561232 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000477657791'] 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000571050953 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000631301557 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .000659725839 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .000659375770 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .000633738658 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .000572869702 
MUE= .200000000000 
MOO= .100000000000 Ie= .000104512048 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000309325854 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000523273280 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000707077214 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000845636734 
MOO= .600000000000 Ie= .000935469936 
MOO= .700000000000 Ie= .000978712872 
MOO= .800000000000 Ie= .000980179043 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .000945613526 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .000864446232 
MUE= .300000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000117853744 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000348848853 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000590258005 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000797908123 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000954943508 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .001057686873 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .001108908215 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .001114598869 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .001082336496 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001007968151 
MUE= .400000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000119414449 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000353538607 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000598431092 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000809532249 
MUO= .• 500000000000 Ie= .000970033840 
MOO= .600000000000 Ie= .001076583145 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .001132513660 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .001144702736 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .001122383227 
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MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001072274359 
MUE= .500000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000114210191 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000338254694 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000572966105 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000776027072 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000931738611 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .001037385082 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .ooa:o9o822536 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .00:1;117625585 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .001110513868 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001095100864 
MUE= .600000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000105216926 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000311823312 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000528843436 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000717722097 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000864487568 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000967234110 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .• 001030285589 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .001061731842 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .001073504907 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001097915600 
MUE= .700000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000094246548 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000279632249 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000475246378 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000647150663 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000783444669 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000883101934 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .00095081.5999 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .000994953849 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .001028200780 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001093211820 
MUE= .800000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000082421971 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000245044761 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000417974576 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000572351368 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000698515991 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000796298882 
MOO= .700000000000 Ie= .000870584618 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .000929653004 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .000986188992 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001088342356 
MOE= .900000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie= .000070415406 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .0002101.36339 
MUO= .300000000000 Ie= .000360778832 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000498836990 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000616952149 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000715669938 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .000799711717 
MUO= .800000000000 Ie= .000876612437 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .000957702860 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie=, ? ' .,001087629450 
MUE= 1.000000000000 
MUO= .100000000000 Ie=, .~ooo_05iZ,28697o 
MUO= .200000000000 Ie= .000172889246 
MUO= .300000000000 'Ie= .000302390445 
MUO= .400000000000 Ie= .000428909744 
MUO= .500000000000 Ie= .000547550432 
MUO= .600000000000 Ie= .000658t;4~360r 
MUO= .700000000000 Ie= .000765248274 
MUO= .8ooooooopooo Ie= .ooo8v0673S85 
MUO= .900000000000 Ie= .000978866505 
MUO= 1.000000000000 Ie= .001093566070 
------------------------------------------------
MU= .100000000000 
MU= • 200000000000 1 ' 






















SAMPLE OF .OUTPUT .DATA FOR 
FINITE PROGRAM 
The example of output data for finite program is as 
follows (see App. C for definitions of the variables) : 
NUMBER OF LEGENDRE POLYNOMIALS (L)= 2 
ALBEDO (W)= .300 
REFRACTIVE INDEX (NR)=2.000 
ERROR= .0000000~0000 
EXPANSION COEFFICIENTS 
XK( 0)= ~.0000 
XK( ~)= ~.0000 
XK( 2)= .4500 
NUMBER OF QUADRATURE POINTS (N) = 2 0 




























































MU= .80000000 .796904523700 .770708011351 
MU= .90000000 .897152602018 .870909830116 
MU=1.00000000 .997401985392 .971128974985 
K= 2 
MU= .10000000 -.491353195269 -.339398481558 
MU= .20000000 -.446805380267 -.371385182644 
MU= .30000000 -.371866170463 -.328805693299 
MU= .40000000 -.266778206307 -.243338256135 
MU= .50000000 -.131594757993 -.122379942672 
MU= .60000000 .033665708167 .031439895009 
MU= .70000000 .228995098576 .216952464838 
MU= .80000000 .454389306429 .433559247406 
MU= .90000000 .709846026162 .680922053867 
MU=l.OOOOOOOO .995363863535 .958835383429 
;:r= 1 
K= 1 
MU= .10000000 1.002516506717 .691502540189 
MU= .20000000 .987631192110 .820796535269 
MU= .30000000 .961575908723 .850624483935 
MU= .40000000 .923754695470 .843269581715 
MU= .50000000 .872732672636 .812013124312 
MU= .60000000 .806053163785 .759671412596 
MU= .70000000 .719408896105 .684352766197 
MU= .80000000 .604303541781 .578948772069 
MU= .90000000 .438925969491 .422879026505 
MU=1.00000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 
K= 2 
MU= .10000000 .294447731510 .209600842376 
MU= .20000000 .583775039163 .492413388315 
MU= .30000000 .854676026337 .762976402249 
MU= .40000000 1. 096283313104 1.006819229340 
MU= .50000000 1. 295895046363 1.210574429276 
MU= .60000000 1. 437290163054 1.357985888915 
MU= .70000000 1.497459749902 1.426352846874 
MU= .80000000 1.438271220700 1.378330788511 
MU= .90000000 1.175759758884 1.132101334971 
MU=1.00000000 .000000000000 .000000000000 
M= 2 
K= 2 
MU= .10000000 2.977161453187 2.048161844638 
MU= .20000000 2.887527242860 2.394998984393 
MU= .30000000 2.737334112231 2.416464556408 
MU= .40000000 2.526864487960 2.301290062728 
MU= .50000000 2.256180454588 2.093559655075 
MU= .60000000 1.925303545309 1.808945397121 
MU= .70000000 1.534243200725 1.454414276323 
MU= .80000000 1. 083004212063 1.033534133903 
MU= .90000000 .571589269492 .548321014967 





MU= .100000000000 PP5= 1. 037871875168 
MU= .200000000000 PP5= 1.039927905624 
MU= .300000000000 PP5= 1. 039673686972 
MU= .400000000000 PP5= 1. 038652974281 
MU= .500000000000 PP5= 1.037205376305 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= 1.035448717753 
MU= .700000000000 PPS= 1.033434664337 
MU= .800000000000 PP5= 1.031189440012 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= 1.028727770127 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP5= 1.026058560960 
K= 1 
MU= .100000000000 PP5= .099607137194 
MU= .200000000000 PPS::::: .199614494703 
MU::::: .300000000000 PP5= .299641520688 
MU= .400000000000 PP5::::: .399669049149 
MU= .500000000000 PP5= .499692848008 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= .599711446731 
MU::::: .700000000000 PP5::::: .699724199936 
MU= .800000000000 PP5::::: .799730779863 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= .899731002395 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP5= .999724756138 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP5::::: -.498267349432 
MU= .200000000000 PP5= -.454177181952 
MU= .300000000000 PP5= -.379273662800 
MU= .400000000000 PPS= -.274067751738 
MU= .500000000000 PP5= -.138671652626 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= .026875734961 
MU= .700000000000 PP5= .222557360819 
MU= .800000000000 PP5::::: .448364573130 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= .704292514636 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP5= .990338247962 
M=1 
K= 1 
MU= .100000000000 PP5= .995017720396 
MU= .200000000000 PP5= .979823927008 
MU= .300000000000 PP5::::: .953962752489 
MU::::: .400000000000 PP5= .916533648310 
MU= .500000000000 PP5::::: .866038796388 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= .800008489683 
MU= .700000000000 PP5= .714146905914 
MU= .800000000000 PP5= .600000433420 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= .435888031154 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP5= .000000000000 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP5= .290536024169 
MU= .200000000000 PP5= .579805351534 
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MU= .300000000000 PP5= .850925879526 
MU= .400000000000 PP5= 1.092850898885 
MU= .500000000000 PP5= 1.292836586594 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= 1.434646802892 
MU= .700000000000 PP5= 1.495268242129 
MU= .800000000000 PP5= 1.436574325635 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= 1.174633343051 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP5= .000000000000 
M= 2 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP5= 2.984349538062 
MU= .200000000000 PP5= 2.895082460048 
MU= .300000000000 PP5= 2.744695475237 
MU= .400000000000 PP5= 2.533754479025 
MU= .500000000000 PP5= 2.262383869468 
MU= .600000000000 PP5= 1 .• 930626792360 
MU= .700000000000 PP5= 1·. 538502163715 
MU= .800000000000 PP5= 1.086019583649 
MU= .900000000000 PP5= .573184442419 




MU= .100000000000 PP6= .718805419935 
MU= .200000000000 PP6= .863474569390 
MU= .300000000000 PP6= .917803007427 
MU= .400000000000 PP6= .946006151683 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= .963067319674 
MU= .600000000000 PP6= .974310879338 
MU= .700000000000 PP6= .982103215855 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= .987655989120 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= .991653787906 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .994512580529 
K= 1 
MU= .100000000000 PP6= .076776270820 
MU= .200000000000 PP6= .174669152945 
MU= .300000000000 PP6= .273947826030 
MU= .400000000000 PP6= .373604891433 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= .473417770800 
MU= .600000000000 PP6= .573309105120 
MU= .700000000000 PP6= .673244938748 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= .773208025584 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= .873188677084 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .973181031346 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP6= -.343163563982 
MU= .200000000000 PP6= -.375405037844 
MU= .300000000000 PP6= -.332843812532 
MU= .400000000000 PP6= -.247307582066 
!'8'3 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= -.126226281598 . 
MU= .600000000000 PPG= .027759336996 
MU= .700000000000 PPG= .213475483374 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= .430321101318 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= .677956577570 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .956175549849 




• 6868'35669550 PP6= 
MU= .200000000000 pp6:i:;~ .815970,f30786 
MU= • 300'000000000 pp6'= • 84'5959685055 
MU= . 40ooo'ooooooo PP6= .838888252379 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= .807994674780 
MU= • 600000'000000 PP6= .756084110594 
MU= • 70000'0000000 PP6= .681268323992 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= .576459779730 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= .421146921882 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .000000000000 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP6= .206286638158 
MU= .200000000000 PP6= .489063849418 
MU= .300000000000• PP6= .759828538808 
MU= . 40000000000'0 PP6= 1.003955517827 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= 1.208040604451 
MU= .600000000000 PP6= 1.355813827187 
MU= .700000000000 PP6= 1.424569338244 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= 1.376965565177 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= 1.131207587677 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .000000000000 
M= 2 
K= 2 
MU= .100000000000 PP6= 2.052502736423 
MU= .200000000000 PP6= 2.399571754376 
MU= .300000000000 PP6= 2.420923332518 
MU= .400000000000 PP6= 2.305464895328 
MU= .500000000000 PP6= 2.097319320164 
MU= • 600'000000000 PP6= 1.812172109786 
MU= .700000000000 PP6= 1.456996145515 
MU= .800000000000 PP6= 1.035362260407 
MU= .900000000000 PP6= .549288179668 
MU= 1.000000000000 PP6= .000000000000 
M= 0 
MU= .900000000000 
MUB= .100000000000 RP2= .003624370403 
MUB= .200000000000 RP2= .003577805932 
MUB= .300000000000 RP2= .003342098789 
MUB= .400000000000 RP2= .003092620199 
MUB= .500000000000 RP2= .002868094327 
MUB= .600000000000 RP2= .002681976817 
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MUB= .700000000000 RP2= .002540173025 
MUB= .800000000000 RP2= .002445682016 
MUB= .900000000000 RP2= .0024001:88504 
MUB= 1.000000000000 RP2= .002404711753 
M= 1 
MU= .900000000000 
MUB= .100000000000 RP2= .000880735213 
MUB= .200000000000 .RP2= .l000817432241 
MUB= .300000000000 RP2= .000689429474 
MUB= .400000000000 RP2= .000544883931 
MUB= .500000000000 RP2= .000397862176 
MOB= .600000000000 RP2= .000256625707 
MOB= .700000000000 RP2= .000128625615 
MUB= .800000000000 RP2= .000022892563 
MUB= .900000000000 RP2= -.000045623518 
MUB= 1.000000000000 RP2= .000000000000 
M= 2 
MU= .900000000000 
MUB= .100000000000 RP2= .000146803136 
MUB= .200000000000 RP2= .000155558382 
MUB= .300000000000 RP2= .000151979810 
MUB= .400000000000 RP2= .000142441939 
MUB= .500000000000 RP2= .000128352772 
MUB= .600000000000 RP2= .000110201615 
MUB= .700000000000 RP2= .000088203227 
MUB= .800000000000 RP2= .000062466680 
MUB= .900000000000 RP2= .000033053248 
MUB= 1.000000000000 RP2= .000000000000 
M= 0 
MUB= .900000000000 
MU= .100000000000 TP2= .004481779657 
MU= .200000000000 TP2= .005424080205 
MU= .300000000000 TP2= .006179498507 
MU= .400000000000 TP2= .006921661820 
MU--. .500000000000 TP2= .001688955745 
MU= .600000000000 TP2= .008494724904 
MU= .700000000000 TP2= .009344827570 
MU= .800000000000 TP2= .010242239441 
MU= .900000000000 TP2= .012185017457 
MU= 1.000000000000 TP2= .012185017753 
M= 1 
MUB= .900000000000 
MU= .100000000000 TP2= .001117253726 
MU= .200000000000 TP2= .001334517290 
MU= .300000000000 TP2= .001470958627 
MU= .400000000000 TP2= .001563284274 
MU= .500000000000 TP2= .001613088096 
MU= .600000000000 TP2= .001612910899 
MU= .700000000000 TP2= .001548010170 
1.a5. 
MU= .800000000000 TP2=' .001390738698 
MU= .900000000000 TP2= .000106637767 
MU= 1.000000000000 TP2= .000000000000 
M= 2 
MUB= .900000000000 
MU= .100000000000 TP2= .000146422985 
MU= .200000000000 TP2= .000155355889 
MU= .300000000000 TP2= .000151847461 
MU= .400000000000 TP2= .000142348613 
MU= .500000000000 TP2= .000128285292 
MU= .600000000000 TP2= .000110153190 
MU= .700000000000 TP2= .000088169907 
MU= .800000000000 TP2= .000062445972 
MU= .900000000000 TP2= .000000000000 
MU= 1.000000000000 TP2= .000000000000 
MUO= .900000000000 
MUE= .100000000000 Rie= .000035470006 
MUE= .200000000000 Rie= .000053325686 
MUE= .300000000000 Rie= .000062816783 
MUE= .400000000000 Rie= .000067874117 
MUE= .500000000000 Rie= .000070413348 
MUE= .600000000000 Rie= .000071482881 
MUE= .700000000000 Rie= .000071722276 
MUE= .800000000000 Rie= .000071574857 
MUE= .900000000000 Rie= .000071435723 
MUE= 1.000000000000 Rie= .000072729015 
MUO= .900000000000 
MUin= .100000000000 Tie= .009437674793 
MUin= .200000000000 Tie= .005748718498 
MUin= .300000000000 Tie= .004275174141 
MUin= .400000000000 Tie= .003507079673 
MUin= .500000000000 Tie= .003047479932 
MUin= .600000000000 Tie= .002747381351 
MUin= .700000000000 Tie= .002537394084 
MUin= .800000000000 Tie= .002378816927 
MUin= .900000000000 Tie= .001951602865 
MUin= 1.000000000000 Tie= .001746831669 
TQ BQ 
MU= .10000000 .040744117194 .039497258766 
MU= .20000000 .123126823956 .119377425416 
MU= .30000000 .219316253477 .212691755224 
MU= .40000000 .319306193158 .309768476737 
MU= .50000000 .419186549031 .406839406870 
MU= .60000000 .517415642500 .502426079012 
MU= .70000000 .613461237815 .596022832945 
MU= .80000000 .707246371749 .687560370407 
MU= .90000000 .798901313982 .777166191959 
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MU=l.OOOOOOOO .888644227678 .865049805641 
'1 l fi ~ * ""l "' ;d ~ j 
Table~4 9 through 1~ ~ff~~ed in this appepdix are 
certain tabtliar:f.~sults for ~lther finite1 or>s~ini-infinite 
":; ·~ "" . . . " ~" ~- } / 
''} <,_, ·~'~ A ,; • f ' :t I' t0 \ J j ' ,"_i 
media while,T~l;>l~ 19 reveaJ.,.the accuracy·of these tabular 
) 't, 'w/\c ' 
results. Now; these tabular.results are presented as 
f t, i ~\ ,. 1. J 
follows: 
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RESULTS FOR L = 2, n = 1.33, ~0 = 1.0, 
AND w = 0.1 
I.L PP00 (0,/.L,np;0) PP00 (~0 ,/.L,n;'t'0 ) I_..~(0 1 1le 1 1,0,n;~0 ) /I0 
or 1-Le 
.05 1.01511350 .00095837 .00050250 
0.1 1.02344213 .0020:]708 .00086094 
0.2 1.03404611 • 01:1.57;041 .00:1:29508 
0.3 1.04056650 .04408:1.51 .00150134 
0.4 1.04476213 • 09427,242 .00158227 
0.5 1.04745718 .1511!5260 .00159373 
0.6 1.04911952 • 208047,29 .00156721 
0.8 1.05039589 .31152080 .00146525 
0.9 1.05032196 .35675062 .00140665 
1.0 1.04990273 • 397767,63 .00134871 
+ 
q(O,J.Lo,ni't'o) q c~O I /.Lo I n;~0> 1-Ltn { I_..e (~o, I-L1n'1' 0 'n;'t'o) 
or J.L0 -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq. (172)} /Io 
.05 .00314116 .01331880 .00317581 
0.1 .00340502 .04579576 .01099364 
0.2 .00399466 .13965641 .03440995 
0.3 .00455625 .24817301 .06366880 
0.4 .00499199 .35888525 .09690290 
0.5 .00529575 .46763293 .13380941 
0.6 .00549697 .57348567 .17450262 
0.8 .00491962 .77768651 .26765218 
0.9 .00492380 .87709639 .32003963 
1.0 .00493834 .97533096 .37609312 
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TABLE 10 
RESULTS FOR L = 2, n = 1.33, ~0 = 1.0, 
AND :W = 10.5.; 
1..L PP00 (0,I..L,n;~0 ) PP00 (~0 ,1.t,n;~0 ) r.~.:(O,I..Le,1,0,n;~0)/I0 
or I..Le 
.05 1.09088456 • 008913'35 .00388053 
0.1 1.14612403 • 0]18604'55 .00665033 
0.2 1. 22192,764 • 04•830281 .01001451 
0.3 1. 2721!4*538 .3:0388650 .01162844 
0.4 1. 3'0649125 .11696794 .01228025 
0.5 1. 330057.91 • 2549'7:554 • 012·99682 
0.6 1.34598087 .33083901 .01221744 
0.8 1.36233833 .46621724 .01146284 
0.9 1.36506477 .52499557 .01101494 
1.0 1. 365113000 • 5781'5556 .01056359 
+ 
q ( 0 'I..Lo' n i ~o) q(~oii..Loln;~o) lltn {IAe (~o, lltnl 1101 n;~o) 
or I..L0 -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq • (172)} /Io 
.05 • 02371231 .01273015 .00457809 
0.1 .02572246 .04377840 .01581048 
0.2 .02971651 .13358370 .04904101 
0.3 .03322068 .23760500 .08949846 
0.4 .03580027 • 34'402343 .13391823 
0.5 .03747995 .44891130 .18149417 
0.6 .03846780 .55139390 .23219768 
0.8 .03299228 • 7;5022242 .34342607 
0.9 .03255815 .84753025 .40398704 
1.0 .03223134 .94398173 .46771601 
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TABLE 11 
RESULTS FOR L =, 2~,, n",=,,,1."" 33, .,.... -1 0 , , ' "0 ,,_ ;, o; '' 
:AND 'W"' =~ 0; 95 
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#lin { IAe Cro tllinl 1 I 0 'n i't'o) 
or #l0 -leading term of 
Eq • { 172 ) } / 1 0 
.05 .09226~91 
0.1 .10050047 







































RESULTS FOR L = 2,, "to = 1.0, w = 0.95, 
AND n "= '1.)0001 
fJ. PPoo ( 0, fJ.' n p;o) PPoo ("to, fJ., n; 't'o) rA; ( 0, lle I 1, 0' n; 't'o) I Io 
or lle 
.05 l. J:l:J::J!51·21 .02290858 .11917185 
0.1 1.1:8522191 • 050R02'7,7l .111961244 
0.2 1. 3'00J!0163 .12698614 .1•16271,36 
0.3 1. 3'855].;:553 .23503499 .1093,1:581 
0.4 1.44898091 .35869683 .110093744 
0.5 1.49600511: .48231996 .0925731!9 
0.6 1. 5307,4587 .59838890 • 08484'600 
0.8 1.57450338 • 8000877,7 .07188033 
0.9 1. 587,~87,96 • 886194'07 .06657931 
1.0 1.59536960 .96369377 .06!95669 
+ q ( 0 , ll0 , n; 1:'0 ) q (-ro tllo, n; 't'o) lltn { IAe (-ro, lltn' 1, 0' n; "to) 
or fJ.0 -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq. (172)} /Io 
.05 • 07967,393 .01801032 .01271694 
0.1 .08639939 .03898423 .02793479 
0.2 .09657534 .08890611 .06590876 
0.3 .10145061 .14922576 .11507466 
0.4 .10228695 .21879750 .17508517 
0.5 .10095574 .29574116 .24408143 
0.6 .09865437 .37832153 .32009587 
0.8 .09337190 .55534722 .48714352 
0.9 .09086046 .64806269 .57605343 
1.0 .08855157 .74219544 .66757668 
f'RESULTS FOR L ··=: 2 r; -r0 = 1• •. 0; ,w t?= ··0 .195 ,' 
AND. n = ·'2 • o o 

































I-L1n {IAe(-ro,Utnrl,O,n;-ro) q(O,Il0 ,n;-ro) 
/Io or 1-1.0 -leading term of 











































RESULTS FOR ~0 = 1.0, w = 0.95, n = 1.33, 
AND L = 0 

































lltn {IAe ('"Co, ll'tn·t 1' 0' n;"'Co) 
or IJ.0 -leading term of 











































RESULTS FOR "to = 1• 0, zW;; =; Oi; 95 I n = r~ 33 I 
:AND: L ,= '1 
ll PPoo(O,~J,,n;-r0 } PP00 (-r0 ,~J, 1 n;-r0 ) IA:(0 1 1le 1 1,0,n;-r0 ) /10 
or f.le 
.OS 1.24506107 • 0457:0901 .01587853 
0.1 1.42052339 .09333865 .02721306 
0.2 1.69302197 .20210245 .04098326 
0.3 1.89576777 .33506939 .04758.884 
0.4 2.04753691 .47766600 .05024:339 
0.5 2.16174524 .61584126 • 05068~~"2 
0.6 2.24830068 .74332~!;)8 • 0491FZ405 
0.8 2.36462470 .96181630 .04650967 
0.9 2.40295830 1. 05438656 .04446967 
1.0 2.43185381 1.13754698 .04237007 
+ 
q ( 01 Jlo' n;-ro) q ("tor Jlo, n i 't"o) lltn { IAe ("tor ll1n' 1' 0 r n i "to) 
or J,t0 -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq. (172)} /Io 
.05 .09482924 .01069136 .00907197 
0.1 .10313853 .03678913 .03123375 
0.2 .11736296 .11252020 .09573145 
0.3 .12822633 .20088476 .17148489 
0.4 .13526840 .29227108 .25058463 
0.5 .13890808 .38356351 .33053470 
0.6 .13995365 .47410256 .41084069 
0.8 .11194310 .65377736 .57323238 
0.9 .10754557 .'/l4359692 .65580870 
1.0 .10367990 .83375061 .73951115 
1:94 
TABLE 16 
RESULTS FOR L = 2, w = 0.95, n = 1.33, 
AND -r0 = 3 .:o 
1J. PP00 ~0,JJ.,n;-c0 ) PP00 (-r0 ,JJ;,.n;-c0 ) IA:(O,JJ.e 1 1,0,n;-c0 )/I0 
or IJ.6 
.05 1.28342170 .01951993 .02971836 
0.1 1.49585768 .03978917 .05102991 
0.2 1.84498889 • 083'1:3877 .077'43397 
0.3 2 •. li33.25140 .13103201 . 091:01'441 
0.4 2.37907655 .18457810 • 09766179 
0.5 2.59119843 .24476356 .10046517 
0.6 2.77485372 .31169995 .10109662 
0.8 3.07080036 .46189352 .09914947 
0.9 3.18847572 .54226003 . 09740044 
1.0 3.28888563 .62426080 .09541685 
IJ.1n {IA:("t'o,J.lin,1,0,n;-co) q(O,J.lo,n;"t'o) q("t'o,llo,ni"t'o) 
or IJ.o -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq. (172)} /Io 
.05 .05184348 .00860256 .00417875 
0.1 .05688042 .02960139 .01.439509 
0.2 .06621140 .09053658 .04422232 
0.3 .07518691 .16164985 .07952843 
0.4 .08401200 .23524616 .11687551 
0.5 .09266370 .30888486 .15533034 
0.6 .10101771 .38212148 .19488723 
0.8 .11209054 .52845637 .27848656 
0.9 .11679941 .60228145 .32312718 
1.0 .12073850 .67691966 .36995193 
195 
TABLE 17, 
RESULTS FOR L = 2, w = 0.9S, n = 1.33, 
AND';'t'o = 0. 001 
I..L PP00 ~0', I.L, n ;,1:'0 ):, PP00 (1:'0 ,Jl.!1~n ;.~c)1),, IA: ( 0, 1-Le'f"l, 0, I)i :r0) I I 0 
or I.Le 
.OS 1!00S74S48 .98S8l:933 .00001:199 
0.1 1~0057S093 .99S69867l .000020SO 
0.2 1~00571164 1.00066840 .00003056 
0.3 1.00565289 1.00231624. .00003493 
0.4 1.00S58186 1.00312331 .00003616 
o.s 1.00S49998 1.003587894 .00003569 
0.6 1.00540773~ 1.00387614 .00003433, 
0.8 1.00S:l9286 1.00417392 .00003071 
0.9 1.00S07039 1.00423893- .00002887 
1.0 1.0049379S 1.00426655 .00002713 
+ 
q(O,I..Lo,n;-r:o) q(-r:o,I..Lo,n;-r:o} lltn { IAe ( 't'o, lltn' 1, 0' n; 1:o) 
or I..L0 -leading term of /Io /Io 
Eq. (172)} /Io 
.OS .00271313 .01340563 .01340461 
0.1 .00137248 .04609325 .04608976 
0.2 .00069441 .14055084 .14054039 
0.3 .00046898 .24972651 .24970850 
0.4 .0003S757 .36106442 
:: -.% 
.36103938 
0.5 .00029190 :47036991 .47033877 
0.6 .00024914 .57670487 .57666860 
o.8 .00013744 £.'78'166180 .78161780 
0.9 .00012826 .88136237 
J\ -~,t~ 
.88131550 
1.0 .00012192 .97984116 .97979194 
196 
1.1.' , ~e 












RESULTS~ FOR L ='2:,>w(~= 0~'95'; ,n =r1.33, 































Note that the data from Tables 9 through 18 were 
obtained by using XQ = 1.0, x 1 = 0.4860214865, and x 2 = 
0.1431451436 for the expansion coefficients while 
convergence error, step size, and number of quadrature 
points for each interval were used being lo-8 , 0.0005, and 
10, respectively. As mentioned in Chapter V., four sets of 
Gaussian quadrature were chosen from 1.1. = 0 to.1. These four 
intervals were zero to I.Lcr, I.Lcr to 1. 015 I.Lcr, 1. 015 llcr to 
1 • 0 8 5 llcr 1 and 1 • 0 8 5 llcr to one • 
198 
,,, ,~t J'I<\TABI:.E !9,,, 
TABLE~FOR ACeuRA.CY :OF, ""~REStffiTS 
,j'""" 
PP00 {0, 1.0, 1.33; 0.1) 
,{_C , )'- t "' if~- ',, ,,. ,;¥; f 
Case 1 1.260580282636 
% Error of c~,se ? '::1 ~4,28, X 10-3 ! '' 
% Error of Caser3 , 2,.:86 X 10-6 
case 
,. , ~ ' ,' [l }4-3 
% Error of 4 4.28 X 10 
< ~· J J 
' 'PP00 ( 0. 1, i:o, 1.33; 0.1) 
: t: 
case 1 1.134886337867 
% Error of Case 2 1.37 X 10-3 
% Error of Case 3 2.64 X 10-6 
% Error of case 4 1.37 X 10-3 
q(O, 1.0, 1.33; 0.1) I Io 
Case 1 0.967712670814 
% Error of case 2 2.92 X 10-6 
% Error of Case 3 1.84 X 10-6 
% Error of Case 4 2.68 X 10-6 
q(0.1, 1.0, 1.33; 0 .1) I Io 
Case 1 0.961768586238 
% Error of Case 2 3.72 X 10-6 
% Error of Case 3 1.83 X 10-6 
% Error of Case 4 3.47 X 10-6 
199 
Note that cases 1 and 2 in Table 19 represent the 
results which have the number of quadrature points equal to 
10 and 20, respectively, for each interval while the four 
intervals remain the same as;l,Il~ntioned in Chapter v. 
However, cases 3 and 4 ci~r:t,, T.Cl,};>le t.~u represent the results 
which have the nwnb~r1 ~o~ quadratur!?,z::,P~~nt.~ equal to 
10 and 20, respectively,,, for ,each fnterval while the 
intervals are different than those of cases 1 and 2. These 
' • J ~ } "-": ~ ~ 
four inte:rN"a}S, ar~,·~· Z.e.J:'_O; ,to #lcr, r#lcr hto l. 02 llcr n '1. 62 #lcr to 
1. 09 #lcrr and 1. 09 llcr to one. 
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